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FOREWORD

Researchers and Teacher. .
A SpeciPI Case in Communication

kaLbers N% ork in complex env ironments and face challenges on several fronts

Nok only must teachers understand educational psychology, including motivation

'Ind teaming theory. they must also be knowledgeable in the content areas that make

up me partk ular curriculum they teach. In addition, teachers require training in

the skills ot pedagogy. how to plan and present lessons, how ,to assess progress

ot students, and how to meet the needs and strengths of the children they teaCh

Ot course. they do not face these formidable tasks unaided Curriculum, spe-

cialists, content supervisors, textbook publishers. and school administrators offer

specific help as teachers chart the course of learning to be undertaken Moreover

a veritable army of researchers in universities, educational laboratories. research

centers, and in schools themselves, study problems which affect teaching and

learning. Untortunatdy it is often the case that research findings have relatively

little impact on the actual teaching and learning which occur in our schools

At least two reasons may be advanced for this lack of research influence on

teachers. First, the research community and the teaching community do not al-

ways communicate effectively. Not only do researchers tend to talk to other
researchers while teachers talk to other teachers, but the languages used by these

two groups are sufficiently different that translation is often required before teach-

ers and researchers can understand one another.
Second, the work of the researcher is controlled in a way that is never true for

the classroom teadicr. Because the researcher is studying a particular phenome-

non, he or she may interact with a very small number of children and may ignore

behaviors which do not relate to the research question. Cla sroom teachers, on the

other hand, must respond to all children in their classes in a wide variety of sit-

uations. Given these two different realities, then, it is often difficult to implement

findings from the one in the other.
Recognizing these differences between teachers and researchers. the Research

and Development Interpretation Service (RDIS) was established with funds from

the National Institute of Education (NIE) of the Department of Education ( DI IEW,

prior to I9&)) to review and present research findings along with their classroom

implications to teachers. Beginning with Research Within Reach. Reading in 1978,

and Researdt Within Reach. Ekmentary Mathematics in 1979, the RENS has de-



iseLt a multi-step proLess trhiLh has emphasized the needs of Llassloom teaL hers
tor current researeh-based %moss kdge This proLess instils es the follossing steps

SI 41, a gat sihm, ii ign h it Ia, rs While these questions are 1,Oliel tell in a
ss ay s telephone inters less s, ssorkshop aL tis itie s, e ). the important point

is that the questions are posed b) real teaLhers They %%ant the ansscers.
Pit nt 511on% Ii tinsaltont 'tam I I eat. h RDIS proteLt. a Lon+ultant panel
ut ,:sperts in the 1 ield as Lonsened I he panel %, I irst task is to re% less the teaLh-

cr5 questions to decide tshether or not a research-base eXists sshich Lan be used
ansssering the question Also, the panel prioritize+ the questions so that the

most Import...it ss ill be included in the interpretation reports,
R i tht IMI) ha haw,. Dike the question+ are selee ted. RDIS staf I begin
ace umulating iescareh report+, lounial articles. and other doe uments, "These are
re% iessed and form the base for the response. The ,irtic ks are ako aktracted
and catalogued in annotated bibliographics sshieh are anedlary produLts of eaL h
protect
In the paint. case of oral and ssritten %se %%ere surprised at

Ilsiss I ittk iesearch has been carried out. Donald Grases points out that for es ery
spent on reading research. SI.00 is spent on research on %%riling. This

lack of research ssas compensated for, to a degree. by the rich "craft literature
ss h it. h abounds in both oral and ssritten Lommunk anon. TeaLheis and %enters
hase produced an impressise arra) of theories, ideas. and suggestions for teach
ing conununication kke used much of this Lralt literature in preparing this book
Pratt% ol interprt ill, (pot Is art prepared and ret hit d. The interpretive re-
ports are prepared and include a res less of the relevant research. discussion
it classrooni impliLations and reLommendations to teaL hers for classroom im

plementation of the research The drafts are circulated to a variety of re% lovers
at se hook, in eduLational laboratories se hich make up the nations% ide R&D Ex
change RDx), to researchers in universiws. and to the consultant panel.

Ist,ms baS«! on n I ICI% ( rs' CchllOnA are prepared and the final report
is

P

pr d and dam nunat«I. Re% hams, based on the re% less s are undertaken and

approsed before the f inal product is printed. Regional Exchange t Rx I programs
at the educational laboratories play a key role in the dissomnation of the reports
either through ssorkshops or through state departments of education. Further.
Ilk pole, ssional associations 4 International Reading Assoeiation and National
Council of leachers of Mathematics) hase published and marketed the earlier
reports on reading and mathematics to their memberships

This report, Re %cats h Munn Reath. Oral and Written Communh dawn. ha+
untie i gone the Sauic ptocess as did the other testi publkations ssith one significant
dif !creme I he Rcgion.d Exchanges has e played an :inportant role in des clop
ment of this document rhis insolsement has result,: ,n a shared sense of ossnership
ol the publication and has enabled RDIS +VI to Midi: from the expertise of in-
di% idual stall members at the Regional 12 %changes, many of %%horn has e been
teachers ot oral and ss ritten communication and hase conducted research in the
area



Foreword

Development of This Book

in 1979. the directors of the Regional Exchange prqlects. located at the seven
regional educational laboratories,..a.cked RDIS to deselop a major sy nthesis and
interpretation ot the research and craft-knowledge of writing and oral commu-

nication h) underline the importance of this task. the directors made commitments

01 stall effort to turthermg this project.
Consequently in Iehruar y NW, representatkes ot each Regional Exchange

and RDIS met at Southwest Regional Laboratory, the lab in Los Angeles. to par-
ticipate in a two-day retreat, the two themes of which ssdre the sharing of knowledge

about oral and written communication and plannitg for the collaboratkeeffort of
which this book is the result

RDIS agreed to undertake the major work invoked in the effort. the
Exchanges agreed to help collect questions from teachers, to participate in re-
views ot the drafts. and to disseminate the book once it had been published

How\ Were Questibns Generated?

ci stions Bel tithe each Exchange works somewhat differently with the states they
he first task ot the Regional Exchanges %%rats the collecting of practitioner

set-% e, the mechanism sk as k ft to indi% iival Exchange preferemThe approaches
were sanous. One Exchange secured names of mchers in seseral states VS ho were

inter% en% ed by Exchange sta I I The interviews prov ided import mt background on

the indis idual and helped set questions into a context.
Another f .change conducted a two-day workshop on research in oral and written

communication After each presentation or acusity workshop participants were

invited to record questions or comments in a journal which each person kept Also

in a workshop setting. one Exchange invited workshop participants to engage in

a sariety ot sv nergistie activities which led to questions.
In all. osier 3(X) questions were gathered from teachocs. curriculum special-

ists. instructional supers hors. and other educators.

floss Were Questions Selected?
4

Clearly. w ith that many questions. some had to be selected over others The
business ol thoosing which questions to answer %as the focus of the first eon-

iltant panel meeting Betore the meeting, all the questions were typed, exactly
as received Then participants at the panel meeting rex iessed the questions, sort-

ing them by two criteria:
Vvas the question of interest to several praetiti niers?
Was the question answerable from a resort: or craft bask?

Once the questions were sorted by these Z"rikria. the panel resiewed them again.
placing them into categories. These categories were then examined and seventeen
questions were selected because they appeared to be of primary importance to
teachers. because they were answerable from thewilvailable research. and because,
taken together, they provided a coherent picture of oral and written communi

canon finally. participants at the panel meeting suggested research resources which

RDIS statt would need to study before attempting to respond to the questions

ix

.?
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Collecting the Research

the RDIS statf spent a large part ot 1980 and 1981 in Lo IleLting resourLe ma-
kiwis these were read and rek iewt:d with an eye toward responding to the,
questions. In addition. the hooks. journals. and nikro fiLhes were annotated and
put into a bibliography. whiLh beLame the t irst tangible result of the oral and writ
ten t.nninuniLation othesis The bibliography 1. urrcntly inL ludes more than 400
items

OnLe the resourLe 1. olledion beg n. RDIS staff prepared dratt summaries ot
responses whia were ur,ulated to the vonsultant panel. Regional Lx,.hnge and
Regional Laboratory statts and other e,duLators. This initial attempt at skekhing
an answer prokided a toL us for rek ers' Lomments whiLh subsequently resulted
in the first dratt ol the present book

The Writing Team

In November 1981 the writing team met for the first time. An important out-
Lome of the team's disLussion was tit, adea thatwhereker appropriate the questions
should be answered in terms ot both oral and written Lommunkation, rather than
Lreating two hooks within a book. The writers felt that this deLision was jus-
tified 4'ot three reasons.

Many stak., .:.nts about oral Lommunkation arc true for writing and t it t s t so,

moreover, fix iwo modes are interrelated.
Communkatioi,- whether oral or w rittennceded to remain at the 1. e nter of the
book.
Oral Lommunkation has reLeiked less attention than has written 1. ommunka
non and the team si anted to ensure that both were given equal weight

Orke this major deLision was taken, the writing team dikided up the questions
and began preparing draft responses. These drafts refleLted two other deisions
kkhich the team made.

Whereker possible, the drafts would refleLt the needs of teaLhers of students
whose native language or dialect is not Standard English.
Classroom implkations of the researLh would take preLedenLe oker speLifiL
classroom activities.

The Writing Process at Work

During the fike days of that first team meeting. the writers remarked fre-
quently about how their work was paralleling the researa. During the first morning,
tor example, the four writers talked about call of the questions. Liting research
and mentioning ideas for caLh response. Then sekeral different organizational
patterns were disLussed tor the book as a whole. This was dearly a series of pre-

writing activities.
After that first morning, the writers divided up the questions and spent the

afternoon working individually. Gradually, late in the day, people began sharing
dralts. One after another, caLh draft was read by its author, while the other team
members listened, Then all four disLossed the response. notking both strengths
and weaknesses of the draft. It should be mentioned that for eaa of us this initial
reading was filled with anxiety. The support of the peer-rekising group helped call
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ot us teel that the atternoon had been well spent During the months that followed
this initial drafting session, estensis e re% isions were made, iitten at the suggestion

ot inembeis ot the consultant panel, sometimes from others on the writing team
tit troa4 other re% iewers. Final!), an editor was engaged to read each draft and of-,

ter suggestions for formatting and improvement.

Hou the Ansuers AN Constructed'
Each chapter begins w ith a question posed h> a practitioner Ile reit:sap( re-

search is then described Numbers in parentheses in the test refer the reader to the

Retcrences at the end of each chapter. The classroom implications of that re-
search are pro% ided in each chapter. Each response ends with a sunuLar) which
highlights the ke> issLres

Atter the test in each chapter. the reader will find a numbered list ofreferences

hich were used in the test " In addition to appearing after each chapter. all ot
ihe reterences !lase been brougfit together in a masfer hibliograph> at the end of
the hook. Where the> are presented in alphabetical order. h> author, without

numbers.
the hook is di% ided into eight sections. Sections I and 2 concern the "wh> "

and how Ol communication Clasqoom actisities are at the heart of Sections
;, 4. 5. and 6 1 he loc us ot Section 7 is on es aluation. Final!), Section 8 describes

wa%s in w hich teachers can toster ebb:Luse communication. While the chapters
taken together present a coherent, unified s 10k of research and practice in oral and

written conmunication, the chapters ire written in such a way that the) ean stand
so the reader ma> read the chapters in whateser order seems best to him

or her

*lhose rekrences which are preceded h.> an asterisk (*) are considered to he of special

importance tor teachers

ii xi
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WHY COMMUNICATION
SKILLS ARE TAUGHT

The classroom is an extremely busy
place. Not only must teachers present les-
sons on a wide range of subjects, but they
must also ensure that each child has the
opportunity to learn. Given this already
heavy responsibility, why should teachers
instruct their students in oral and written
communication?

14



Why should I have students write?

Not too long ago d group ot teachers was asked the question 'Why do people
write ?'' There was a long pause. and the question was rephrased. "What do you
write ?" With this, a few tentative responses began w ith "I write letters." "I
make lists for groceD shopping and things to do." and "I keep a diary These
triggered turther examples. writing thank-you notes. ins itations. messages. rec-
ords. reports. tilling out various necessary forms, logs, journals and, for pleas-
urewriting prose and poetry. When asked 'Why do you write in your capacity

as teachers '' the responses came quickly. "to produce lesson plans." "reports
tor the principal." making ota tests and experience charts."

These w rink_ tasks answered number of needs or purposes Some writing
tasks are undertaken tor pleasure. some to conummicate information Some of the
writing activities served as memory-jogs or ways ot organizing apparently unre-
lated information into a coherent whole. There are, indeed. many reasons to

w riteand to teach writingin and out of the classroom.

A Means to Expand Learning
Many have said that we learn to w rite by w riling. Students who w rite see more

readily the need for the improvement of skill in handw ruing, spelling. capitali-

zation. and punctuation. Lack vf proficiency in these skills creates problems for
young writers who must solve them if they are to achieve their goals A positive
effect on the level of skills can result.

Graves has indicated that writing contr:butes to intelligence since, as a highly

complex act. it demands a high level of thought (9).
1,4 riling requires the writer to call upon memory and fact, organize thoughts

into some logical sequence. bring to bear upon the task all av ailable knowledge
ot letters, sentence skucture, grammar, and form in order to communicate But.
apart from this tearaLal know.ledge. a sense of audience is needed for the writer
to select the appropriate style and language to achieve the desired goal

II used effectively, writing can be a tool for thinking. The process of struc-

turing a paper itself takes the students through several different levels of
cognition. The brainstorming, evaluation, and selection of ideas, the formulation
ot hypotheses and gathering of information to support the hypotheses, and the re-

fining, ot ideas all serve to develop a student's ability to think logically and

critically;
Birnbaum states, in her study of reading and w riting behavior. "We learn to

3
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ritten language heLause it enlaigi.. &um LapaLit to shape our eperienLes
1711M1111,1: , to represent meaning It, our selv Ls and others. and tii represent our

selves to others in our environment" 121
halm lists thinking as number one in his summar of prinoples for a

student-centered language arts L urrkulum "Most profoundl Lonsidered. a
Louise of language learning is a LoursL in thinking A %killing assignment. for
eatupk. is a thinking assignment Clith,ci% mg and verhalwing must be taken
together"

hisight and disL,iver arc enLouraged, sass I lale,!, -James. when Lhildren be-
Li MK. Inv ed in and .v,et in a sense are detaLhed from epenenL es that the!. reLord
OH paper Brough seeing personal ideas and everienLes appear on paper. re-
dratting what is written to make it more aLLurate or Lomplete. and reLeiv ing
reader leedhaLk on what has been written. a writer expands w hat is learned from
the original everience" lO)

Relationship to Skills in Other Curriculum Areas

A,A one of se eral tools of LommuniLation, writing reintorLes and is in turn
reintorLeil bs oral language. listening, and reading. The prew riling stage in the
proLes. of writing entails etensive use of oral language. listening. and. Ire-

quen reading Rs using languagL skills both to reLeive ideas and Information
twin others and to e \press their own. Lhildren will see the L lose relationship be-
tween reading. writing. listening, and speaking in their reLepto, e e presso. e
roles An understanding of the worth ol language skill Lan in turn strengthen L 1111-
dren s faL Mt), with reading. listening. disLussing. and writing in other LurriLulum
areas

Helping oung Tim,/ to literature in both oral and written language
will provide a monsalion tor hirther disLussion and writing as well as helping
Lhildren to think thriiugh their understanding of,the meaning lit literature Chil

dren ill see a varlet :. of st,, les of w ming and Lan tr out these new patterns in
their own writings Reading and listening to words in Lonte\l inLreases chiklren's
abilit to use oLabular more preLisel, in their own writing and speaking Chil
dren who are pros ided tune and opportun* to read and disLuss stories w ill
A these a greater sense ot %tor!, that the!, Lan draw upon P. hen reLordmg their ov. n

etperienLes or creating fiction 4).
Interrelatumslups among the language skills should not be L unlined to the Ian

guage L lasses alone nor should the master!, of Mese skills beLome more important
than the meaningful roes ot the skills. Writing Lan be the medium through whiLh
students c wlore and Lome to understand diffiLuit LonLepts Student writing. for
evample. should be assigned with LI:a purposes established in content areas
aLross the LurriL ulum. beLause writing for a genuine purpose is More likel!, to re-
sult in honest LommumLation, As King suggests, "Children w ill learn to write
and Lontinue to write when the.s disLover that it does something tor them. The!,
need to bind that writing is a natural. meaningful part ol Llassniom I is ing and
learning, that attentu in ot the L lass and teaLher is on what is said, and that written
language is saiued kir as Lontribunim to Kith the learning underwa!, and the
loaner' ill)
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Etre Need to Counnunicate
fvfis in the held discussing the uses and ads antagcs of wnting as a medium

usualls identd> it as a practical means of cons e>ing s arms t>pes ot intormation
and personal messages to those not present Because the pragmatic flinction of

mug has been the nialig thrust of instruction for man> years, most adults would

agree ss ith this perception I low es cr. children grossing up w ith the electronic me-

dia 01 todas ma> less Writing quite hi ferentl> from their liareats Nes ci theless,

despite the reliance on teles ision and iithcr non-print media children recognue
that most personal messages and inkirmation still require print w hen the recipients

in their messages are not present and cannot he reached orall> Children w ho has e

experiences w ith print as the> gross up seem to tuin caged> to writing as a means

ot expi ession
Britton speaks of the importance of intentions and of the need to encourage

children to pin dins!) memorable ss ords and to w rite stories t 11 le discusses the

use in w ut ine to des elop relationships in the classroom and encourages journal

ss u ging NI) teas hei and student Lan des elop a dialogue in a mode other than

specs h I he student talks to the teacher b> entries in the journal, including
ideas 101 situ (0 share I he teacher responds ss ith a brief note in the join rat

and ieturns n to the student [his exc hange opens the door for new w riling

experiences
Ae al i feel the urge to expi es. MU I eel in s and to share information w ith

as I, hildren need to be able to w rite so the>, too. can use this means to share w rth

others ideas and mlori nation that alt. important I his Alit> to express himself or
herself adequatel> and satistactoril> can do much to improse the child's concept

01 self orth
In a recent article. Smith has opposed the s iess. how es er. that w riting for coin-

inumc anon is its onl> or major salue I le suggests that the writer is alw a> s the
lust reader and In,t, often be the onl> inc when recording in diaries journals. and
taking, notes Ile helloes that the ss liter. not the act of writing itself is the local

point and thus that creating experiences and exploring Ideas are perhaps the major

tunctions ot 55 ruing t 141

Satisfy ing Experience

per-lenses that hildren enio> are of ten unitations of adult [what un- V I Ind

ser> >oung children pla> ing house and pia> ing school. In fact. most nurser>
school and kindergarten children spend a portion of theirday in the pla> house sec-

tion of their c lassroom using language and behas tor ss Inc Ii the> belies e to he

adult In pia> ing school. the 'student' recites. reads, and ss rites in unitatum of

older students he has seen Children who see their parents reading and writing de-

sire these experiences more than do children in !mulles in w Inch adults do not
read Man> parents. siblings. and grandparents encourage children in their earl>
writing experiencesscribbles and pictures that are undecipherable. but whose in-

tent is clearjust as the> emu imaged the infant's first attempts to eimimunicate

orall> 1 he pleasure dens ed b.> the child from this encouragement pushes him or

her to renewed attempts at c onnimnic anon and furthei explorations of the world

ot language A corium in sight In hOnles ol oung children Is the picture or St( iry

7
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lasit.ned s ith a magnet to tht Rho:ram door Fhis shots, the child that com-
munication i alued

Durkin's studies erified that encouragement, responding to questions asked.
contt [sawn, tvith parents and siblings. and shared experiences %%ere at least par-
hall> responsible for detelopment of earl> reading skill in children (8) Oa>
presents c hildrerfs earl> scribbles as [licit attempt to represent meaning Gradual
Lhanges in their 'messages.' niore and more losely approximate letters and
stords au Britton talks of the 'pretend ts ruing.' of children and their desire to
produce hooks that come> their "stories'. (3). Just as children &att. paint, use
croons, count, or sat the alphabet both for their ott n pleasure and to receit c a
positite response from an adult, so do children produce scribbles that represent
their name, storiesind messages that to them hat e meaning.

Callan. in prot iding a structure tor teaching the language arts, has suggested
that the first stage is one he calls 4.autiqh.- at st Inch the desire is to produce or
use language onit tor self, not for others Ile recommends that teachers int oh, e
students in self-att aieness expenences. An atxareness of their ottn perceptions
and experiences in focusing attention, especiall> on the man> sensor> experi-
ences. lead , hildren to become astare of their n feelings. No requests for
reporting thcii feelings or thoughts are made or desired at this stag ,. of detelop-
ment Children arc qflipl learning to ciao> a S ariet> of experiences in listening.
looking at pictures, touching, smelling, poiducing sounds, and %swing that mat,
later he drat*, n upon st hen a desire to communicatc it:curs (5). Thus, children are.
in a sense, discot ermg the ssorld about them in %says that will enable them to bet-
ter understand their tole in that %%odd. They must knoss themselses before they

can ss rite about the %%odd beyond their personal Ines and perceptions
Chkidren ssho has e opportunities to "Oa> ith ttords" may later find that

these experiences ss ith the sound, rktitie atterns, structure, and multiple mean-
ings of yords produce pleasures that tram,:er to oral and yritten form st hen they

stish to conte> their messages to otheis, Joining in repetnise phrases of a story
being read aloud or trying out soice sariations in choral speaking are enjoyable
experiences. Exploring the multiple meanings of ssords by drassing cartoons cm
phasites and reinforces their appropriate use Writing parodies of Mother Goose
rh>mes calls for an underst,aiding of rhyme as Ns ell a, meaning

I he Conmuttee oil Stadards for Basic Skills Writing Programs of the Na-
tional Council of leacheis of English concludes that %silting sers es both public
and personal needs of students, and it ssarrants the I ull, generous. and continuing
effort of all teachers (7)

A Release from Tension

In this age %then so much is ss ritten about stress generated in Sarious occu-

pations and in our say life-sty lc., a calid experience for young people is learning
to deal ss fib emotions and feelings Folio% ing the as,a,sination of John E Ken-
ned>. hundreds of poems %sere published that disclosed the depth of feelings and
distress felt by old and young alike U ong language, both oral and ss men, has
prot ided release tor centuries in song. speech. and %%ming. The per+onal relict

tions that are af forded in producing pros,: and poetry, the exploration of fears by

6
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young clnldren through w ruing ghost stories, Oen the fantasies that ens clop hid-

den salues and strong messages about the human experience are all means of

releasing, w ithout always directly resealing, the deep-seated concern% that stim-

ulate the ss liter Anony Mous letters, stories and verse, parodies of nursery

rhy mes. and Oen grat fin reseal this ser.) personal need to release inner tensions

in somewhat sale and certamly more subtle way s than shouting in anger or w rumg

signed letters to express displeasure. unhappiness, or ffinerahilit>

Jhi psy clu)logic al %dine ot %%ruing has long been documented and, as I laley -

James states. 'tsuch writings) has e stressed the tension release and escape value

ot getting feelings on paper and of reflecting through writing on troublesome, vic-

torious or others\ Ise personal experiences 10) Finally. Mallen and*Ness sonic

confirm that 'writing of ters a means ot thinking through by oneself the compli-
cations ot and lustuicanon tor a point of s less, the subtleties and intricacies of

states ot feeling 12)
1 he classroom teacher who s less% w hat students ss rite as important and who

sees the cons (ninon% of ss ruing as secondary will he encouraging students not only

to use writing hut w ill he show ing students that w hat they have to say is valued

W hen attempts at w ritten communication are met ssith positive responses, stu-

dents w ill be mous ated to expand then- writing experiences Teachers who

establish time and place% tom writing of all types to occur and who develop op-

portunities tor %anew, ot writing experiences ss ill be providing many students

ss ith lust the incenose they need to try their hand at this medium
Arranging tor pen pals will encourage correspondence, and organizing a

classroom newspaper will pros ide a reason for many kinds of writing and editing

to take place Experiences outside the school can provide content for stories and

pocin that can in turn he published in some form by the school or class The

ss liok pi ocess ot writing, from press ruing to publi. hint:. can he an emoyable e)-

perience ss hen students ss rite and publish their own books for shelving in the

classroom or school library Young Authors Programs frequently are an incentive

tor submitting poems and stories. Visits from published authors to schools estab-

lish the reality ot writing as a profession. The encouraging . exciting climate

created by the teacher and the school ss ill play a signiticar,t role and be profoundly

persuasise es idence ot the salue of ss riling for students-in our schools

Summary
W ruing. then. meets a number ot goals. some directly related to school; oth-

ers related to the larger context of the students' lives. Writing is a means LO expand

learning W riling helps students to externalize the information w hich they are

learning and pros ides opportunities for students to explore relationships among

seseral diverse ideas.
Writing reintorces skill in miding and other areas of the curriculum Addi-

tionally. other areas of the curriculum offer opportunities for writing, often in

specialized formats
Children also lind ss riting to he pleasurable and psychologically satisfying

When attention is paid to the communicative intent of children's writing rather

than lust to surface features and mechanical errors, the young writer comes to re-
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attic the value assigned to his or her attempts to commume ate. This not only
pros ides rein: ireement for the ehild's sell-eoneept but a also ene1)urages devel-
opment ot commumeanse
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What are the benefits to my students nf instruction in oral
-

communication?

Like thinking. speaking and listening lie at the core of what it means to be a

human being, to be a member of a community that shares knowledge. reflects on

experience, speculates about the unknown, and forms intangible bonds of emo-

twn as strong as any primitive instincts for physical survival Children engage in

thought Independent of the direct effects of schooling, but it would never occur

to us to question whether we should deliberately promote thinking in our class-

rooms. \he know that it is our job to help students think in a focused manner. in

a more sustained fashion, and in more varied and creative ways than they would

without the benefits of our teaching. So it is with oral comunication Speaking
and listening skills likew ise need to be systematically nurtured if our students are

to enjoy the lull range of communication competence which is potentially avail-

atle to then:.
Britton (3) reminds us that students need to practice communication as a doc-

tor practices medicine, as attorneys practice law, rather than as jugglers practice

new tricks before a performance. The oral communication accivities in which we

ask our students to participate ought to invite learners to use speaking and listen-

ing in coming to grips with authentic, substantive tasks or problems Many

educators harbor an impression of oral communication activities as contrived,

often amusing games like -Guess What I'm Describing," or may recall a series

ot painfully artificial and stilted oral reports entitled, "The Natural Resources of

Africa
Examples of meaningful oral communication activities include lessons which

usc discussion to discover the physical proprties of substances in a science class

(22). exercises which provide students wi h an imaginative outlet for exploring

their changing emotions and values through creative dramatics, and sessions

which encourage learners to think -about the results of their classmates' thinking

by listening to and discussing prepared talks about matters of shared 'oncern.

Through these and similar activities students practice communication skills and

thereby develop the kind of fluency, effectiveness, and breadth of expression and

reception that would be denied them were they left to their own resources.

With this brief perspective on how classroom oral activities can sin pe a set of

developing skills, let us turn now to research and theory which put a more critical

eye than usual on speaking and listening. Oral communication, it is clear, per-

vades all aspects of our lives. Listening. in particular, consumes a larger chunk

2i
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our LL aking hours than ate> other conscious aLtiL It!, (12) I.Len I ormal public
'peaking -presenting non-spontaneous talks to non-intiiiiate gro-ns--is a surpris-
ingly common experience for people from all socioeconomic strata (17).

Oral Communication in the Classroom

I he Lalue of eftectiLe oral ll)nlnlunkat,on is nim here more eLident than in
the classroom Success in school hinges on listening and speaking skills as much
as on intellectual ability Speech is the pi imary ifie&uni ol instruction. Teachers
transmit knovs ledge orally. and also regulate classroom actiLity by means of
speech communication Procedural instructions, rev, ards. punishments. instruc-
tional teedbackall arc deliLered orally. The student LLith deficient listening skills
is academically disabled. Teachers, of course, eLaluate student achiewment on a
continuous basis by questioning students about subject matter. Students' com-
munication sty les. extraneous as these may he to actual subject matter knoss ledge.
along LL ith their LL illingness to communicate, substantially color teachers' eval-
uaturns of student aehieLement (24).

Some researchers suggest a causal relationship bemeen students' speech
styles and student achieLement. Certain speech styles appear to trigger stereo-
typed negatisc reactions in teachers. As a result, teachers eve( I some students to
be poorer learners than others Ls ho speak in more acceptable styles. The teachers'
expectations beciime self-fultilling. That is, because the teachers project their ex-
pectations in sometimes Ler) subtle and unconscious %Lays, the students do
achiew at a depressed level (30).

Beyond the issue of teachers' perceptions or expectations of :tudent achieL e-
n:tit, students' skill at expiessing their instructional needs certainly affectstheir
progress, Students \du, Lan ask helpful questions or %Lilo can request assistance
achieLe learning lki.:411 es at a faster pace than their less LommunicatiLely com-
pctent classmates (27). Indeed, reticent children earn losLer grades in school and
also obtain losser SAT scores, despite the fact that these students are no less in-
telligent than their more talkative peers ( 14).

In addition, many student-centered teaching methods presume that students
haL e mastered the communication skills needed to engage in interactiL e actiL
I- or cample. sniall and large group discussions are useful \Lay s of organi/ing stu-
dents In any sublect matter class for purposes of inquiry or problem solving. Peer
tutoring and peer eLaluation are effectiLe learning situations for all students in-
LolLed and haw the aged payoff of freeing teachers to deLote indisidualiied
attention to those LLho need it. If student interaction skills are poorly-developed.
teachers olten tiuW themselLes adrift in chaos rather than at the helm of a collab-
orause learning environment.

Speaking and listening, then, are central to the organitation and operation of
LIAsrooms, Students LLho possess limited oral communication skills suffer lim-
ited academic success both because \Le expect them to do poorly' and also because
they haw restricted access to the learning resources of the classroom. Of course,
oral skills are critical also because they proL ide the foundation for acquiring the
related language arts of LL riling and reading (21).

01 eLen more profound consequence to learning, however. is the close rela-

10
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tionship between verbalization and know ledge acquisition Preschool children

often engage in rionconmiunicative talk, speaking in ways which make little con-

tact w ith the behaviors of others who may be within earshot. The bulk of research

studies now support the v le% that such "private speech" is externalized thought

As children mature. they learn to suppress these vocalizations and engage

instead in "inner speech." But oren adults revert to muttering to themselves

when confronted with intellectually taxing problems. Concepts are closely

finked. if not equivalent. to verbal labels (6). Similarly, the syntax of language

enables us to join and transform concepts (4). Numerous studies have pointed out

that verbalizationoral performancecan reinforce learning about concepts and

their relations (Ili Oral interaction in the classroom, therefore, is not merely a

vehicle tor assessing w hat students know but is a fundamental tool which allows

students to discos er and consolidate new knowledge (22, 28). In short, speaking

and listening in school settings'permit intellectual activity.

Oral Communkation in Life Roles

Speech communication proficiency promotes pragmatic goals outside of the

classroom as well In a number of respects, vocational success depends on workr

ers' speaking and listening abilities. Regardless of how well students train for

their chosen vocations, inadequate communication skills can hinder their very en-

* into the Job market. Job interviewers are strongly affected by applicants'

nonverbal and verbal communication styles. In fact, personnel officers may dis-

tinguish between management trainees and custodial workers to a substantial

degree on the basis of canchdates' oral communication (10). Employers, even in

technical fields which call for little contact with consumers, often prize interper-

sonal communication skills as highly as any other job-related aptitude

In complex organizations especially. jobs which carry high status and high pay

demand proficiency in oral communication. Individuals who are anxious about

then- communication skills are to select themselves out of career opportun-

ities tor w hich they may be otherwise qualified. Moreover, as our society turns

increasingly to a serv ice and information-oriented economy, communication tasks

comprise the entirety of many workers' job requirements. In virtually all occu-

pations. moreover, job satisfaction is related to enyioyees' ability to interact with

and influence decision Makers,
An additional pragmatic motivation for wc,king with students' oral commu-

nication skills pertains to participation in the i )Ie of citizen. From its origins in

classical Greece, speech education has been regarded as making a vital contri-

bution to sustaining democracy The First Amendment to the U S Constitution

codifies that cherished principle in our society. With the increasing intrusion of

electronic media into the political process, evaluative listening skills take on

added importance as a foundation for citizenship. Recent history also illustrates

the power ot a vocal citizenry in affecting community affairs through face-to-face

lobbying and through expression at public hearings and meetings of local gov-

erning bodies
Communication skills even affect the quality of health care services which

consumers obtain. Studies of doctor-patient communication indicate that the

11
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abysmally low rate oi patient compliance w ith medical orders is increased when
doctors and patients share information more freely (19). Patients otten obtain such
intormation 1)nl) by assertkely questioning their physicians or by seeking the aid

intermediate-loel health care proiders like nurses and technicians.
Somewhat less tangible consequences of communication competence pertain

to the role of speaking and listening in piomoting children's (and adults') psy
chological well-king and soc i,tl adjustnwnt Communication pro ides the mirror
by which we come to know ouNek es. It is necessar) for the formation of self-
concept Strong communication skills facilitate an accurate and positke Senle 1)f
Sell Peer acceptance contributes to feelings of self-worth. especially during ad-
olescence Children w ith dysfunctional communication patterns, how o el-. are
not li.,el to form satisfy ing peer relationships.

The impact of oral cnninunication effectReness extends beyond peer inter-
action into home and family. Parent-child bonds are initially forged through
nom erbal communication (29). Later, parents teach children acceptable forms of
back wr through the medium of speech. In fact, the type of speech which parents
use to discipline nd regulate children constrains the range of conununication
styles which those children ultimately w tll have at their command throughout
their dult lics 0) Sibling relations are also largely negotiated through oral strat-
egies. Finally. the ery sun, i al nd cohesReness of family units depend upon
family members' bility to express their needs nd feelings to each other in con-
sumeme ways

The Status of Instruction in Oral Communication

Oral communication, then, is central to individual doelopment. to learning.
and to osential life roles. It is curious, theiefore, that direct insioaction in oral
communication is so seldom undertaken in schools. Our siti,ation today, how oer,
stands in sharp contrast to the educational systems of the classical ages in which
oral communicationthe study of rhetoricwas the most adanced goal toward
which students progressed. Modern British education also accords great impor-
tance to "oracy t 5). But in American schools. speaking and listening are most
often regarded cis less important objectives %,N hen compared to the "three Rs.
Though some elementary curriculum guides include isolated suggestions that stu-
dents present oral book reports or practice making introductions, few provide
well-articulated progrwm of study in this skill area. In most secondary schools.
if speech classes are offered at all. they are offered cis fine arts electkes for ad-
anced students or as English electives for basic students t 2).-There are, how oer,
limiticant exceptions to these generalizations. Sonic school staffs committed to

the alue ot oral communication education haw created and implemented ex-
emplary curricula in speaking and listening. Also, recent federal and state policies
which define speaking and listening as basic skills have spaw ned a great many
new programs and materiak

Children learn to speak pd to listen w ithout the benefits of sichool-based in-
struction. It is ob iously true that children engage in oral conunumcation and may
possess considerable prowess before ever coming to school. What students may
lack how o er, are communication behmlors which are,fle uble nd Ahich are

12
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lc( ut c In practice, students learn to communicate holistically, everything all at

once For purposes ot highlighting key learning Alecto, es, however. we w ill ex-

amine those two aspects of communication competence in turn

Oral Activities for Flexible Communication

,Some students may function well in familiar contexts. Competent commu-

nicators. hove% er. possess rich repertoires of communication acts and strategies

trom sshieh they can select the ones most effectis e for a given situation (32)
Competent communicators learn to adapt to different listeners (highauthority, low

authonty. intimate, psychologically distant), to different purposes (storytelling.
persuading. reporting, sell-disclosing), to different settings (home. church, play -

ground, business of t ice. sets ice station, classroom), to different topics (baseball,

current events, illness, love, atomic physics, literature), and to different types or
genres of discourse ian answer to a question, an extended talk, small talk, von-
eluding a conversation) (7, 311.

- ider to adapt to these s arms spects of communication situations, speak-
ers need I irst of all to has e a satiety of styles at theifeommand.Antimate. casual,
consultative. formal. and frozen styles, for example (15). Most will not acquire

this kind ot hioad communicative repertoire if left to haphazard circumstance

Some, for example, will be limited to career opportunities within their own com-

munities because their casu.al speech does not include a style appropriate for
tormal situations in the broader commercial community. Some students will be
misdiagnosed and mistreated in medical facilities because their repertoires lack

behaviors appropriate to health care interviews. Some students w ill be unwitting

v [dims of ads ertising claims or ofpropagancla campaigns because they do not dis-

tinguish statements ol fact from statements of opinion.
In addition to an extensive repertoire of communication acts, competent com-

municators need to develop sensitivity so th4t they can draw appropriately from
their stock ot speech behas fors. Young children r- y exhibit considerable ego-

centrism which limits their ability to judge the needs of listeners (20) Some
children display antisoLial behas iors swop!), because they are insensitive to how

others %Ill react I8I. Even older speakers sometimes lack sensitivity to situations

and. as a result may give a king-winded answer when a short one may suffice or

adopt light-hearted style when a more grave tone would be appropriate Class-
room experiences in oral communication, experiences which are deliberately and
systematically constructed, can promote sensitivity to communication contexts

Oral Activities for Effective Communication

1-lexibicit)r is necessary tor effectiv e communication but it is not sufficient, In
order to become effective commumcators, students must learn how to implement

their communication acts. They must learn to speak intelligibly and to control
their volume They must be able to call up examples and illustrations as these

are needed during the cours e t a clan ersation. They must be able to organize a
talkprovide some background, relate various points to each other and to the

ov erall topic at hand, create closure. They must learn to listen for comprehension,
tor retentivn, and to discern a speaker's point of v iew. Learning to implement

13
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,on iii iu n ic atin,xc pi Unai II) a matter ot practk ing speaking md listening in ar-

mus contexts
In addition, students need feedback concerning the et lectisene,., ot their

speaking or listening bi:has tors. Feedback enables stlidents to es aluate how they
might need to change wine strategies and behas iors or to gauge v, hich strategies
and behasiors vs ill serve them well the most useful feedback is tooted in the
communication context, vs hich derises from the nature of the audience and the
purpose hi tor example, speaker is asked to describe the layiout of his or her
bedroom, uset ul feedback would call upon classmates to draW their s isualizoions
of the described room In this vs ay. the speaker cap compare the audience's un-
derstanding of the message with the intended meaning.

In short, it students are to learn more than just speaking and listening, if they
are to learn the skills of tie uble and (Ife( tue speaking and listening, we must de-
liberately and sy stematically engage students in oral activities N. hich promote rich
repertoires of communication acts, sensitize students to accurately recognize
teatures of communication contexts, pros ide opportunities for try ing out
communication behas iors. and supply feedback w ith ss hich students may 'es al-
uate their eommumcative effectivvness.

Moreoser. it is important to acknow ledge that regardless of the subject matter
lesson, a Intiden curriculum: in sneaking and listening leases its mark on stu-
dents From the modeling ot teachers and other school officials, students learn
w hat counts as acceptable adult speech. They learn this.adult standard even %shen
these models diserge considerably from the ideals which may ..ippear in

textbooks.
One of the student's primary tasks upon entering public school is to learn the

nature 01 leather talk." Students Who function succssfuhl in school come to
understand, tor example, that teachers' questions (e.g., :Ilow many pennies
make a dime !' ) are not to be interpreted as requests for information. Rather, such
quasi-questions are demands for performance, and their function iito allow teach-
ers to es aluate student achiesement on a continuing and informal basis (13). In
learning the noritis ot teacher talk, studcnts learn hot\ to cope w ithj communi-
cation style ty pleat of institutional settings. In most classrooms, studentS also
learn how to take turns and to v, ithhold their spontaneous comments when another
is speaking, how to pwduce comments relevant to a subject not of their choosing,
and (perhaps) how to attend to an extended disCussion. Students also may acquire
their teachers*,ttitudes tow ard communication, primary grade chilZlren often dis-
play a marked rise in apprehension about communicatiOn, and an unusually large
proportion ot teachers in these grade lesels are themselscit apprehensive about
speech (23)

there is one additional benefit of ins olv ing students in oral actis ities, a benefit
hich is alluded to throtighout this book. Oral, communication skills support

learning in other know ledge'skil I domains. Speiiking and listening pros ide, foun-
dations upon which other skills are built. For example, there is some,esidenee
improsed reading ability as aresult of instruction in listening skilk (21). The abil-
ity to sustain uninterrupted talk may necessarily precede the ability to compose
connected prose (26). Senvitisity to audiences which is first acquired through spo-
ken interaction appears to be critical for good writing (
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In addition, oral comimmication ado, ities enable teachers to use methods of

classroom instruction viik.h are consistent with the goals of interactive, student-

centered learning Oral communication acthities create a comfortable. accepting

classroom climate Oral commun:cation acthities allow students to teach and to

learn from each other Oral connunication actiities instill a spirit of problem

sob. mg by pros iding opportunities for student collaboration Thim the benefits

ot oral Jos ities extend beyond acquisition of esseotial speakurg and listening

skills f hey can help to create a positive learning environment

Summary
Oral communication classroom actisities cars he systematic and purposeful

I hey cultis ate abilities which arz crucial for success in school and are intimately

linked to intellectual functioning Job .ntry. success, and satisfaction also depend

upon cites:the speaking and listening. Owen participation in our democratic
form ot gosemment demands speaking and listening proficiency In addition, stu-

dent sell-concept and social adjustment are contingent upon these skills While
students do learn to speak and to listen without direct teacher intervention, sys-

tematic oral conmiunicat,on instruction 'is necessary to foster flexible and

el fectise conumtnication, Without the benefits of oral activities in the classroom,

students sk ill not des elop rich repertoires of conununication acts from which th'ey

may draw in diserse and unfamiliar commumcation situations They will be lim-

ited in their scnsitts By to the nature of those communication contexts as well

Prance in a saricO of forms of speaking and listening improves c.ommunicatkittc
01es:themes,. Wiell-designed feedback enabls,s students to evaluate and adjust

their communicoon in order to further enhance their skill's Moreover, teachers

in all subiect areas do teach students about oral communication. sometimes
unintentionally nd sometimes vs BILundesirable results Finally, oral communi-

cation act's ities support learning in other knowledge/skill domams They do so

,ti pros Walt; the foundation upon which other skills rest, and by enabling-inter-

dem e. student-centered instructional techniques
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HOW COMMUNICATION
SKILL IS DEVELOPED

Teaching is more than knowing the
subject matter. Teachers also need to un-
derstand principles of educational psy-
chology, of pedagogy, and of child
development. In this section, informa-
tion about the development of oral and
written communication competence in
children is presented.
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How do infants acquire oral language? What are the implications

of research on orul language development for classroom teachers

of young children?

We should all be surprised and fascinated to learn of 4 five-year-old child who
mysteriously displayed an uncanny ability to solve problems in advanced calcu-
lus. No doubt we would see banner headlines in the newspaper. "BABY WHIZ
BAFFLES EXPERTS, SAYS GRAD SCHOOL MATH 'JUST KID STUFF'."
We would see the child, legs dangling from adult-sized over-stuffed chairs, in-

terviewed on every late nigh. television talk show. We would be both amazed and
humbled by the youngster's remarkable achievement.

Though unheralded by headlines or talk show appearances. all children who

cross a public school threshold have achieved a feat of even greater magnitude
They have previously learned their natise language. After all, the entirety of ad-

anced calculus can be contained within a single textbook, but no single-volume,
not a shelf of scholarly treatises, can adequately capture all that each and every
kindergarten child knows about language. Our respect and admiration for the tal-

ents of young language learners have profound implications for how we might

conduct our classrooms.
Research in language acquisition and development is multifaceted. The ques-

tions which dif ferent researchers consider to b important vary with the differing
theoretical orientations that inspire child language studies. The research literature

does not yield a neat list of age-normed competencies, nor a precise sequence of
instruction that VNe might follow in a lock-step fashion. Nevertheless, we can dis-

till from this fertile and exciting field of inquiry some general propositions about

how children come to know language. These broad principles can sensitize us to

our students' accomplishments in the realm of language so that we might build

upon them, even celebrate them, as we come to appreciate just how remarkable

these achievements are.

Language Learning: Creative, not Imitative

The sentences you have just read have never been written before, and yet you
were able to comprehend them, puzzle over them, agree or disagree with them
When children learn language, they are not simply memorizing dictionary entries

for specific words or sentences they have heard. Rather, they are acquiring a sys-

tem for actively composing or extracting meaning from a theoretically boundless
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How Sla ll Develops

reser% oir ot language I his c realise aspect of language learning is the most fun-
damental fact for which theories of language acquisition must account

There are numerous ways of combining and embedding sentences We cannot
esen say that there is any longest English sentence, because no matterhow long
a sentence is. another clause always can be tacked on:

Jacks appeared to be hard at work on the reading worksheet which she had
been trying to avold all morning b.s offering to c lean the c;falkhoard, sharp-
ening and resharpemng her pencils, and arranging and rearranging her
papers. but realls she t'as m her munch e,s e skipping through the edge of the
surf and tatchun g the foam bubbles burst in the sunlight and feeling the

md winch sta.) Noss mg her bandanna that just last week she had found near

the
We find such sentences unacceptable, it is true. They are hard to understand be-
cause they tax the limits of our memory. We seldom would producc such sentences
because they are awkward and unwieldly. Nexertheless. we are capable of un-
derstandmg them though we surely have never encountered them before.

In describing what it IS that speakers know which enables them to utter and
comprehend nos el sentences, linguists rind it helpful to introduce the concept of
rules, The linguistic rules to which they refer are not prescriptive regulations
about how one ought to use language (e.g., "Never say 'ain't'"). Instead, lin-
guistic rules are generalizations about language structures. operations which can
be applied to any string of language. and applied repeatedly. For example. one
rule might state that a sentence (S) is composed of a noun phrase (NP) and a verb
phrase (VP) and optionally another S. A second rule might state that a VP can be
composed of a serb (V) plus a NP. Add one more rulethat a NP can be either a
noun (N). a pronoun (PRON) or an embedded S--and we can now use these three

rules to create an unlimited variety of sentences:

Nathan's walk home passed the store that sold rock candy.

Nathan's walk home passed the store that sold rock candy.

NP VP
Nathan walked home. passed the store The store (that) sold rock candy
`--........--------......./ s.....-s...---, ---........---....---.......--

S VP S

Nathan walked home passed the store The store sold rock candy.
--v.... c..........,... ..................../ "v.v...." ,.........,,,,......"

NP VP VP NP VP
Nathan walked home passea the store that sold rock candy
.....,,,, ........, .... .......-- -,-, --- .......,,,......,

N V N V NP PRON V N
,

When children acquire language. it is convenient to say that they learn these
rules of language. Of course they do not learn the linguist's jargon or notation It

22
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is more &curate to say that when hildren aquire language, they use their knowl-

edge tit language as if it were rule-gov erned in this manner. They do not need to

learn lists ot sentences. They can use a relatively small set of operations to pro-

duce. or generate. and understand an unlimited body of language.

There is a related sense in which children exercise creativity in learning lan-

guage W hue thildren do ultimately develop an adult-like set of language rules,

it is not accurate to say that their early language is a broken or error-ridden form
ot adult speech. Rather, at every point during the course of development, children

conform to their own internalized grammar. The clearest illustration of this conies

t rom observations of how children inflect irregular verbs for tense and for number

(14), Initially children niay inflect irregular verbs in the adult manner / went to

the store. this torm is probably learned by rote rather than by. virtue of an inter-

nalized rule sime later, when children learn the general operation of forming past

tense by suffixing ,-ed!. they will say. / goed to the store. This example of ov-

ergeneraliting a rule is clear evidence that the child is not imitating any
.onstruct ion overheard in the speech of adults, but rather is seeking linguistic reg-

ularities. creating a first approximation of a grammar. Later yet. children will
overextend the rule in a new way. I hented to the store, Finally, they return to the

adult form i/ (tent) but this time treating it as an irregularity within the system.

not as an isolated form to be imitated:
Other examples of overgeneralizations similarly paint a portrait of young chil-

dren actively creating linguistic order--order which often ruas contrary to the

adult nitxlels around them. For example. many children produce sentences like.

/ gots lots more rayons, This apparently is an overgeneralization of the third-per-

son singular present tense /-si inflection (e.g.. "He walks." "He falls").
Children also undergenerahze. At one stage children produce yes/no questions in

the standard adult manner. Can't Bubb) pla.s? They are also capable of formu-

lating wh-questions iwhere, why, when). Where can Bobby play') Both types of

questions require that the subject "Bobby" change places with an auxiliary verb

'can:' When attempting a wh-negative question, children typically do not trans-

pose subject and auxiliary. Where Bobb) can't play? (10). evidence, again, that
children's language IN guided by pattern but it is no mere imitation of the adult

pattern.
Indeed. w Wm we expressly ask children to repeat adult models, we generally

1 ind that imitated sentences reflect the aild's own system of grammar as much as

the supplied sentences. For example. a child who has not yet developed a rule for

relative clauses will not be able to imitate these structures:
Adult Model: The man who I saw yesterday got wet.
Child Imitation: I saw the mon and he got wet. (27)
In asserting that language learning is creative and not imitative, we need to be

careful not to overstate the case. Clearly children learn the specific language pat-

terns to which they are exposed. They do not invent unique languages. nor does

a child brought up in an English speaking environment spontaneously learn to
speak Portuguese. Moreover, individual children appear to differ in the degree

and manner in which they engage in language imitiation (27). But in the broadest

terms, the proposition that language learning is creative does serve to acknowt,-
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edge the Lonttibution oi the learner the add% own aLt,se exploration ot and
engagement in the world Lit lanpage

I his realization enLourages us. as teaLhers. to % iew our students as achie% ers.
loo otten we adopt role% like diose of physicians. searching for signs of disease
instead %it health Vre arc more sensiti% e to errors than to successful manipulation'
ot language It. how e%er. we pprcLiate the creati% ity of language learning, we
reLognite. that eaLh time Lhild utter% or understands a no%el sentence, an ac-
%omplishment ot major proportions ha% ocLurred. When a Lhild does produce an

error'', we are les% likely to see this as a sign of linguistic deficiency. Instead,
we might regard at least regular "errors" in a more constructive light. They are
refleLtions ot a particular stage of competence through which the child is passing
in the course ot developing an adult set of language rules,

More LonLretely. we Lan begin to see the limited value of classroom activities
whiLh plaLe students in the role of passive imitators. Repetition, memorization,
and drill in adult language forms results in rote learning at best unless these ac-
tiSities are linked to language creation activities. As with the proverbial horse. we
%an lead students to language. but no amount of repetition and drill alone will get
them to learn new structures unless the chiidivn themselves are actiely seeking
to assimilate new linguistic knowledge.

The Drise to Learn Language: Part of the Human Endowment

V% hen we Lonside wildi %lifferentiates the hunan species from other animals,
language hgures prominently. Language ,n'hies culture and civilization. Bees
can communicate can 1%4m social organization within their hi% es. but only in
way% that are genetically predetermined. If a source of nectar is placed vertically
05er a hi% e, the bees cannot communicate its location and become disoriented.
They Lannot use their Loninionleation ode creatively to talk about new situations
in new ways, In reLent years. interest has centered around attempts to teach
Lhimpanzees to use symbols. Some evidencesuggests that chimps can combine'
symbots in original way s. as when one experimental animal combined the sym-
bols tor "water" and "bird" to describe a duck (24). These animals, however,
neer acquire extended language skills, and they must be taught to use symtpls
under %ery controlled conditions.

Humans, on the other hand, are not limited to inherited instincts We can use
our languages to talk about e%ents never before experienced, to think about events

that exist only in the realm of possibility ("what We use language to ac-

cumulate and build upon knowledge created in past generations, Humans do not
need to redisLoser the knowledge of their forebears. Moreover, we learn our na-
ti%e language rather effortlessly. at an age when our other intellectual abilities are
not sophistiLated, and sometimes we learn language in spite of severe obstacles

Indeed, there is a biological foundation for language learning. The capaci-
ty--e%en the imperatie--to learn language is literally prewired into the human
brain EA idenLe tor this Jahn come% from several sources. Although children de-
%clop language at dd ferent rates, they do so in an invariant order. For example,
intants learn the characteristic intonation contours, the musical tones, of their lan-
guage in their early months i3O. Children learn possessives ("Ball mine") before
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they learn articles 'I got the ball") 121. If a young child suffers a brain injury.
the process of relearning language recapitulates this same order (17)

Other dramatic indications of the biological foundations of language learning

pertain to the notion ot "critical period." Preadolescents have an easy time learn-

ing their native language and even second languages. Adults generally find

language learning exceedingly fiustrating despite their intellectual Maturity and

the> rarely achieve the proficiency of youngsters only casually inmiersed in lan-

guage environments. Preadolescents who suffer brain damage are often able to

relearn language. while adult aphasics rarely recover language function beyond

that which returns within the first few months after a stroke. All this suggests that

the period before puberty constitutes a critical period of language learning during

which children naturally extract linguistic regularities from the on-going stream

of talk about them. This critical period corresponds to the period during which

the human brain continues to mature, maintaining plasticity in making new neural

connections.
Finally, we recognize that children learn language structure (though probably

not vocabulary and broader rules for language use) more or less similarly despite

appreciable differences in env ironment and in intelligence A child who is entirely

deprived of language iriput will be nonverbal (8). but children of deaf parents who

are exposed to adult speech from other sources develop language in a relatively

normal fashion. At intellectual levels above severe mental retardation, intelli-

gence has little bearing on initial acquisition of language structures (17).
I his biological 'drive" to learn language has at least one major ramification

tor educators. Language learning is a trait shared by all members of our species

All our students are compelled by inner forces toacquire language This translates

to Monday morning pedagogy more as a matter of attitude than of technique We

may come to see our Mudents--all of them--as endowed with the tools for attaining

proficiency in language. If we see them as active learners, seeking to extract

meaning and' regularity from their worlds, then we see twown roles as. foremost

though not exclusively. prov iders of langudge-rich environments for children to

operate on and within.
Teachers have an important role to play in language development -Although

most children have the capacity to acquire and to use language. intervention by

educator% can enhance this capacity. First, there are significant individual differ-

ences in the rates at which children learn language. and teachers may need to

provide enriched input to students who appear to be lagging Also, important de-
velopments in language learning take place during school years. especially with

respect to how children learn to use their linguistic knowledge Finally, although

children w ill acquire language given even minimally adequate exposure, lan-

guage development is rooted in interactive environments.

The Emergence of Language Ability: Through Interaction, not Didactics

the behaviorist view of language acquisition dominated linguistics up until

the 19b0s. In this view, a child learns to say botty" because saying it results in

a reinforcing experience, hunger is satisfied. Presumably a child learns to say, "I

would like a bottle, please," because this is rewarded by further parental

approval.
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It was assumed that children learn langtagc much as the) learn other
[hey are show n. or they imitate. smaller parts oi a task. When they perform thee
task successfully. the) are rewarded. when they perforn1 incorrectly, they are pun-
Ished The smaller chunks, once mastered, are combined into more complex
behavior tor which the learners are further rewarded.

Research has already shown. hoe, es er, that language learning is fueled by
forces within the child more than by the external environment Children pi oduce
language strings they could not possibly be imitating. They are cleative. In learo.
mg language children are satisfying an internal, biologically driven imperative.
Indeed, research indicates that language used simply for namingobjects in the en-
vironment emerges as early, or even earlier, than language used for requesting
objects to satisfy some need (9, I 11. In addition, early single-word utterances are
more than just isolated sounds. They have the intent md force of complete expres-
sion (1. 111.

Moreover observations cif how caretakers actually interact with children
show little ei idcmc that anyone is paying much conscious attention to language
structure. Caddren are rewarded for the accuracy and insight of their expressions,
not for thar correct grammar (3, 18). If a two-year-old comes up vs ith a stun-
ningly granmutical utterance like:

/ poked ins 'linger into the cake which nal, supposed to be for us to ear with
our coliipany tonight,

her parent is not likely to respond,
Good. I'm so prqud of your language.

On the other hand, if a child makes a wise observation, it will be applauded no
matter what the form in which it is expressed:

Child. Dark. Nigla-iught. (Uttered an eighteen-month-old looking al a
picture book.)

Parent. test iwdlo You're right. You're sabsoluiely right. Nan. II i.s nigh: lime
^ and the Imy Is getting re4. to sleep.

During the school years, much of our language instruction takes the form of
a direct assault on children's language skills. We provide reams of Worksheets to
drill students on verb conjugations. We teach the parts of speech and sentence dia-
gramming We correct all the double negatives wc can catch yet ignore how children
go about initially acquiring language.

Study upon study has examined the effects of direct instruction on the quality
ot children's language, mostly written. No other aspect of English/language arts
instruction has been so intensively investigated. Experiments have involved tra-
ditional grammar teaching, structural grammar teaching. transformational grammar
teaching. With only rare exceptions, this txxiy of research supports three conclusions.

Direct instruction in grammar does not improve expressive quality.
Direct instruction in grammar does not "stick, the material is soon forgotten.
Direct instruction in grammar has a negative effect on students' attitudes tow ard
English as a school subject (13, 29. 26).

(See also pages 61-68 on the role of grammar instruction.)
It direct instruction and correction have little effect on students' language skills,
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how ought a teacher respond when a student violates,Conventional adult gram-
matical patterns? Let us consider three options.

Suppose you dnd your class are discussing manufacturing in America. Greg
comments,

It am* t no Ka),Amenca (an get back into nufking money on cars for a long
lime cause the other countries, the). gots more robots and computers than us.

I saw that on the news.
One way of responding would bc to focus completely on the form of Greg's language'

No. Greg. There isn' t any way America can get back the car market. The other
countries have more robots.
to which Greg is likely to mutter under his breath certain unpleasant remarks about

dense teachers. Moreover, he will probably learn to abstain from participating in
future iflass discussions.

Another way of dealing witlitreg's comment would be 'to acknowledge his
ideas but ako to take this as an opportunity for linguage correction.

Thai4i good point about, the need for.modern technology Greg. But you knpvi
the clam and I would have a much easier time understanding you if you had
said, "There isn't any' way" instead of "It ain't no way"

Greg's probable,reaction in this case? He knows that everyone in the room under-
stood him perfectly-well. lk know;, in some tacit sense, that what you are objecting
to is his informal style, a style which is actually quite appropriate to spontaneous
peer conversation. Heprobably thinks you are a well-meaning person but cannot
understand why you make a fuss about perfectly adequate, communication

Frnally, you might respond directly to Greg's observation. Instead of com-
menting on its linguistic form, you might provide a model of appropriate syntax:

I see. You' re saying that tethnology is the key to competing in car manufac-
turing ahd that America has fallen so far behind in technology that we' ll have

a hard time catching up. Still, I have the feeling that good old American in-
genuity will pull us out of this jam before long. What do the rest of you think
about what Greg has just said?
In a language-rich classroom, the teacher has faith that continued modeling

and opportunities for practice will allow for ongoing language learning. The teacher
in such a classroom recognizes that language develops in a climate of interaction,
in which language structure is generally out-of-awareness, in which language is

used for authentic purposes.
This fact is supported by studies of caretaker-child interaction. Even the pre-

linguistic genesis of language acquisition involves mutual interaction. Bruner
descnbes the manner in which primitive symbolization is rooted in early non-
vertnl routines. The first step in acquiring referential language takes place through
gaze. When caretakers direct their eyes at an object in the room, infants follow
suit and thus learn that humans use signs to pick objects out of the environment.
Later, this referring function is achieved through pointing and, finally, by ver-
balizationby naming (4).

Further studies of caretaker-child interaction indicate that the speech directed
to infants and very young children is modified to conform to the needs of babies
as "conversational partners" (21. 28). We have already noted thatcaretakers tend
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to attribute meaning to children's utterant.es regardless of their tomial Lorrectness
Moreoser. through tone of soice and es en by taking both parts ot the conveNation
at times, caretakers demonstrate their epectation:s of reciprocal interaction.

Mother Does Joey $sam rue cereal for breakfast this morning!
Chilthage ten months): Syah.
Mother. Okm, we do have lune to t(ivk ()anneal if that's what you isant.

In addition, caretakers simplity sentence structure, use intonation and repetition
to clar4 meanings. use nouns instead of pronouris (-Here's daddy. Daddy is here
to get his little Nomi. 'i, and engage in the same sorts of language functions as
do their children at each stage of development. Parents respond topically to their
children's speech. extending its meaning rather than expanding incomplete sen-
tence structure (5) In these ways. caretakers Cncourage active participation in
linguistic interaction even with the youngest of children. .

Nelson studied the early linguistic and nonlinguistic environments of several
int ants and identified a number of predictors of language proficiency (21). In ad-
dition to those factors already mentioned, television watching was iegatively related
to language desdopment, while tim: :lumber of excursions outside the home was
positively related. Furthermore, caretakers who engaged in less directive forms
of communication-more questioas, for example, than commands-seemed also to
be encouraging growth in language abilities. Some additional evidence at least
suggests that caretakers who control and discipline their children w ith more per-
son-centered statements (-Don't throvs your trash on the floor, it makes my job
so much harder to have to keep picking up after you-) rather than position-cen-
tered ones (-Children should pick up after themsdves-) promote greater flexIbility
in later language use (7).

One type of interaction which children commonly experience both with care-
takers and with peers is play, and there is an increasingly impressive body of research
that suggests that certain kinds of play contribute enormously to language devel-
opment. Ma). by definition, is performed for its own sake, yet it is instrumental
in bringing out positive side effects related to school achievement (15). Play.
like learning, is active. Successful play encourages concentration and persever-
ance, anti it entails abstraction from the here-and-now, as when a child must construct
in imagination some desolate setting or dramatic scenario in which to stage a bat-
tle of space creature dolls.

One type of play that fosters language development is play in which thc focus
is on language itself (23). Children often engage in language play as an accom-
paniment to other actisities such as coloring or preparing to fall asleep.
expenmenting with speech and nonspeech sounds, expanding and composing
sentences. Truck. On the truck. Red apples on the red truck. Apple truck. Other
language play involves rhyming, punning, riddling, and purposefully distorting
language. / knou wshat you had fiir breakfast today. You had rock crispies. The
salue of speech play for language development lies in the fact that through in-
dividual or joint activity, children have an opportunity to manipulate and explore
language. Moreover. this exploration heightens awareness of language form, as
do few other naturally occurring types of interaction.

The other kind of play IA hieh exerts a particularly strong impact on language
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achievement is imaginails e social dramatic play (25. 22). In social dramatic play,

youngsters take on pretend roles, jointly invent and elaborate a scenario,and often

use toy s or es eryday objects to represent other objects required for their imagined
setting Stkial dramatic play promotes language development because it depends

upon serbalization. It builds interaction skills because the two or more players
must coordinate their pretend perspectives. During the course of this interaction,
play ers must make then meanings explicit for each other and must construct coh-

esive ties trom one event to anotherall through the medium of language.

Li: Let's see. This tan be the house and in this corner mil be the kitchen.
j'n ,1;ong 10 stash the dishes now You left the kitchen so ngessy:

Beth And this can be the door that goes outside. Let's say I hod to leave real
gun I and stuff because I was onna be late fOr work.

LI:. Don't %Iani the door when von go!
The classroom implications of research on the role of interaction in language

development are straightforward. To foster and to sustain language learning, we
want to create classroom climates in which talk is encouraged. We want to re-
spond to children's talk topically, not evaltratively. We want to encourage playful,
exploratory talk. imaginative talk. We want to model the kinds of language abil-

ities we hope students will acquire. We know that we cannot teach them through
drills divorced trom purposeful communication. Most of all. w9 know that the

great st threat to language development is silent, passive, and socially isolating

wor

La guage and Thought: Interdependent Development

It is no small teat to be able to use a word meaningfully. To use a noun, say
d Tgie," a speaker must recognize that objects have existence apart from the

set ings in which they occur, they can re-occur in different backgrounds. In ad-
t.lit on, each noun represents a class of objects and within that class, certain variations

ar tolerable a doggie can have long hair or short hair and still be a doggie. Un-
d rstaraling a serb or an adjective might require even more advanced thinking

A great deal ot controversy persists over issues of developmental relationships

tween language and thought, with various camps arguing that one is prior to
ajid independent of the other. It does seem apparent now, however, that we cannot

derstand growth in one ot these abilities withGut taking into account growth in

t e other. For example, before a child's first words emerge, a concept of "object
.rmanence" must be acquired ( 12). At the same time, learning a new term often

nables us to think about the world in new ways. The word "vitamin," for ex-
ample, was zoined in the first part of this century. It desccibes a rather diverse

category ot chemicalsorganic as well as inorganic--which we commonly lump
together in thought as a result of having a common label for them.

As mentioned earlier, children's initial one word and two word utterances can
have 4 variety of meanings. We need to interpret them in light of the contexts in

w hich they are spoken. As tt turns out, it is not possible io characterize this eady
language in terms 01 underlying structural characteristics. Some two-word sen-
tences, tor example. appear to be Noun ± Verb combinations'like "doggie all
gone." while others look like Verb + Noun strings. "give some," for example.
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Still other ead sentemes have the structure ot Noun f Noun, "Jacky baby
Though structural regularities are ,:iticult to discern, this early language is well
described in terms of logical (or semantic) relations.

The three earliest logical relations to emerge are naming ('' see moo-nloo"),
recurrence ("inure moo-moo"), and nonexistence ( "'no moo-moo") (2). Arriv-
ing somewhat later are relations that can be chamtented as follows.

agent-action: "Mommv go
action-object: "Eat nummy"
agent-object: "Kai nummy"

Liter still we find:
action-location: "Sit there"
entity-locatiott 'Yak school"
possessor-possession "K(It shoe"

entity-attribute "ear fast"
demonstrative-entity "This key"
Relations between linguistic and cognitive development are also evident in

children \ vocabulary learning. Significantly, many of the objects with which an
intant is most Lumbarcrib and floor, for example--are not named among the first
words to emerge. All of the early words refer to object!, which the child is able to
act upon or manipulate--"key," 'shoe," and of course "mommy" and "daddy."

( 2 I )
By the time children enter first grade, their vocabularies include about 2500

words (20), (It is no wonder. incidentally, that many children find the limited lan-
guage of basal readers painfully undemtimulating.) On the path to this word mastery,

children's meanings often diverge from adults'. In this respect, language learners
exhibit the same kind of creativity in word meanings as they exhibit in their de-
veloping use ot verb inflections. Idiosyncratic word meanings generally display
overextension (6). It is common, for example, for "dog" to refer to all folr-legged
creatures. As the concept of dog becomes refined, children learn new vocabulary

to differentiate canines from cats, cows, and porcupines. Similarly, childn.n often
take adjectives and relational terms to signify both their conventional adult mean-
ings and their exact opposite. "Tall" may beoverextended to mean "big", "long",
"high", and ''wide", but also may be confused with "short." "Up" may be used
to express both ''up" and "down" and the relational term "more" is often not
differentiated from "less" until age four or five.

It is through experience with the world that the cognitive foundation for lan-

guage is laid. For example, children acquire a sense of object permanence--and
consequently their first words--by playing games like peek-a-boo, by discovering
and rediscovering objects, by experiencing regularity and predictability. They ac-
quire appropnately differentiated word meanings by coming in contact with objects
that require new names, and hetrin lies the significance of thoughtlanguage re-
lations tor language education. Language develops in the context of experience.
The richer and more varuid the experience, the stronger the child's language.
Classroom experiences which permit children to act upon and manipulate their
environment are especially effective in promoting language abilities.
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Language and thinking ought not be divorced at any age level. Talk and writ-
ing are Lritical tools for understanding our world (19). In secondaryvschools, in
particular, we tend to compartmentalize and segregate language learning RV subject
matter learning. And in so doing, we handicap our students' capacity to assimilate

knowledge. We deprive them of a means of categorizing and relating experience
which Lan be just as helpful in mathematics or biology class as it is in English

Summary

Children karning language engage in a process which is essentially creative
rather than imitative. Through active exploration of their language environment,
they'construct tor themselves systems of grammar and often produce forms which
do not directly reflect adult models. The drive to learn language is innate, man-
dated "A the biology of the human species. All student', therefore, should be
regardeu possessIng a magnifis,T., aptitude for language learning Children do
not Acquire linguistic knowledge as a result of direct instruction by their elders
Instead. language learning takes place during the course of interzction in which
the goal ks to Lommunicate meaning, not to perfect sentence structures. Both par-
ent-child interaction and various forms of play promote language development in

this manner The devdopment of language and of thought are intimately inter-
twined Chiklren's earliest language is best described in terms of the logical relations

expressed. Nocabnlary development also reveals emerging abilities to categorize

and distinguish things And events. Just as language provides children with a pow-

ert ul tool tor understanding the world, so does experience with the world provide

them with a basis for rich language.
ir
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How does mu' language develop in children in grades K-12?

It is common for child language researchers to claim that children know their

language by thc time they enter school. Statements like these appropriately em-
phasize that children are innately able to learn language and that they do so largely
without any formal instruction. But the claim is accurate only in the limited sense
that children do acquire a great deal of knowledge about language structure in

their first five years.
Grammatical Structures. Still, some structures do develop much later (3) Ex-

amples of late, developing linguistic knowledge include cases in which actor/
object relations are not obvious in the surface grammar of sentences.

Bubba told Mi to mow the lawn.
Bubba promised Ali to mow the lawn.

Bubba is eager to know
Bubba is easy to knots:

Some speakers never learn these structures, yet function well enough in every-
day communication (10). (In pans of the upper Midwest, incidentally, it remains
perfectly acceptable to say, "Would you borrow me a dollar?")

Speech Sounds. Other aspects of language do not develop until middle child-
hood. Occasionally parents and teachers are concerned, for example, that a first
or second grade child cannot pronounce all of the speech sounds. This is quite a

normal pattern of development, however (21). The most commonly misarticu-
lated speech sounds are /r/, Ith/, Ill, /sh/ along with several consonant blends.

There is little cause for concern if primary grade children omit orsubstitute for
these sounds. Indeed, there is some danger that if we call attention to what is, in
fact, within the normal range of development, we may bring about disorders of
speech fluency such as stuttering.

Syntactw Complexity. Other important kinds a language developments that
take place in the context of school years concern the manner in which children

make use of the resources of language structure available to them. The speech of
middle and high school students contains few structures that do not appear at least

occasionally in the speech of primary grade children (14,15). However, older stu-
dents typically display greater syntactic complexity. Initially, young children may

speak primarily in simple sentences comprised of one unelaborated independent

clause. We rode in the car. It was a long way Slightly later, the conjunctions
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'and and 'then" become Oiquitous Ideas are strung together like so many
beads on a string, obscuring a variety of logical relationships.

Wt' rode in the car and it was a long nay
We got to the circus then we bought popcorn.
Mtddk school children begin to use a great deal of subordination, resulting in

increased syntactic complexity For many children, the subordinating conjunction
so" appears often and expresses diverse logical relations. But different subor-

dinating conjunctions can be used to combine ideas in more revealing way s.
Be rode in lhe car because it was such along way
When we arrived al lhe circus we bough: popcorn.
Instead ot subordination, more mature speakers combine ideas in more eco-

nomical subdausal units. Ruling lhe long distant e 1). «Ir. we bought pop«ffn
onmeduael) upon arrival al lhe circus.

. The T-unit is an overall index of sy n tact ic maturity w hich has been widely
used in much educational research. ("T" stands for "terminable.") A T-unit is
a main clause plus all associated dependent clauses and free modifiers (7). The
longer the T-units, the more complex the syntax. In the sample below, the double
slashes (//) indicate three T-units:

Yeslerdal I item lo the store the one on lhe corner with m mmeand she Iold
me I could gel ik e irewn there, hut I «mldn'l gel no gum «me lasl lime I
left it on lhe ear sewil

Since these three I.-units contain a total of 40 words, the mean T-unit length is
10.33. This would be ty pical of the syntax of seventh or eighth graders (14).

T-umt analysis is a helpful descriptive tool which teachers can use to keep
abreast of students' syntactic development. Some researchers have also suggested
using T-umt analysis us a measure for evaluwing children \ oral language, but cau-
tion IN in order here, Longer T-units do not Lecessardy constitute better syntax,
especially in the case of narrative or descripti..e discourse. Also the audieric to
whom we address our speech affects syntactic complexity. Even young children
adapt their language in this manner, for example, simplifying grammatical con-
structions for children younger than themselves. In fact, this variability in the use
of complex syntax is, itself, a benchmark of language proficiency.

Sentence combining is an instnictional technique for enhancing syntactic
complexity that has been enthraced by many English/language arts educators (see
pages 61-68 on grammar instruction in writing). Sentence combining is attractive
for NeVal reasons. Exercises can be conducted in speech or in w riting, usually
m bothXtudents find them motivating. The value of sentence-combining as a sort
ot Inly Aercise is well documented not only iiN 4 means of increasing syntactic
complexity 'Nut also as a means for improving quality of expression and perhaps
also reading 20). Sentence combining is versatile, and teachers can easily con-
struct exercises appropriate to their students (4). Perhaps of greatest importance,
sentence combining represents a concrete reponse to public and professional de-
mands -to- "do something" about children's language proficiency. As discussed in
the chapter (...1 early language development, direct instruction in formal grammar
has little et feet on students' language skills, but sentence combining does. In fact,
sentence combining is apparently most successful when it is least encumbered by
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grammatt,a1 terminology and piesLriptixeness i I i SentenLe Lombming is no
panacea. howexer Its goals are hinited, and it is not to be Lonfused with instruc-
tion in rhetoric and communication.

Cohoion in Language. Children learn not only to connect ideas within sen-
temes by mean, ot the resources of syntax, they also learn to make links between
sentenLes and thus create meaning aross longer stretches of spoken or written
disLourse This quality of languageto carry and refine meaning along extended
units ot thscOUNCIs kntwyn as "cohesion." Early studies of cohesion that are
urrently being Lunducted suggest that children make radical shifts in the ways
they make whole talks and compositions meaningful, and that these shifts are es-
pecially important during the first few years of school as students are developing
the language of literacy and of lormahty (9),

Notkc the w a first grader, recounting to his parents a map show he had
seen at school, creates cohesion in his narrative account.

Hub gal «ime in tith two rabbits. The\ were real ones too? He said that one
good hut the other silo bad and abios etting into troubk. He put them

both in iii hat Then he took the good one out but the bad one disappeared.
He ttanted hi Mal lootball and .so he reappeared in thisfootball helmet.

The story hold, together and is interpretable because of a number of dex ices. In
the second senteme, tor example.'"they" clearly refers to the rabbits, and this
LonneLtion is further reinforced by the ',ibstitution of "ones" for rabbits." In
both Lases when the word "but" appears, it creates a contrasting link thal clarifies
meaning. Therc arc someonadequacies in this passage, however. In the final sen-

tence the pronoun "he.' is ambiguous. Still, the typical word pattern disappear"
tin the previous sentemx) followed by reappear" makes it pretty obious that
the rabbit, not the magician, was found inside the football helmet.

With experience and age, children become more adept at making their dis-
Lourse cohesixe. ,They are more careful to use pronouns with unambiguous
referents, kn example. But this skill does not emerge because they are taught
about cohesion in any explicit way. Instead, children learn to construct cohesion
in texts when they are provided good models, well written stories for example,
which they can experience in 4 variety of ways. Also important is a classroom
emphasis on meaning rather than on language form.

Language Fun( nom. We have been discussing continued dexelopment in
knowledge of linguistic rules, in articulation of speeeh sounds. in syntactic com-
plexity. and in cohesion. There is an additional aspect of language development
upon which schooling exerts the greatest impact. an aspect of language learning

hkh Lontinues long into adulthood and which indeed has no developmental end
point Nke Met to this type of language learning as "functional" language de-
selopinent (A similar term is "pragmatic development.")

A 1. omern tor functional language development focuses attention on the pur-
poses .peakers 4. a n ,iccomplish by ligaistic means. To clarify this point. consider
what Loukl happen if we ignore language functions in ordinary comersation.

A Can lou pro the Atilf!
8 16 not too heavv. It's within reach. K.s. I'm sure I can.

Although A's utterance is phrased in the s)ntax of a question, it ts surely intended
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to tunction as a request. That is why B's answera proper response to a question

but not to a requestis so jarring. A more appropriate response would relate to the
function rather than the form of the initial remark:

B. Sure. Just a second while I finish with these mashed potatoes. Here you
are.

Even at the single-word or holophrastic stage of language development, chil-
dren engage in many communication functions. An utterance like "Night-night"
can take on many meanings:

I am going to sleep.
I want you to put me to bed.
You are going to sleep.

Similarly, at the twowOrd stage "Mommy sock" can function to mean,
This is mommy's sock.
Give me mommy's sock.
Mommy, go get a sock for me.
In order to interpret the meanings/functions of this early language, we must

engage in what researchers call "rich interpretation" ( I). We take the social and

physical context into account in assigning meanings to children's utterances
Caretakers do. this quite naturally. Emmy, eighteen months old, stands in the bath-
ftxim and grunts, "Uhnn uhnn." Her father responds, "You want to h:ush your

teeth, do you?"
As part of functional language development, children also must learn to use

physical and social context cues as a means for interpreting language. A five:year-
old may have difficulty recognizing that "Do you know what time it is?" can,
under certain conditions, function as an equivalent to "You go to bed right this
minute!" Conversely, pre-school children are apt to use deictic or "pointing"
pronouns even in the midst of a telephone conversation in which their listeners
could not possibly understand their references: "Danny, I got one of those things
just like that one you have but I dropped it back there."

We can categorize the language functions which children must learn in any
number of ways. We can, for example, list all of the acts that can be accomplished
purely by means of speech (demanding, denying, pleading, promising, naming,
asking. requeshng. and so on) (19). Still another list of language functions that
was devised to aid teachers in generating activities for instruction in oral language
includes I. informing, 2. controlling 3. expressing feelings, 4. imagining, and 5
ritualizing--,tO which we might add 6. analyzing or problem solving. It is impor-
tant for us to become aware of these language functions and to examine our
teaching to ensure that we expose our students to a full range of language
experiences.

Functional language development is, again, a matter of life-long learning. We
can always become more adept at speaking with particular audiences, handling
difficult situations. In communication tasks which require description, kinder-
garten children may use language which would be functional only for someone
who shares their unique perspective: That one looks like mommy's hat she wore
that one time she got all dressed up ( I I ).
In persuasive communication tasks, fifth graders often resort to bribes, threats,
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and pleading even in addressing high authority listeners. By ninth grade, though,

students generally reserve threats and bribes for use with peers They appropri-

ately direct elaborate listener-centered messages to high authority figures. / know

sou' II uant to buy this newspaper because it's done b.1 kids who were in your class

last year and so see how much sou really taught them (17).

High school seniors can begin to see the need to intersperse both specific details

and abstract generalizations in their discourse. The world is getting to be a harder

and harder place to live in. We «in all help by doing some little things like saving

our used jars and bottles for recycling.
More practiced adults, to a greater extent than even twelfthgraders, will use lan-

guage to di:ect their listeners' attention to points of particular sigoificance (

And there's one more reason why you should recycle your glass, and this is the

most important reason of all...
Schooling can contribute significantly to promoting children's functional lan-

guage development (2, 13). The teacher's role in this regard is not so much to
teach children about language structi re, for children have acquired much knowl-

edge about linguistic rules prior to school. Rather, the teacher guides children in

applying their linguistic knowledge to achieve various language functions, es-

pecially in unfamiliar social situations. By providing opportunities for using

language in these ways, teachers assiSt children in developing language fluency.

range, precision, and effectiveness. Without this sort of exposure and guidance.

the child's language will not become fully realized.
Oral and Written Language. Before leaving the subject of continued language

development, one final point about relations between oral language and writing

is in order. Development in written language does not necessarily follow the same

course as development in spoken language. Children appear to be conscious at an

early age that writing is not simply transcribed speech (5) Many language fea-

tures which appear in children's speech will never find their way into their writing

For example, there appears to be less interference in writing from nonstandard

spoken dialects than some educatompresume (6). On the other hand, speech does

provide a functional basis for early writing; for example, the frequent use of the

second person pronoun *you" in young children's compositions. In middle

school years. some children begin to sharply differentiate writing from speaking.

so much so that writing takes on a stilted, hypercorrect tone Mature writers find

some way of reintegrating spoken language into their writing, thus attaining a

quality of "voice (12) Teachers ought not expect that by working with students',

oral language development they will necessarily reap benefits in written Ian.'"

guage In some cases, like learning how to describe objects for an unknown

listener, there may be carryover. In other areas, like correcting lack of agreement

between subjects and verbs, there may be no transfer.

Summary

Children acquire knowledge about virtually all patterns of sentence structure

betore ever entering school. But along with that small set of late developing lan-

guage structures and speech sounds.which are acquired during tne school years,

children grow in their Alio, to use their language resources. In particular, they
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attain greater syntaLth. L npkt b> oinbimng ideas within sentences in more
eLonomkal and logically rnealing ways. Syntactic complexity can be enhanced
through sentenLe Lombining exercises. though these should not be thought of as
a Lomplete program in language for communication. Children also learn to make
4.onneLtions between sentences. extending meaning throughout entire talks and
Lompositions. This skill in creating cohesiNe discourse is promoted by experience

ith good language models and by a focus on meaning rather than form. The most
significant language do elopment during the school years imolves growth in us-
ing language to achioe arious communiLative funatons. Teachers play an
indispensable Rile in exposing students to a w ide range of functions and guiding
their continuing progress
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What are the stages and sequences in the development of writing

abilities K-12?

Learning to write has a number of distinct stages that are posited by research-

\ ers. Hildreth (13) reports five stages from aimless scribbles to units closely
\approximating actual letters. She concludes that writing improves in this early pe-

tmd without direct teaching. Clay (6) notes that five-year-olds follow certain
prmciples in creating a message that may contain what she terms "sign concepts"

or "message concepts" that combine known elements to create new elements.

Deford suggests that "a linear description ofdevelopment is impossillle since

children\ may utilize a sentence or message format while exhibiting little control

of letters tmd words." She lists ten stages, from scribbling to forms of discourse,

suggesting \that while they are not sequential, they do indicate the growing so-
phisitication\of the writer as children's strategies and concepts become refined and

reflect the conyentions of written language (7). Although a specific sequence of

development isArported in Walter Loban's thirteen-year study of language de-
velopment, he suggests that "drawing up a valid chart of sequence and stages is

hazardous; at any one age children vary tremendously in language ability (17)."

He later comments that linguistic stages are no more discrete and sudden than

stages of physical growth.
Clearly these researchers are describing the developmental stages through

which children learning to write pass. For a discussion of the stages of the com-

posing process (pre-writing, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing) see pages

53-54,
Children develop at different rates and times, and both teachers and parents

are aware of this fact. Children's growth patterns, physically, socially, mentally,
and emotionally, proceed unevenly, and this is normal and expected. It is hardly

surprising that the component skills of language develop in much the same way.
Because of the complexities of writing, it is as difficult to identify a fixed se-

quence of development in writing abilities as it is to formalize rigorously

children's growth patterns.
There are known sequences in the devdopment of writingfrom gestures to

scribbles, to symbols, words, and finally stories (15)--but it is also known that

children move through these stages in other than linear ways. Many researchers

have discovered an unevenness in the development of writing according to chil-

dren's age, their sex, their knowledge of words, the context, and their problem-

solving abilities.
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Contexts for Learning to Write

It is the task of the teacher to discover what individual children know about
written language before instruction in writing can begin. So it is important to
know that researchers generally acknowledge that children know much more
about written language than vve have previously bdieved. Through observation
of writing behavior, interviews. analysis of products (10), and looking at chil-
dren's planning strategies and use of cohesive structures (16), as well as by
studying what children know and expect from print and what strategies they em-
ploy in i.ontrolling their written language (12), vve are now more aware of
children's understanding of written language.

hing and Rentel have suggested that a framework is needed for understanding
how children's intentions in learning interact with varying learning cietxts as
they make the transition from speech to writing. In particular, the framework
should focus on how children develop control over the written medium (16).

Dyson studied the ways children make the transition from speech to writing
and found that "talk was an integral part of beginning to write, providing both
meaning and, for some children, the systematic means of getting that meaning on
paper" (8). A crucial factor in the development of writing that links oral language
to written language is sustained speech. Britton (3) recognizes children's reliance
on their ability to transfer their talk to tile production of written objects. Moffett
(19) suggests that children who can sustain a convers'ition and keep on the topic
can more readily use what they write as cues to go on to the next line. Applebee
(1) found that children made usc of sustained speech in telling and retelling
stories.

A number of researchers propose that the way in which we learn is reflected
in the way we use the knowledge we possess. Children tend to store information
from stories they have read or heard and then, selecting from those memork.s,
incorporate certain aspects in the content of their writing. For example, Thorn-
dr ke found that the degree of plot structure or organization in a story was a
significant factor in how much of that story was recalled (21). Applebee (2) ana-
lyzed stories of very young children for the extent to which they adopted the
narrative conventions of "once upon a time," "happily ever after," and the con-
sistent use of the past tense. tie found tvvo-year-olds used at least one convention
in 70 percent of their stories and five-year-olds used all three in nearly 50 percent.
Stories also grew longer and more complex as children matured.

Children who hear many stories do indeed internalize a sense of story that they'
in turn will draw upon in creating their own text (4). The value of exposure to
story is reflected in Favat's analysis of fairy tales as well (9). Fle found that chil-
dren are attracted by the predictability of fairy tales.

Another factor that influences production of text is the context in which the
story or experiences arise. When children write as the result of their own con-
versations or personal experiences they are not under the same kind of stress as
when they produce text using someone else's framework or experiences (18).
reacher% ,ind students who have explored a new environment together can more
;caddy discuss and build common understandings. The students can then organize
and select events that impressed or concerned them, and thus their text will be
shaped by the context in which those experiences occurred.
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W nung is a nhi(ter of sol% mg problenis How do children decide which events

are the significant ones to write about? How w ill they decide to interprete and or-

ganize thejr experiences Chafe suggests thr& lesels of decision making that he

labels 'schematizing, propositionalizing-, and categorizing" (5) These include

how to interpret particular hits of knowledge. how to select "chunks" to be ex-

pressed in sentences that pro% ide essential details, and the tusk of selecting
appropriate words and phrases within a sentence Graves has studied the ways in

which children soke problems of composmg. spelling, and handwriting as they

write (10)
Writing acti% thes that present writing problems--for example, writing di-

rected to a neu audience, in an unfamiliar format, or with a different purpose--

encourage children to reach out for appropriate language with which to delivid
their message Hie identification of audience will help children to recognize the

need tor a difterent organization of information and choice of words, and for se-

lection of a sty le appropriate to the reader.
In examining the writing processes of sesen-y ear-olds and in particular a case

study ot one child. Graes reached the follow ing conclusions. "At any given point

in writing episode. many %ambles. most of them unknown at the time of com-

posing. contribute to the writing process. Children write for unique reasons,
employ highly indiidual coping strategies. and % iew writing in ways peculiar to

their own person. In short, the writthg process is as variable and unique as the

indi% idual's personality" ( I I ).
W ruing does not improe as a simply upward:sloping line smoothly rising

trom "poor" to "good'' but instead progresses tniesenly with many periods of

regression as new styles are attempted or the context demands a different form be

used Iii Errors are natural as students try out new ideas and present materials

to be read by dit lerent and unfamiliar audiences. This ''devel4mental irregular-
ity" is experienced by child and adult writers alike.

Implications for Instruction
Classroom instruction in many subject areas is often carried out in accordance

ith some type of curriculum guide which designMes the scope and sequence to

be tollosed in each content and skill area. These charts are important to instruc-

tion and most try to reflect the developmental stages of children as well as the

realities ot the classroom. Great care must be taken, however, when crating such

charts, and, when using them, that their proper role in the total instructional pro-

gram be kept in perspecuse. Teachers need to be aware at the outset that some

scope and sequence charts seem to be developed more for the convenience of in-

struction than tor the de%elopment of abilities in children. Scope has been defined

by OIRer QM as the "One criterion. What is to be included? Sequence he de-

fines as the "who criterion. When should a body of k'nowledge be offered;
when should It begin ? lie adds duration as a "how long" criterion: How much

time should be spent on a topic? Keith broadens Oliver's definition in stating,
scope and sequence of curriculum organization is the cultural group's

expression ot its values, goals. and behavioral norms...lt seems apparent, how-

ever, that the only real sequence is that which the learner himself develops in his

handling olconeepts .1nd skills" (14).
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Summary
An important tool for classroom teachers is the "scope and sequence" chait

These charts anal) ze large skill areas like reading or arithmetic, and break them
down into smaller units. Often these units are sequenced on a "pre-requisite
msxlek That is, mastery of sub-skill A is required before sub-skill R can be

^learned. Usually, scope and sequence charts are reiated to the developmentaktage
which the le- .ner is assumed to be at.

Such a cu,Aprehensive approach to the teaching of writing does not seem pos-
sible because of the wide range of normal development among children at any
given age.

Various researchers have suggested stages or essential elements in writing de-
seloprnent, but none claims that his or her list is not subject to change as further
findings are revealed and new avenues explored. They all observe thai many lev-
els of writing ability are found in children at any given age or experiential level.

However, when planning instruction, teachers need to ascertain the facility
ith which their students Use language and then design activities and experiences

which will promote and foster writing skills for all children. Competency state-
ments developed by school districts or textbooks may provide a convenient way
to organize instruction or to arttculate goals, but these statements should not be
seen as reflecting either a statement about childreri's development nur es en about
necessary relationships among language components.
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CLASSROOM CONCERNS
AND CONSIDERATIONS

In the last few years, many research-
ers have focused attention on the "proc-
ess" approach to writing. "Process
writing" requires that we take a fresh
look at how we teach writing and other of
the language arts.
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Exactly how does classroom instruction differ if we adopt a
process-oriented approach?

Most children begin their formal education in writing after they have learned
to &code printed language and to comprehend what they read at fairly simple lev-
ek Lady in the first grade, children learn to write their name, names of familiar
people and objects, and simple, short sentences. By the end of the first grade, they
are able to put two or three simple sentences together. By the time children are in
the third grade. they have been introduced to the notion of paragraphs (if not the
actual term) and of connecting simple sentences with and" to make compound
sentences. From fourth grade on, the goals of writing instruction are to help stu-
dents become proficient writers of essays. expressive. narrative, descriptive, and
persuasive; to teach them the fine points'of sentence structure, usage, grammar,
syntax, and organization, and to improve their vocabulary and spelling

These are not unworthy goals, but they are seldom attained. Too few students
graduate from high school with the ability to write a well-structured, interesting
essay of any kind. College instructors and employers alike find that some students
and employees must be re-educated (or, indeed, educated for the first time) if they
are to function in courses or jobs that require even elementary writing skills.

It is not that their teachers have not taught the skills necessary for students to
learn to write well. It is, rather, that the students have not been able to practice
those skills in a meaningful way as often as is necessary to internalize the skills
nor in an environment that encourages writing for enjoyment, for self-expression,

and for understanding.
In many classrooms, the mechanics of writing are-taught separately from the

act of writing. Children are asked to complete worksheets, to find mistakes in sen-
tences written by someone else, to wiite sentences using new vocabulary words
(or to incorporate all of the new words in a single paragraph), and to take tests
where their ability to "write" is judged by their ability to fill in the blank or to
pick the right answer from among four choices on a multiple-choice test. They
are asked to write stories, paragraphs, or essays perhaps only once aweek. In one

study of three school systems, children in the second through fourth grades wrote
an average of one piece per month (7). The topic is usually assigned by the
teacher, or the children are allowed to choose from a list of topics. There is little
interaction between the teacher and the student until the final product has been

turned in, and students are seldom given an opportunity to revise their work.
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A recent study ot writing done by secondary school students in six major sub-
lect areas ili tound that students at the secondary leyel are generally not giY en

increased opportunities to practice and refine their writing skills The study in-
cluded a year-long obseivational study of ninth and eleventh grade classes in two
schools And a national sursey of secondary school teachers to determine their at-
titudes toward writing, the kinds ot writing task', they assigned, and the nature of
related instructional aenymes

In the observational study, students others ed spent only 3 percent of their class
tune engaged in the writing of a paragraph or more. In the national sursey. 754
teachers who had been nominated by their principals as 'good" teachers re-
sponded to a questionnaire. They taught in one of six subject areas--English,
science, social studies, mathematics, foreign language. or business education

thirty-two percent ol the teachers said they never assigned , (writing of a
paragraph or longer) to the students in the class on which they were reporting
Only l percent reported frequently using such writing tasks" (I).

e Such discouraging data lead to the deYelopment of three "points" upon ss hich
the adsocates ot a process-oriented approach to teaching writing rely:

I Most children learn to read because all people insolved in their educa-
oonthen parents, teachers, school administrators, and the community --belies e
it is a skill w hich is essential to all subsequent learning. The same is true of math-

ematics. though the focus here tends to he on co-nputation rather than a more
expanded view ot mathematics as problem solving. These skills are learned be-
cause large blocks ot time are deyoted to them during each school day. The first

point, then, is that it children are to become proficient writers, time must be set
astde each day tor them to mac. Children need to be encouraged to write fre-
quently and at yarious times during the school day. This is true regardless of the

mstructional approach used.
2 Howes er, time alone is not enough to insure that children w ill learn to value

,writing Although most children do learn to read, say few become avid read-

ers--readers who seek out books, magazines, newspapers, who even read graf fiti,
because they slew them as mechanisms for expanding their understanding, for
broadening their experience. How many adults do you`know who are addicted li-
brary users ' Most children also become fairly efficient users of basic computation

but tew are so excited about mathematics that they sign up forhigher-level
mathematics courses in the secondary grades. If children are to beheYe that writ-

ing can be a lifetime tool for learning, for self-expression. and for com-
munication, they must, from the nme they begin to draw and to form letters, be

encouraged to use writing as a means of expressmohemselves. Writing must he

the result ot their need or desire to communicate A)me message It must not result

bruin a feeling that they has e to try to please the teacher. The teacher's role is to

pros ide opportunities for childieri to write, to help them learn that writing is a se-

ries ot processes. and to guide their learning through responses that are accepting

and encouraging ill
; Uhl% leads us to the final point II children are to develop the attitude that

writing can he an el .ctise means ot expressing themsels es. they must have fre-

quent opportumties to write tor audiences other than the teacher They must be
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encouraied to write for many different purposes and to diverse audiences, such
as their peers. members of their family, their local police department. thc mayor
of the eity, and so on. Most important, writing for different audiences must grow
out of the individual child's own needs and desires.

The Process Approach to Writing instruction

Over the past fifteen years, a group of researchers and educators, including
Donald Graves. Donald Murray. Peter Elbow. James Britton, and Robert Gun-
dlach t 2, 3. 6. 7, 8, 9. 10. II) have begun to talk about writing as a process and
to stress the importance of having children learn to write by creating a classroom
environment which encourages risk taking, lots of writing. and building on chil-
dren's already extensive knowledge of language. Proponents of the process
approach to teaching writ;ng suggest that chikiren like most mature writers can
effectively use several stages in the development of a piece of writing. Although
they may be given different names by different people, the stages generally in-
voke planning for writing, writing, and rewriting. The following stages and their
descriptions represent a general overview of writing as a series of processes.

Prewriting This involves conceptualizing--getting the idea, mulling it over.
expanding upon itand planning how you will approach the topic, Prewriting can
mean talking an idea oser with peers or your teacher, reading about the topic and
thinking about how what you have read fits with your own ideas, actually doing
library research on a topic, jotting down ideas, and writing an outline. Murray
II) suggests that much of the prewnting stage is spent in rehearsal, a process in

which the experienced writer begins to gain control of the subject in a way that
will help him or her produce a working firstdraft. Prewriting can take 10 minutes.
two hours, a month, or longer.

Drafting. This tage, involves making a first attempt at putting your thoughts
on paper. It may be a fairly free-flowing piece of writing, or it may closely reflect
the organization you have i your head or the outline you have written. Your goal
in writing a first draft is to get your ideas down on paper. You probably won't
spend a great deal of time making sure that every comma is in the proper place or
that there are no misplaced modifiers, but some writers do pay attention to these
details at this stage.

Ret ming. When you have put all your thoughts on paper and, ideally. have had
some time to let your thoughts drift elsewhere for a while, you Lan go back over
your writing to be sure that it conveys the meSsage you wanted to send. You might
find that you want to make only a few minor changes--perhaps an expanded be-
ginning or an additional sentence here and there--or you might decide that you
want to compktely reorganize the.piece. You might go through one, two, or sev-
eral revisions, Stimulated by the writing you have already done. it is possible that
you will get an entirely new idea and decide to do some more thinking about the
subject or to start your draft over again.

Editing In the editing stage. you take a close look at the writing you have
done. You check tor misspellings. correct errors in grammar. check your punc-
tuation. and possibly rewrite or retype so that it will be as neat as possible.

Publit wwn. This is usually the final step in the writing process and has a va-

;.1
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net!, 01 waning,. twin publication by a commercial publisher to creating aclass

newspaper. to putting children's papers in a bound solume to putting a letter in the

mail It is, in essence, the delisery of the product to the intended audience
Although the stages described abuse are the basic stages through which an ex-

perienced writer goes in des eloping a piece of writing, they are neither mandatory
steps nor linear Some writers may go through a prewriting process. write a first
dratt. and consider it complete. Others may go through all the steps and be in the
editing stage when they suddenly hase a new thought which needs to be explored
and incorporated. Some writers nes er reach the final ciraft stage.

In addition, all ot the ...uges insolse sets of processes and subsets of those sets
which go on in the mind of the writer and which, as stressed in the reports of stud-
ies by Flower and Hayes (4) and Peri (13), are recursive. At any stage in the
process, a thought, a reaction to words on paper, a response to something some-

onc says, a sudden recalling of a distant piece of information, or some other
stimulus might result in a change in the writer's perception of the piece of writing

We can recognize the stages in the writiq, process in many pieces of both in-
lormal and formal writing The following examples demonstrate how several, but
not necessarily all, of the stages appear in typical kinds of situations.

Contributing to a Church Newsletter

p Me editor ot the church newsletter calls to ask you to write a short article for,

the next issue. The article will focus on getting members to help sok e the prob-
lem ot keeping an adequate volunteer staff for teaching Sunday School The
editor talks to you briefly about some ideas for the article.
Nour article is due in Ilse days, so you decide to spend the first two thinking
things over and talking w ith one or two other members of the church You also
talk to a couple ot tnends and at one point you call the editor back for
clanhcation
`Lou write a first draft which you think is fairly persuasise. A couple of your
friends at work and at home read it and offer comments. Their comments are
helptul, but you're slightly dissatisfied for sague reasons you can't articulate
Nou're up against the deadline now, but you don't want to turn it in quite yet.
In one last concentrated session, you reorganize the draft. That's it. You are
much more satislied with the power of your points as they are now organized.
Nou read the article a couple ot times more, change a few words here and there,

type it up during a break at work the next day (still changing a few words and
punctuation marks), and drop It off at the editor's house on the way home from

ork
Fhe editor suggests a lew changes, only one of which you don't agree with.
Atter hearing your logic, the editor leases it as you wrote it.
the newsletter goes to press. is delisered, and you and the editor wait for re-
actions from the congregation.

Steps in Writing an Intormal Letter

Nou want to communicate with sonleone who is a friend or relattse. You think
about the message to be sent, usually while writing the letter.
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AN you compose the letter. you structure It in some way-perhaps bringing the

triend up to date through achronology of esents. or telling the relative of a se-

ries ot consersations with a mutual friend, Your goal is to make the messages

clear so that the reader w ill understand them fully simply by reading the letter

More otten than not, you reread letters you have w ritten, changing a word here

or there ()nen. revision takes the form of a PS. Children sometime% write ad-

ditional notes on the enselope atter the letter has been sealed inside

Nou probably tollow the consentions of letter w riling, beginning "Dear." end-

ing w ith "Sincerely." "Lose." or some other standard close, and noting the

date
How might such a process look in the classroom? The following situation has

Laura deciding that %he want% to write about why eleven-year-old children should

not haw to change schools in the middle of the year.
You are aware trom y our last conference w ith Laura's parents that they are
thinking about moving. When Laura mentions it to you one day. your response

is that she might want to explore how she feels about it, first by thinking about

the had things and the good things about moving.
Laura does that by talking with her friends, who gise her suggestions, and w ith

her tamily -her father is sympathetic. but he stresses the good points; her
brother and sister are also sympathetic, but they stress the bad points

Laura writes a list using two columns and shows it to you You mention a couple

ot points that she has not considered and suggest that she talk w ith Carla. who

has lust mos ed and is new to your classroom.
Laura and Carla come to you and ask if they can w rite a paper together Because

ot her talks w ith Carla. Laura has changed her purpose for writing She now

wants to w rite a paper that w ill help children adjust to a sudden move You read-

ily agree and suggest a couple of resources that they might explore (they can

talk to the librarian to see it there are any books about children who have

mos ed. and they can call a local moser who might have some brochures about

mos mg w ith suggestions for how to make the mose easier for all members of

the family),
Laura and Carla proudly show you what they have written. You look it over and

ask them a couple of questions about specific points they have made You also

tell them what you like about the work they hase done, and y ou suggest that

they show the draft to one or two classmates, ask for their comment's, and then

resise
Atter you look at the resised draft and make one or two more suggestions, Carla

and Laura edit their paper for publication." You have suggested that they ask

the principal it any other children in the school are moving orhave just moved

Nou w ill make that many copies of the paper to be sure that each of these chil-

dren gets a copy'.
You might also make a call to Laura's father and Carla's parents to give them

some background and let them know you have made a copy of the paper for

them,
Esen though the process docribed above seems like a long one, it in fact

might take only two or three minutes each tn»e the children request a conference
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with the teacher. Much ot the work has been done by others involved in the proc-
ess. family. peers. the school librarian, and, in this case, the principal. Laura and
Carla haNe had a satisfying. relevant experience, writing to a specific audience
for a specific purpose. They have also experienced all of the stages in the writing
process.

Classroom Activities Using the Process Approach
.J

Prewriung. Most classrooms offer countless opportunities for prewriting ex-
periences. The important thing is to recognize these opportunities and to verbalize
them Drawing, for example, can be an important prewriting activity for very
young children. As they grow older, children move to writing before they draw.

All of the content areas should be taken advantage of. Before children are
taken on science or social studies field trips, for example, the teacher can let them
know that thcy will have an opportunity to write about the experience, either dur-
ing the trip or after they return. During the return trip on the bus, they can talk to
the person they are sitting with about their ideas for the writing task. Talk is an
important prewriting activity and can k encouraged in many ways. It can include
teacher-student, student-student, and group interactions'.

Reading is ako an important prewriting activity. Children can use books,
newspapers, magazines, and even other children's writing to generate ideas for
their own writing.

Oral language activities such as reading aloud to children, playing records,
storytelling, and talking in small groups can be used as stimuli for writing.

Prewriting should be, at least in part, a private experience. Children need time
to explore their own thoughts and feelings, to organize and jot down ideas, and
to develop a strategy for how they will approach the writing.

At the secondary school level, brainstorming, discussion, reading, and pos-
s,bly doing library research can bc important steps in the prewriting stage. Yet
rpplebee and his colleagues (I) report that prewriting activities in the classrooms
Aserved averaged 3 minutes in length and usually consisted of instructions re-
lated to the length and layout of the paper. Teachers occasionally gave hints about
the appropriate content (25 percent of the time), supplied outlines (I0 percent of
the time), and occasionally discussed the topic or model responses. In the national
sursey, Applebee found that the most popular technique used by teachers to help
students begin to write was to have them get started in class, they could then finish
their writing as a homework assignment. Eighty percent of the teachers surveyed
preferred this technique ).

Drafting Writing of the first draft can be done as a group activity but will
morc often be an individual experience. The teacher should be available to the
students for short conferences during this stage and the following stages. For
young children, this can mean moving from child to child and making short com-
ments asking questions and showing interest. As children grow older, the
teacher might also be writing a first draft in order to serve as a role model. Con-
Icrentes might be scheduled, or children might have a peer who serves as a
sounding board and, later, as a student editor. In the junior high and high school
grades, it is ako important that time be set aside each day for students to write and
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that adults around them serve as role models. During the drafting stage, the focus

should be on the content of the Message, not the conventions of writing
WI twig During the rev ision stage, children have an opportunity to go back

over their writing and make whatever changes they feel are necessary' This might

mean changes in syntax, sentence structure, organization, and, in some cases,

starting over completely. For the teacher, this may also be the most difficult stage

to teach. Young children and older students alike resist the nution that their first

draft is not final, National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) results,

for example, show that when given an opportunity to revise a piece of writing,

few students at the thirteen-year-old and seventeen-year-old levels do much more

than change punctuation or a word here and there (12). These findings are con-

firmed by Applebee tl,, who found that 29 percent of the secondary teachers

surveyed reported that they "regularly- asked students to write more tfian one

draft, but few students reported making changes beyond spelling, mechanics,

usage, or yocabulary choice.
alkins as quoted in Gentry (5) suggests that beginning writers are reluctant

to rev ise because they siew writing as a one-step process. She has attempted to

dest.ribe the early stages of rev ision for third graders and to offer suggest:ons for

how teachers can help children move on to the next stage:

Rolston Stage

Children don't independently reread or
consider either their words or then me-
chanics , ming is final, and for thesa
children, it is extremely hard to put
any thing on paper at all.

Some chddren reread and Lorrect their
papers They only make small editing
changes, and they erase rather than
cross out. They see each draft as a final

copy

Some t.hddren independently recopy
their piet.es 'this is a step ahead of the
child who merely corrects the original
paper. Once there are two drafts, hand-
writing and spelling can be relegated to
a later stage in the process, and the
child can worry about content and lan-
guage only Also, as the child recopies,
he or she often changes the original.

Suggestions fin- New Step

These children can rev ise in other me-
dia (verbally, for example) They
should also be encouraged to reread
what they write. Questions like "What
is your favorite part?" help them begin
to look back.

If the teacher listens carefully to what
this child writes and asks honest, real
questions, the writer can learn that the
reader needs more information. Con-
tent revision begins as "adding on."
Usually children first add on to the end
of their piece, and later they. add on to
middle sections through inserts.

The next step is to learn to make the
first draft into a working manuscript
Write all over it. Star it Change it Use
it.
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Instead of % le% ing the second draft as
a copy. the child begins to see It as a
second try Usually the child will at
first disregard the first draft and do the
second one "1 rom scratch

Encourage the child to use the first
draft. "What did you learn from it?"
What needs to bc cut? saved?
changed?" Look first to the larger is-
sues: content, sequence, focus. Later
look at language. word choice.
precision.

Grases (7) and other researchers stress the need for conferencing as a strategy
tor helping students re% ise their writing. Conferencing can occur at any stage of
the writing process as was demonstrated by Laura's teacher, but it is essential to
the re% ising stage. It need not involve a great deal of time. In fact, an excellent
means of conferencing is through the use of peer groups. Students can be assigned
the task of re% le% ing one another's papers and making comments, asking ques-
tions. and offering suggestions. At this point, they are serving as content,editors.
later they might work with the same student or group of students as copy(editors.

Editing. During the editing stage. students take a final look at theii) writing.
correct misspellings, check their grammar, perhaps still change a word or phrase
here and there They might also do this for other students.

The degree to which the edited, final draft will be correct depends upon the
dc%clopmental maturity of the student. Very young children will proudly hand
their teacher a paper filled with invented spellings and mechanical errors. Many
ot these "mistakes" represent learning in progress and should not be of concern
to the teacher. For older students, this might still be the case, but errors might also
be indications of a need for guidance for the teacher.

At the secondar level, there is a strong focus on the editing stage of writing
Applebee (I) makes this point, but calls attention to its weaknesses.

In current practice. this (editing) may be the stage of writing that is stressed most,
though the purpose gets distorted in the process. In natural writing situations.
editing is totally motivated by the fact that the writing is to be shared, the edi-
torial changes are in the set.% lee of a polished final manuscript, not private
criticisms tor the author to read and file away. Tea..tiers' comments on student
papers are in man) ways parallel to those of an editor, and it is not unusual for
I.nglish classes to be taught some of the standard proofreading symbols But in
the classroom, the edited writing is not ordinarily about to be rev ised, it Is simply
evaluated for the writer's benefit, to be filed away rather than shared with others
Howtner detailed and constructive a teacher's comments may be. their effec-
tiveness depends upon the extent to which the students read the comment% and
upon whether simply reading them is enough to teach a student how to correct
the erroi Since students rarely are asked to write another draft they have few
chances to learn how to use an editor's suggestions and revisions to produce a
better manuscript

Pub/nation. Publication of students' writing is the delivery of the writing to
the intended audience. This might be, and in many classrooms usually is, the
teacher, but it might also bc classmates, other students in the school, parents, the
President ot the United States, a local business le,.der. the Society for the Pre-
%ention of
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can take the form of an essay, a L lass newspaper, a bound volume of student pa-

pers. a letter, a telegram, or a collage.
what is most important is that children write with an audience and a purpose

in mind. They will not learn to write for different audiences if they know that the
only person who will read their writing is the teacher More important. they will
not develop an understanding of writing as a means of communicating with the
people and institutions which influence their lives.

Summary
feaLhers who decide to use the process approach to writing instruction in their

classroom will find several things happening. Children will spcnd more time talk-

ing with one another and with the teacher. The teacher's ability to diagnose the

needs ot individual children nd to guide their development will be strengthened

beLause ofthis increased level of communication. Children will also spend more
tune writing and will be more highly motivated to write, not just in the language

.uts, hut m all ol the subjeLt areas and during the hours that they spend away from

the classroom Finally, the level of trust between the children and the teacher will

increase, beLause the teacher's role as editor will take precedence over the teach-

er's roic as evaluator
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4

What is the role of grammar instruction in improving students'

compositions?

When grammar instruction springs from and links back to children's own writ-

ing, children will see the connection and use the new structures in their work.
Research does not support the notion that an ability to perform grammatical anal-

ysis leads to improvement of students' oral or written communication. Indeed,
some researchers feel that children younger than age 13 cannot work with ab-
strAction so instruction in tile abstractness of grammar may be counterproductive
Grammar instniction as an end in itself is unlikely to translate into better com-

positions. In 1950 the Encyclopedia of Educational Research published
numerous statements about the teaching of grammar, among which were these:

Grammar is difficult if not impossible to teach to the point of practical appli-

cation; and
.

Formal and traditional grammar contain many items which if learned to the

point of application could not have any serious effect on the learner's language

use (9).
Very few questions, however, are as emotionally charged as the one posed

here. Much of the recent research on writing pays very Slight attention to the
teaching of grammar in the composing process. Indeed, in a recent review of re-

search on writing, several exeerts are cited who recommend that grammar
instruction not be attempted before grade 7 (5). This recommendation is made be-

cause many children have difficulty with the abstract nature of grammar, or
because such study will retard the development of the child's own language.

Other educators feel, however, that grammar instruction is necessary to help

children learn to write well, to be able to use language correctly, or to be able to

express themselves clearly. Parents often reinforce this idea. Traditionally in
American education, the "grammar" school has been seen as the institution cre-

ated by a nation of immigrants to homogenize the culture through language.

Before we can look at the role of grartimar instruction in improving students'

compositions, we need to define deafly what is meant by the term "grammar."
From there, we can proceed to discuss effective instruction and ways to integrate

that instruction naturally in the student's writing.
Most teachers mean a subject matter when they say "grammar." "Grammar"

is taught by English teachers and consists of a set of rules which can be learned
and which, when used, will allow the speaker or writer to duplicate the language

used by the social class whose dialect is the standard of the language. In this def-

6 7
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Inition, differences among dialect groups are usually viewed as deficiencies
which should be remediated. Thus, the view of "grammar" taken is a procrip-
me one.

In this view, "grammar" becomes a Nalue-laden term. By speaking "gram-
matically," the speaker is using the language conventions used by the socially
prestigious class or group. Deviation from this standard indicates an imperfect use
of language, a less than complete understanding of how die language really
works. Because dialect, usage, and other conventions ofianguage are all cultural
phenomena, the listener (or reader) very often can have stereotyped reactions to
the speaker (or writer).

It is this prescriptive Niew of grammar that dominates most "grammar" in-
struction. Children are taught to make subjects and verbs "agree" in number, to
begin sentences with capital letters and end them with periods, question marks or
exclamation points, to insure that '`every sentence is a complete thought." Often,
this instruction takes the form of memorizing grammar Mr.. Unfortunately, the
knowledge of a rule does not necessarily lead to the employment of the rule (I I).

A More Realistic View

If by grammar, howoer, we mean the rules underlying our use of language,
then cvery child comes to school with a working knowledge of grammar. While
students may not be able to talk about how language works, they can use lan-
guage. The teacher does norteach grammar, then, in the same way that he or she
teaches reading. Rather, by allowing children to use language--to speak and to
write -the teacher can foster the development of language skills. By organizing
instruction so that child's growing ability to write is encouraged, several things
will happen:

I. Children will develop fluency in the "physical" or "mechanical" aspects
of writing. Writing difficulty may stern fronttwo different problems. what to say
and how to transfer the thought from the mind to the page. If this second arca of
difficulty can be 'reduced, then the writer's attention will be focused primarily on
the first area. In 'order to reduce the difficuhy of the physical act of writing, the
muscles of the hand and eyes must be developed to the point that writing is not .

the literally painful task that it is.for non-writers. Frequent opportunities to flex
these muscles will reduce the physical difficulty.

It is the same for the "mechanical" aspects of language. Frequent opportun-
ities for writing will develop the child's ability to use words, spelling, and
punctuation ul an almost automatic way. Frequent stops to check spellir . to
erae. to revise on the mechanical level will not be required.

2. Frequent opportunities to write will also underscore, for the child, the dif-
ferences between what can be said and what can be written (2). Not only will there
be a desire to extend the repertoire of written forms at the child's comnwncl, there
w illba need for more grammatical featureS which will arise from the child's de-
sire to communicate. Thus, the "teachable moment" will be created.

3. Children w ill learn from each other. While it is possible to describe the
stages' of language development in children as a statistical group, it is clear that
children doelop language fluency and control different grammatical structures, at
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nines and rate, which vat) hom individual to indiv idual Such individual differ-
ences re especially es ident in classrooms in which., children from various
socioeconomic backgrounds come together (7) Thus, by encouraging children to
talk and listen to one another and to work in writing editing groups, teachers will

invite the Ito% 01 grammatical information from child to child as writing pieces
develop Children, then, will teach one another

4 By presenting 'granunar" in the context of the child's own writing, ap-
plication ot conventions vs ill be made clear and practical As early as 1908.

(Jeorge Carpenter ansl his colleagues questioned the ability of children younger
than age 13 to understand the ithscrem nature of syntax. It is, of course, precisely

this abstractness which is emphasized when we teach "grammar" as a system-of'
rules ot how language operates. If, houever, syntax were taught in relation to the

child 5 own writing and speaking, then the abstract nature would disappear and

the child would be able to apply the sy ntactic feature for which a need is exhibited

Nloreover. by delay mg the attention to "grammar" until the editing stage of the

writing process. the child bas already wrestled with one of the major difficulties
I %that to ..a!, i and can no% turn attention to the second difficulty (how to say it)

) By helping students develop a sense of audience and of appropriateness of

communication, the teacher Lan help children understand that the effectiveness of

language use depends upon factors outside the child. Depending upon the nature

of the communication, %nether oral or written, children may need to use varia-

tions ot standard English. As the child's sense of the conummication's purpose
Jevelops. the need tor selecting from among several linguistic items will be per-
elsed the lariwage used when writing to a friend is different from the language

used when writing to the principal of the school. Similarly', language used to eon-

irke a general audience of the rightness of a given proposition is different from
the language ased to write a ghost story. By setting writing tasks which are, dif-

went m rurpose and audience, the teacher can establish different language
,lcn:and situations, thus creating a need to increase the numberof language fea-

,- tures available

riting Mechanics
rhis is not to suggest that 'grammar" instruction should occur only in an ac-

cidental or undirected w ay, with each child deciding when or even if he or she

needs to learn particular items of the language system. However. teachers do need

to make a distinction between teaching "grammar" and teaching mechanics of

use, and teaching writing.
By mechanics, we mean a series of conventions which help writers express

extralineuistic features of language. Mechanics includes use of punctuation.
handwriting, beginning sentences with capital letters, spelling conventionally,

and so on, This sy stem ot symbols can be taught conveniently in the revising stage

and within the context of the childr,m's writing,
leachers probably should not be too quick to insist that children learn the con-

ventions ,1 grammar awl spelling It may help to remember that before the advent

ot nuAvahle type (seventeenth century in English), regularind spelling was not

a matter ot concern to writers, Vvriters spelled words to look the way they sounded

6;)
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(Donne. Spenser. et al I Regulaiiksd spelling largely rose out of the needs of
ty pesetters

Many aildren use invented spellings because learning the concept of writing
th.wn wordslearning to be literateis more imponant than being nght. in the
dicnotury sense ( l.4,5 ) Rather than helping children to write, insistence on cos-
metic correctness may actually inhiblt.the child's willingness to write

!mewed spellings aad grammar "errors may also be viewed as important
indiations ot the problem-solv ing process used by the child and can plov ide im-
portant data about the child's progress in learning to read and to develop writing
fluemy What is commonly seen as a problem (the child's inability to include
pronouns, for example) might better be seen as an opportunity for insttuction. If
the duld's wnting exhibits no need for pronouns, it is unlikely that a worksheet
on pronoun reference w ill have much impact. If. however, the child is us:ng pron-
ouns in an awkward way, he or she may be very accepting of ,a teacher's
demonstration of how pronouns can make the sentence more fluenr.
show ing a child how commas can help readers to understand the child's sentence
will lead to more ef fetive use of commas than will work on worksheets.

Granunar can be taught. in the upper grades especially, as a subject as worthy
of study as other systems (biology, algebra. or literature). Ben then. however, it
should he taught to these older students m the context of their own writing. At
any grade level. the teacher's ability to link grammar to the student's own use of
language will underscore the relationship between what is learned and what can
be used.

Combining Sentences I

i.Many teachers have found that teaching students to combm sentences leads
to more fluent use of language. By practicing the embedding »r one sentence or
iuea A ithin another sentence, students can learn to create se tences which are
more interesting and can learn to use a sariety of syntactic patt 'Ms.

Re underlying notion of sentence combining is that fluent v riters use longer.
mon. complex sentences than do less fluent writers. Through series of guided
exercises, students arc shown how several short sentences may e combined into
longer ones For example, a poor writer may write these sentences.

(
Witham Rardolph Hearst ownedia newspaper.
He wanted to increase sales.
He isrote abou: war atrocaul in'Cuba.

\
A more competent writer might eombine .he first two sentences.
Nest paper miner Witham Randolph Hearst wanted to im reuse sales

\He wrote about war atrocitio in Cum. \

A still more competent writer might get all three ideas into one (..ntence.
Wishing 10 au tease .sale.s. nes% spaper ott net- William Randolph Hearst tsrotc

\about ow atrocities in Cuba. ,

To increase Nem), and add variety to students' writing, sentence camthining
can be ver'. effective. Often, conjunctions or relative pronouns can he,added in
the exereistrs to guide the combination:

\

\
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The car was stolen. The ear that

It was red (that) was stolen was red.

Other signals might include underlining parts of one sentence to be embedded

in the main sentence or using the word SOMETHING in capitals:

Joanna ate SOMETHING.
The fish was broiled,

Joanna ate the
broiled fish.

and

We thought SOMETHING. We thought that

We would pass the test. (that) we would pass the test.

Sentence combining exercises have been shown to improve the fluency of stu-

dents' writing, if fluency is determined by length. Hunt analyzed writing sample%

ot 72 writers (draw n equally from Grades 4, 8. and 12 and a group of writers pub-

lished in Harper's and Arlantic ). He found that, indeed, older writers write longer

sentences But he found that the major difference between student writers and

adult writers was that adults tended to increase clause length, not total number of

clauses used Whereas younger writers string clauses together, either with co-

ordinating or subordinating conjunctions, adult writers used more nonclause

elements to pack meaning into clauses (6).
Mellon urges caution, however, when using sentence combining activities As

early as 1969, Mellon conducted experiments which showed that merely giving
students practice in sentence combining could actually have an adverse affect on

student writing unless sentence combining practice was linked tohelping students

look at sentence effectiveness (8). Again, such an activity sets the stage for stu-

dents' writing to occur, It cannot replace students' writing and thinking about

their writing. Practice on controlled exercises is only a first step It will be the
students ability to use the results of these exercises in their own writing which

w ill determine whether the grammar instruction has contributed to students'

growth as writers.
Sentence combining is a good example of grammar instruction which will ex-

tend the student's repertoire of writing skills and which can lead to better
composition writing. Other exercises in grammatical analysis can he undertaken

based on real writing produced by the students.

Grammar-Based Activities for Better Writing

Christensen, in discussing how a new understanding of grammar can lead to

improved writing, makes the point that composition is a process of addition not

of subtraction i3. He suggests that the typical sentence of modem English is the
cumulative sentence. The main clause advances the idea, but the additions move

backwards to modify or explain the statement of the mainclause, (The preceding

sentence is an example of a cumulative sentence.) Thus. the sentence imitates the

thought pro«-ss rather than presenting a sentence which has been pondered and

shaped in draft before being presented in the final copy
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Christensen .hen has densed the principles of addition and direction 01 e-

ment which can help students to understand host, their writing works. Two other
principles bring in the dimension of meaning and ol texture. Usually the main
clause IN stated in genc-al or abstract terms. Once this clause is stated, the forward
movement stops and the writer muses to a lower lesel of generality or into sin-
gular terms For example. a student might write Good fi lends are important. at
least to me When rm in trouble. my friend Billy is there In these sentences.

generahty IN stated in the first main clause, which is "stopped by the speci-
fication at least, to me The sacond senteme uses an ads erbial clause and a
specific to add texture to the idea that is being presented. "good friends are
important

Use ot adjectises, adserbs. prepositional phrases, subordinate clauses adds
texture to sk n t ing by mu-easing specificity. Through understanding these princi-
ples and applying them to their writings, students can gain new insight into the
salue of sanety and control of writing will lead to more competent writing.

the Teacher's Role in Grammar Instruction

Many teatiters feel that students, especially those in the upper grades (7-12).
need to know the meaning of terms like "noun, "adjectise clause, or "com-
pound senterke his terminology can be taught to students. However, when
grammar instruction is totally des wed to the learning of terms, it is diffkult to see
how the oncepts identified by those terms will affect students' writing ability. It
is the appliation ol these corkepts which is the goal. Students need to be shown
how grammatial analysis can help them generate better writing. Like art for its
own sake, grammatical analysis for its sake is an idea which will appeal to few.
ben the teaching of a grammar sy stem as a system should be tied to student-gen-
erated w ruing

The teaher's role, then, in teaching grammar is quite different from being the
guardian ot orrect usage and the arbiter of elegant standards. As a helper or
oach, the teacher responds to the communication of the child, suggesting ways
to strengthen the child's writing, or offenng information about how language can
be used to state the thought more precisely. As Vv'easer points out, the teacher's
knowledge of grammar in a formal sense is far more important than the student's

As a coach or editor, the teacher who understands the grammatical rela-
tionships among words and ,entences will see many ways to strengthen students'
writing These sanattons can be taught to students both directlyas in sentence
combiningand indirectly, through editorial conferences.

As a role model, the teacher has two kinds ol responsibility. One is the mo-
delling 01 etlectise language structures. If children hear and see practked dr:
kinds ol language which they are expected to use, they will be more likely to do
so The second responsibility is for the teacher to be accepting of the child's lan-
guage This at.t.eptance is important for all children. but is especially so for
children tor whom standard inghsh is not a first dialect or language or who may
he deselopmentally or physically disabled. By working with the language used
by the child. the teacher will not prescribe language change but will facilitate lan-
guage growth and communication skills deselopment. By avoiding judgments
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at)out the Lorrectness ot language use, the teacher will pro\ ide a friendly en-
s ironment in which Lhildren Lan explore and "try -on differing language styles
and Lan deLide whiLh language strudures are appropnate. gRen the comnium-
Latire purpose and the audienLe Finally. by refusing to divorce grammar
instruLtion Ironi the reality of language use, the teaLher will be able to help chil-
dren deselop an enthusiasm tor the sy stemati . nature of language and an
eagerness to use that sy stem to enhance their own writing

Summary

flow Lan grammar instruction help make students better writers? If the in-
struction is integrally related to students' own writing, and if the instruction is
geared toward apphLation. grammar Lan make a difference Sentence combining

a tomes has e been shown to relate to improsements in children's writmg But
e en these LI wrc ises must bc presented so that the reason+ tor the efkctiveness of

th Lombined sentenLe is clear to the young writer.
he new stem, of grammar articulated by Francis Christensen suggests some

new coons tor teaLhing students to Nary the texture And direction of their writ-

ing to icrease interest
Ah, -is dear is that the "menion/e the rules approach to grammar instruc-

tion doesinotand probably Lannotlead to unprosement in writing Indeed. th,
approadi may prose damaging to the writer's attitudes toward writing and in any

case will take time ass at, iroln the real task writing.
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How can I teach students to organize their ideas effectively?

The selection of an organizing principle is recognized as an important element
in successful communication, whether in writing or speaking If we want the lis-
tener reader to understand our message, we need to provide as much help as
possible. We need to select words which convey our meanings clearly and pre-
cisely, , we may use examples or illustrations which make our communication
more entertaining or forceful, and we use language which is familiar to the reader
Even if all these components are present, the audience still may not grasp the mes-
sage unless it is clearly organized.

Students may learn to organize effectisely, and the need for organization may
be more readily understood, if organization pattern can be presented more or less
simultaneously by the teacher both in a direct instructional mode and in less direct
instruction based on needs demonstrated in the student's own writing This two-
pronged approach will allow the teacher to introduce students to several organ-
izing techniques while leaving them free to select the one they find most useful

When planning to teach organization of writing or speech. it will be helpful
to remember that organization techniques reflect cultural values and traditions
Moreoser, individuals think differently, view the same problem differently, and
will find that some ways of organizing are more attractive than others (5). Thus,
instruction in organizing will need to reflect these cultural traditions ak_well as
indisidual preferences. There are several models for organizing an argument
which can be taught quickly'. Each of these models, of course, reflects a particular
slew of the world, a view passed to us through a rhetorical tradition

For example. Plato taught a particular way to develop an argument Using a
series of question-answer-question exchanges, h.: would start from a generali-
zation, break it into its component parts, examine each of these, and then put the
components back together into a whole that was new. One of the organizational
strengths of this model is that each question springs from the preceding answer
so that a unified flow of writing (or speech) is the result.

A second very easy way of organizing writing or speech is by chronology: first
this happened, then that happened, and finally, a third thing happened. We owe
this organizing scheme also to the Greeks, who developed an interesting variation
on organization by chronology by starting in medias res, "in the middle of
things,' In Homer's poems and in most Greek tragedies, the story opens with the
listener right in the middle of the action. 13'it sooner or later the story goes back
to the beginning to give us all the background information we need and then con-
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tinues trom the point that it started I his only works, howeser, when the audience
already knows the basic story. New mtormation is not presented Rather, a new
slew ot known facts is pen.

Still other ways ot organizing include comparing and contrasting two ideas or
ecents or objects, deseloping an argument inductisely (going from the particular
to the general) or declaim!) t going trom the premises to the conclusion), or de-
celoping an argument along numerous models from classical studies of logic

Teaching How to Organize Writing

[he real point ot this chapter is not so much how to organize. Rather, it is how
to teach others to organize Here, we run a %cry real risk of imposing our personal

calues or notions of organization on the young writer.
One ot the awesome responsibilities of the writing teacher is to help a writer

say what he or she wants to say without intruding too much. The teacher, a% ed-

itor. must enter into the writing without supplanting the author Very often. t' .

requires the editor to role play the potential audience while attempting to under-
stand what the writer wants to do. One sure way to "take over" the writer's task
is by dictating changes ot organization which please the editor but may not be ap-

propriate tor the writer
Britton presents an illustration of this point (2). While walking on a beach,

Britton picks up seashells which he take% home to arrange. He could arrange them

according to one ot two principles. One principle is the biologist's, the shells arc
needed to complete a speak display, and the arrangement shows the relationship
ot species ot marine life. If a better biologist than Britton comes in and looks at
the display, he could say, "You'se got that wrong." However, since Britton is not
a biologist a more likel arrangement is one w hich pleases him aesthetically No

one. coming to clew the display, could say, "You've got that wrong." because
w oh the aesthetic principle there is no right or wrong beyond the pleasure felt by

the arranger
How, then, can we help student writers say what they want to say while, at the

same time, showing them how to present their thoughts in a way which will reach

the reader ' It a writer writes for self-expression, this is not a major issue But if
the writer write% to wnimunicate to others, to inform them or to persuade them.
it is incumbent on the writei to represent his or her thoughts in such a way a% to

help the reader understand them t 3). Seceral methods for teaching organization

are available to us. Some are relied upon, often to little effect, while others are

seldom tried

Some Effecthe Organizing Methods

Iraditionally, the topic outline has been presented to student% as the skeleton
ot the essay or report Roman numerals are used for major copies. Arabic number%

tor subtopics related to the major topic, and lower case Roman numerals are used

to distinguish the sub-subtopics. (Remember "No A without B?".) This is cer-
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tamly one way to organize a paper. but it is by no means a guarantee of

organization. nor is it the only way to go about organizing
A major dif ficulty with the traditional outline has always been seen as one of

its stiengths its linearity. The outline forces the IA inter to develop the theme in
linear fashion. whether a chronology is used. or a comparison contrast, oran in-

ductive model. Not all IA riters think in linear fashion, however Sometimes one

thought will generate another one whose relationship to the first is not alw ays

dear and "linear this tree association may be hailed by psychoanalysts. hut it

is anathema for th,: w ruing teacher who insists on an outline

Sequencing Ideas

II. how es er, you are willing to try some means other than the outline, ask

pairs of students to write down thoughts related to the overall topic and in no par-
ticular order on separate slips of paper. Then the pair can lay all the slips down

on ihe desk or table and begin discussing them. trying to find relationships among
the individual ideas Not only w ill this help the young w liters move "ideas"
around before becoming committed to them. but it will also help students learn

that an idea can he discarded from the essay hut still he a good idea (Perhaps it

can he saved tor another essay 1

(letting Ideas

Shaughnessy desotes a chapter ot her hook Errors and Espetrations to the

problem ot teaching students lust learning how to write to organize their IA thing

it)) She shares several insights w hit.h are of value to all teachers of writing

Shaughnessy suggests that students' writing often seems disorganized be-

cause the writing is really in a prew ruing stage of des elopment The thesis

statement, its supporting details, and logical transitions to secondary or related
thesis statements are absent because the IA riter Is still grappling with articulating
the thesis .tatement. In this case, we are not presented IA ith a finished product but

with an idea in the process of being developed Because the IA liter is developing

the idea, hi% or her expression will probably be very egocentric The w riter as-

sumes, tor instance. that the reader understands %skit is happening in the writer's

mind and. theretore. needs no transitions or explanation. Shaughnessy sugges-

tion. then, tor teaching organization is to help students see how IA riters get their

ideas and then begin to dev clop them.
(letting activ ities might include developing lists and looking for re-

lationships among the lists, or might consist of using a "think-link activity
Thinklinks provide a means for both the generation of ideas and a v isible means

ot finding connections among idcas. For example, students might he shown a pic-

ture ot a girl looking in her purse w He standing in front of a pet store in which

a dog can be seen
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Students might use the think-links in this way (4):

Assumption

She is looking
for money.

Observation

The girl is looking
in her purse.

Inference

The girl is looking to see if
she has enough money to buy the dog.

Observauon

there is a sign
which says "I-ct Store."

Obsers.ation

There is a dog
in the window.

Students, then, have made three observations (statements based on evidence)
which led to an assumption and to an inference. The graphic charting of the re-
lationships among the elements will help students organize the structure of a story
they write about the picture. Moreover, students will also develop skill in devel-
oping the idea which will be at the center of their writing. Finally, by explicitly
determining which items are observations, which are assumptions, and which are
inferences, young writers can recognize the need for a blend of generality and
specificity, concreteness and abstraction, and proof and inference in their own
writing.

"Cut and Paste"

If you have read Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger, you may recall a class
which Holden Caulfield describes. The class was supposed to help students learn
to "stick to the topic." Every time a student strayed from the topic, e..eryone else
was to yell ",Digression! Digression!" Holden, like most people, did not enjoy
the activity. However, less vocal peer-editing groups can be helpful in getting a
paper organized. If the group is paying particular attention to organization, they
may tind the "cut and paste" technique useful. This is a technique for organizing
which many writers use. Once a draft has been written, the writer can cut the page
apartand reorder the component parts of it. While this often results in Li need to
write new transitions, It is a very concrete demonstration of the need to pay at-
tention to organizational matters. If the peer editing group suggests
reorganization, this becomes a technique for preventing the young writer from
losing interest in his or her paper because of the need to "rewrite,"

Of course, these suggestions all proceed from the assumption that questions
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ot organization can be settled at the prtr: ruing or revision stages 01 the devel-

opment ot the piece tit Thus, this te lch methottis inductive by reorganizing

the speak ideas in a student's draft. a ,,er sense of more effective organization

I be realized by the writer This is an especially appropriate methodology for

working w ith very young childrenup to age nine or tenfor three reasons First.

young writers tend to write less in each piece anti so have less to organize Sec-

ond. the young writer is still very often writing for self, w ith less consideration

given to audience needs, at least initially. Finally. the abstract nature of organi-

zation is often difficult for young children to rtsp and therefore a coaching
technique. to borrow Mortimer Adlct 's term. w ill probably prove most useful

For students in the higher grades (6-12), two old ideas for the teaching of or-

ganization have emerged in new clothes. The use of writing models and writing
frames have been used with good effect in the last few years Before describing

these techniques. howe..er, some disclaimers are in order:
1 se ot techniques to teach organization of writing must not be contlised with

actual w riting any more than practicing place-kicking a football should be con-

tused w ith play ing football. The exercise is not an end in itself

W ruers w ill gain tar more from actual writing than they w ill from "practice

riting Iherelore. a larger percentage of ume needs to be spent on actual writ-

ing than on practice
student writers w ill readily accept instruction if it proceeds from their need to

sots obleins in their ow n w ruing or it they Lan see a connection between in-

strut: and their own writing.

Schenunc Modeling

Such modeling allow s older students (grades 8-12) to examine someone else's

writing and analyze it L sually the teacher presents a paragraph. section, essay.

or short story by a well-know n writer and points out the rhetorical organizational
des ices which this particular w flier used to create the effect desired For example.

Initial attempts to use this technique nught focus on the number ot words per sen-

tence used by Hemingway as opposed to Faulkner. What different effects do the

two writers actuese Later, an analysis of the first paragraphs of Hemingway's

story. file Big Two-lIcaned River.** might reveal that a number of the verbs are

expressed in the passive voice What clues about the protagonist does this method

,uve
Once students understand how these w ruers have organized their work, a

schematic model ot the passage can be created as a class activ ity That is, the con-

tent ot the pass,ye is removed and only the structure and relationships of the

rhetorical parts ale lett An example based on this passage from 1984 by George

Orw ell illustrates.
For some nme, he sat gazing stupidly at the paper. The telescreen had

changed over to strident military music. It was curious that he seemed

not mciely to have lost the power of exprc sing himself, but even to have

forgotten w hat it w as that he had origim ly intended to say. For weeks

past he had been making ready for this nton. mt, and it had never crossed

his mind that any thing would be needed except courage The actual writ-
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ing would be easy. All he had to do was to transfer to paper the
internuriable restless monologue that had been running insidc_his head,
literally ;or years. At this moment, however, even the monologue had
dried up Moreover, his varicose ulcer had begun itching unbearably. He
dared not scratch it, because if he did so it always became inflamed. The
seonds were ticking by. He was conscious of nothin3 except the blank-
nes of the page in front of him, the itching of the skin above his ankle,
anti the blaring of the music, and a slight booziness caused by the gin.

uddenly, he began to write in sheer panic, only imperfectly aware
of w at he was setting down.*

Stude IS will notice that the passage begins in present time, moves into the
past tForweeks past he had been making ready" ... "literally for years"h and
back into esent time ("At this moment...). Further, the sensory distractions to
which the aracter pays attention are all ways to avoid the task at hand. There is
An ironic undo-statement in the sentence beginning "He was conscious of noth-
ing ". hnally. much.of the effect of the paragraph comes fom the description
of sensory reactions. ''he sat gazing.** "strident military music," "his varicose
ulcer had begup itching unbearably,'' "a slight booziness." The long delay is re-
wised inunediutely in the first five words of the next paragraph. "Suddenly. he
began to write.

A model might take the following form:
Sentence 1: "For some time, he

verb adverb complement
Sentence 2. Describe external change
Sentence 3 State the problem: "It was curious that
Sentence 4: Go back in time: "For some time past
Sentence 5, Restate the problem: "All he had to do was
Sentence 6: 'At this moment, however
Sentence 7: Slmsory digression: Moreover his
Sentence 8: FOrther comment on digression:
Sentence 9: The seconds ticked by."
Sentence 10: "He was conscious of nothing but (the problem)

arak and
Sentence 1 1 . Suddenly he began
Student% will select an experience of hesitation and, using the model, can

write a passage parallel,to Orwell's.
Sentence 1 For some time, he stood gazing down at the water.
Sentence 2. The blreeze had stopped in the trees.
Sentence 3:. It was curious that he couldn't jump.
SentenLe 4 For some time past, he and Joe had planned to disc out of the

big tree.
Sentence 5: All he had to do was step off the limb.

*From NINETEEN EIGHTY-FOUR by George Orwell. copyright 1949 by Harourt Brac
Joinuih. In 1-viewed 1977 by Sonia Brownell Orwell. Reprinted by permission of the
publisher
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Sentence 6. At this moment, :,owever, the water seemed much farther

awav,
Sentence 7. Moreover, his arm ached from his tetanus shot.

Senteme 8. He hadn't seen the nail sticking up through the board and

stepped right on it. Then he'd needed the shot.

Sentence 9: The seconds ticked by.

Sentence 10. He was conscious of nothing but the water below him, the
breeze playing in the leaves, and the ache in his arm.

Sentence 11. Suddenly he began to step forward and was hurling through

space.
Alter writing, students can compare their work with Orwell's and with one an-

other's. For example, in this exercise, someone may suggest that Sentence 2 needs

to be changed because Sentence 10 calls for a sensory impression but Sentence 2

describes the lack oi it. The writer will be able to see how each of the parts of this

passage interacts with the totality.'

Writing Frame
A second device for helping students learn to organize is the writing frame,

which is similar to the schematic model in that the student writer is given very
specific instructions about how the sentence or passage must be completed This

is especially useful when beginning a new kind of writing. The following frame

was developed by Yatvm for use with children in grades 4 and 5 (7)

Can you hear the wind as it sings through the trees?
Can you smell the

9

Can you taste the
9

Can you touch the
9

When you do, you will know the
9

By completing the last part of eiich line, the writer completes a piece based

on the frame. By talking about his or her poem later, a sense of the organizing

will come through. As Yatvin points out, not all writers need the frames and

should not be forced to work with them. But many students will readily accept the

frames as a means to solve their own writing problems.

Summary
leaching students to organize effectively, then, will be easiest if such instruc-

tion is based on their own writing. As the piece is developed as a result of a

conference between the writer and editor(s), organizational questions will be

hammered out. lf, as the tea,:her, you feel a need to give supplementary instruc-

tinn in orgoniting, the use of models, frames, and outlines may move beneficial

It should be remembered, however, that organization is both a perSonal and cul-

tural value rather than an absolute. Furthermore, it is well to remember that
learning about writing will not take the place of learning to write by writing. Most

important, however, is the recognition that not all writers think alike nor do they

organize alike. By providing instruction in organizing techniques and then allow-

ing the writer to choose the ones that work best for him or her, the teacher can

locus attention on the importance of organization as a quality of good writing,
rather than expecting students to organize for the sake of organization
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CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES IN
COMMUNICATION

Some oral language and writing ac-
tivities seem to delight students and
teachers alike. Other activities are un-
dertaken, because they have always been
part of the teaching tradition. Chapters
in this section discuss tiro t.alue of sever al
activities for fostering students' facility
in oral and written communicatior.
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What ckusroom activities foster improved oral language?

Oral language is an essential medium of learning across the curriculum The
ability to communicate orally has always been a concern of educators Instruction
has gradually been changing. however, from a primary emphasis on such in-
school communication activities as public speaking, debate, and parliamentary

procedure to communication as a more functional concern. The oral language

needs ot students lreuuently arise in out-of-school situations, and meeting these

needs is now more often the primary instructional thrust. Certainly, educators

must consider the need for all types ofactivities. but the development of true com-

munication competence mu t encompass several things. knowing the variety of
!unctions open to communicators and how best to implement those functions they

deem important, as well as a knowledge of and practice in using the skills of
speaking and listening. Mature communication competencies include fluency in

both verlxil and nonverbal behavior and an awareness of the circumstances in.

which the communication takes place.
Students of all ages bring a degree of oral language facility with them to the

classroom, but they need guidance and practice to improve their competencies to

more effective levels. Children's needs for communication instruction differ
greatly. and their family environment is probably the most influential factor in de-

ternunin0 those needs. Children growing up in a rich language environment,

where adult models of speech arc present and the children are encocr d
to interact with these adults and older siblings, . .11 have a different language fa-

cility than those with a more restricted family environment that limits the child's

opportunities to interact (2).
Children need an understanding adult in their quest to acquire the skills thCy

need to become effective communicators. The teacher, therefore. can do much to

help childinn gradually meet the oral demands of the school setting Classroom

activities that center on student concerns and stimulate problem solv ing and crit-

ical flunking skills while enhancing interest in the effective usc of language will

do much to increase the skills and awareness of me students involved.
The purpos, of oral language has been to get one's thoughts and feelings to a

listener. Oral communication is still our most prevelent meansof communcation
Theretore, it is the school's responsibility to help students use language appro-
priate to a wide variety ol situations, to match specific communication purposes,

to increase their poise and assurance in group situations while improving their

v oice quality, and to understand common social techniques so that listeners are not

distracted by poor language choices.
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Oral LommuniLation skills are essential tor learning to read and write and for
t.onnnued learning throughout the sLhool years In faLt, these skills are being re-
fined throughout our hses as NI e learn new socabulary and new Lontexts sitliin
which language is used It is a neser-ending experience. Teachers who listen to
what students hase to say, use good speech patterns. and pros ide opportunities for
discussion will serve as models of good communicators.

Most teachers are knowledgeable about the interrelationship of the language
Loban's 1963 study Loncluded that children who are more proficient w ith

oral language Are also more sucLessful in writing (7).11urkin found that chtldren
who read before Lommg to school enjoyed a family environment that inLluded
parents and siblings who talked w ith them and answered their questions (5).

Britton has indkated that young people talk to learn in seseral phases. from
desribing and etplaming in small groups. they talk w ith the teaLher to Lonsider
alternatise explanations and how to serif} them and finally they LonduLt an ex-
penman. talking through each step (I).

Lttensise opportunities for oral language ocLur naturally during the sLhool
day Lxhanges ot greetings. introduttions. and both casual and purposeful Lon-
sersatwns are typNal social responses. Students Lontinually respond to questions
and pose then n Within the Lontext of academic studies. Verbal interaLtions oc-
t.ur when small group or whole LI iss discussions take plaLe as sarious topiLs or
prikedures are Lonsidered Oral icports are presented spomaneously and on a
planned basis These Iew examples of the natural uses of oral language Lan be-
ome ef teals e tools tor the Llassroom teaLher in improsing LommuniLation

skills
TeaLhers iiia det ise Llassroom Ati%,ities to aLLomplish their instructional

goals through planned experienLes. but sti hes hase shown that the amount of
struLture is not as important to learning as the setting of Llear instruLtional pur-
poses 1) Men Lhildren tire insolsed in aLtisities and their Lontributions are
respet.ted. the Llassroom atmosphere is wholesome. pleasant. and more condu-
,ise to the entire teaLhing-learning experience.. Care must be taken that Lhildren's
needs are identified and aLtis Ines appropriately seleLted for the partiLular group
ot ,hildren being taught If language is the medium for learning, then language
skills should be integrated w ith other LurriLulum areas as needed and as naturally
as possible. as in a unit approaLli to a topk SpeL if IL aLtis ities w ith a s test toward
Lommunkalion LompetenLe should be LonsideredaLtisities in IA hiLh the Lom-
munkator is in a sense a problem solver who responds to gisen situations w ith
appropriate behasiors that he or she alone controls.

Framesiork for Learning

An dick use ens ironinent tor learning is one in which students have many op-
portunities to nartiLinate Student interaLtions as both speaker and listener must
play a signitiLant role Barbara AOod. among others, ha . Lompiled a framework
tor oral LommuniLatil whiLh teaLhers may use in designing appropriate mstruL-
lomat experienLzs I he mponents of this tramework Lonsist of the soLial
LompetenL ie. of young Lhildren. the fist:. LommumLation functions and four as-
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pects ot commumLation competence Students at all leY els should be

go.en kwortunthes to practice the rise communication funLtions of controlling,
teeling, intorming. ritualizing. and imagining The controlling tunction is con-
cerned with controlling types of beha ior suLh as suggesting, persuading, or
warning Feeling consists ot communication aLts in which participants respond to

teelings and attitudes such as blaming or exclainung Informing functions are
communication acts of seeking oi of tering intormation Questioningplays a vital

role, as does explaining and demonstrating Ritualizing sers es to maintain social

relationships in the form of greetings and taking turns Finally imagining, as the

hlth ounnuiniLation function, places partiLipants in role-playing, dramatizing,

and storytelling situations
fhese fist: lonLtions eaLh Loser large areas ot aLtivines For example, under

teel.ng would be found such aLts as Lhallenge, taunt, appros al. congratulation,
each w oh appropriate examples For students using the communiLation tunction
approach tour aspects to their tasks are. 1 to enlarge their repertoire of acts and
to remain flexible, tor the people. setting, the consersation, and purpose of corn-

mulmatIon v.d1 determine their appropriate response, 2 to Judge effectiveness of
the response they selett giyen all the conditions abose, 3. to carry out or imple-

ment %Wholly the communication aLt seleLted in a sanety of situations designed

ki improse their competenLe, and 4 to esaluate the interpersohal effeetiseness of

the total situation hs gi ing students many opportunities tor feedbaLk from their

Ners so they Lan make lodgment of their (mil and the work of others

Role faking
Role-taking situations are also reLommended as an Oft:Luse language activity

tudents assume a role and then interpret their part according to a char-
acter s age and personality \ Mut and nonserbal behas tor Lan be obsers ed. with

cid.. members de,iding whether behavior appropriate for the situation and person

ssas presented Follow-up questions examine the range of responses. the selection

of specific responses. and how well they were implemented.
Brown has discussed role-taking and the importance of the context in which

ommunic atRin takes place lie contends that to communicate well is to show
awareness 01 and sensitiv ity to the situation Fhis sensmx ity is reflected in skill

at role-taking. creating messages, responding to feedback. sary ing speaking style

and using language to accomplish one's purpose.
Role-taking requires the ability to put oneself in the position of others and to

see things !mom that perspectise Creating messages insolses such skills as the
ability to talk about topics ot interest to others and to oneself, to keep to the point,

to organize ideas and support them w ith examples. and to relate what is said to
preceding remarks Responding to teedback is the anticipation of other% re-
sponses and a %dimples% to adapt to them To illustr.te sensitis ity by adapting

one sty le ot speaking. Brown !eters to the Ilse communication styles described

bs loos loos used the terms "intimate. "casual "consultatise". "fOrmal"
and !riven to describe the arfet!, of styles an ef fectise communicator might

use ito Brown's tinal subskill is "using language for a purpose-
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Interpersonal Interaction
Continuing interpt ,onal interaction with indiskluals and in small and large

groups leads to communication competence. There are Innumerable opportunities
to experiment w ith actisines useful and important to students sei in es ery day sit-

uations A strong emphasis on interaction helps to ensure that the skIlls practiced

are current and Lsctul . rhis currency %%ill tend to link on,1 communication skills
more closely to reading and writing and the content areas for students and will
deal wIth real concerns about which they might base read. discussed. or reported
on across the curriculum Ideas and feelings can flow more readily when students,
a%ong with tannly and community menthers. has e helped to formulate the dircc-
non ot curriculum plans.

It interaction among children is significant to learmng their roles as listener
and speaker. then whole class or small group discussion takes on major impor-
tance The teacher at times may serse as moderator or discussion leader and
thereline must be a skilltul leader of discussion. Children need direction to func-
tion ellectisely during discussion, learmng to use the multiple skills insolsed
these include preparation skills for the topk to be discussed, listening. speaking.
and thinking skilk as well as the sowl klls vs hich play an important part in the
success ot any group actisity Standards for discussion must be set with students.
a clear purpose esbblished, till le tor student preparation prosided. and assistance
gisen n improc mg questioning skills by offering rcicsant responses and sharing
consersati)n Disc usshin takes tune, but issues across the curriculum can be dealt

ith while srudents receise direct practice m cntical thinking skills and problem
sols mg all ot which demand mteraction and use of effectise oral language skilk

Interaction. whether one-to-one or ot small or large group bask, usually in-
wises questioning. and its importance is frequently cited by those insolsed in
%nal conununkation research A careful sequence of questrons can lead to dis-
cussion, and open-ended questions tend to be the best talk starters One
researcher. howeser. caunons against asking too many unnecessary or irreles ant
questions And suggests instead that teachers make statements about the topic that
students may respond to, which serse to insoke the student and clarify what was
said 14i Students should be encouraged to question each other to stimulate greater
participathin in disc usshms I onnulating questions with more pre ion. cbrity.
and rules %ince w ill increase students effectiseness in oral commumcation and
carry oser to their written skilk as well.

Finally. the pure tun lit' exploring ideas and words through word play, simu-
lating argument. and creating drama should add a zest for languav to many
classrooms the use ot word games, locating synonyms and antonyms for coin-
r»on Aords, explorIng sensor) words and multiple meanings of words. and
recognizing the impact ot emotion-laden words will do much to enrich the sw-
dents stkahulary and help them to speak or wnte more effectisely Mini-debates
%In subiects oi concern to the students can pros ide opportunity for organizing
ideas. using propoganda techniques, and deselopmg precision of language Cre
atise dramatics can pros ide tor interaction and des elopment of both speaking and

listening skills
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Summary

imiuding language arts adisities in classroom instrudion does not ensure the
learning ot k.onimunkation skilk. It is essential that khred teaching of effetitiNe

liniunh.auon print iples and opportunities for Interaction be implemented in the
prkkess

An ado, Ines approadi to the teadung of oral language skills uses the actis ities
presiously mentioned as the fkkal point ot instruction Lessons and units are or-
ganized around pradkal evperiemes sud as disclission. informal consersation,
and debate as well as inure artistic situations six!' as ,torytellirT. ciln.t.v.! tr-

niatics. and choral speaking
Others rek.oniniend has ing students master the skills of speaking and listening

suk.h as organizing ideas, using appropriate language. and speaking dearly. Still
others wmuld rek.ommend a fundional approach and would select adisines to in-
aease the students' repertoire of k.ommunicAtion strategies as suggested in
Noods's materials 19. 10).

An approadi whkh kenters instruction upon the student seems more effectise
than isolated social interactions Common communication functions that are re-
sponses to es ervday life situations are best seleded from suggestions of students,
!amity, or k.ommunity members. A sensinsity to student communication needs is
essential

Partiopation ot all students in the k.lassroom should be emouraged. and they
should bc :esponsihle tor their ow n observations and es aluation of ,,ctis ities. Op-
portunities to practke both serbal and non-serbal strategies should be arranged
tor hildren, as adults frequently fall to desc:lop these skills effectively. The
k.hancl: to discliss real issues and concerns in planned discussion sessions, along
with time tor role playing and deans e drama. %sill pros ide students with incen-
uses tor deselopmg preclsion and sariety in their oral language. Finally, the
cyloration ot the language through word play and multiple nizam.igs of words
will bring enjoment and an added awareness of language itself.
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7b what extent do activities such as the following facilitate
achievement in speaking and writing: dktation, copying
paragraphs from textbooks, teaching reading to students, and
students reading "good" literature?

Children tend to he motivated to tr> harder when they are engaged in plea-

surable experiences They frequently sustain their attempts for longer periods

when they see meaning in what they do. Of the four activities noted in the question

above, the most meaningful and pka.oirable to children are the teaching of read-

ing to student% and student reading of literature. These two actis ities, unlike
dictation or copy ing exercises, require that the learner interact in a mea igful

way with text It IN the passive nature of copy ing and dictation which undercut
their possible value

there is little es, idence that copy ing paragraphs from textbooks is a v iable

learning experience. This type of copying might be used to increase older stu-

dents' recognition 4, the sense of "wholeness" found in the structure of a
paragraph if the sentences copied are then rev iewed in order to see the "senseof
the whole.' that results from relating all sentences to a single topic or subject, then

perhaps the time spent copying w ill be somewhat meaningful to students Using

paragraph structure to show sequence and organization for writing might also ben-

efit the students' own writing. Yet, the major difficulty with copy ing and dictation

exercise% is that they are meaningless to students--they cannot see any direct re-

lation to a real-life experience.
Children'. desire to learn to read is well documented, and, of all the school

subjects, parental expectations in this regard are most clear They believe all chil-

dren should learn to read, and therefore activities that enhance their children's
opportunities to learn and increase their chances of learning to read are supported

Callan `s strategy for teaching the language arts consists of four stages: "au-
tistic, coniniuracative. analytic. and aesthetic" M. He suggests that at any of
these stages. those experience% which are pleayng to the learner will tend to, be

repeated. In other words, children tend to return to and repeat experiences from
which they dense satisfaction. Hearing prose and poetry, as well as other forms

ot writing read aloud, and reading of good literature are just such activities

The Teaching of Reading
The interrelationship of reading, w ming, and oral language is a soliO'one. and

certainly skills gained for one will heal, ily influence the otInr,. Graves speaks of
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writing as the making 01 leading and ot the young writer s need for knowing
thc sound symbol relationships ot reading itsi In addition, he sees the auditory,

isual, and kinesthetic systems required in reading as also being used as the child
writes The child's writing in turn contributes to greater Jeading capabilities.

1 he teaching of word attack skills includes making phonetic and structural
generalitanons, understanding sy Ilabication, using words in context, and using
the dictionary. These oiler help to children who are encountering unfamiliar
words in their reading and in turn become tools when children encode their own
spoken or written messages tor others. The aural nature of thc sound:symbol re-
lationship also draws heavily upon the listening and speaking capabilities of
children and thus reinforces skills in these areas.

There is much to be said for listening to stories and poetry read aloud within
the process ol teaching childrcn to read, for the acquisition di ocabulary becomes
more meaningful when heard in context and thus more useful when recalled tor
composing purposes. Research has specifically tied increased vocabulary and im-
proved comprehension w ith programs of reading aloud. Cohen found that a
planned program of deny Ines following the reading of stories increased second

radcrs vocabulary and ability to comprehend. She concluded that oral language
correlates with reading, and both can be improved by regular exposure to stories
read aloud (5

Applebee's research on children's developing perceptions of stories included
Judy of the influence that facility w ith a story's language has on the reader's abil-
ity to predict, to gain meaning, and to enjoy reading I . Teachers who wish to
enhance their reading programs w ith opportunities for children to acquire greater
sense ot story, and thus greater facility in reading, can read aloud, tell stories, and
follow stories w ith activities in which meaning, questions, and yocabulSry are ex-
plored and emended As a reult, children who have strong story concepts are
better able to (rtell, discuss. and create both oral and written stories.

The sense of audience that is acquired as students read a variety of forms of
writing stories. reports, essays, and letters) can be transferred to their oral and
written compositions as they produce for self, teachers, peers, family, or a larger
reading and listening audience i3). The objectiv ity required to transmit thoughts
to others certainly can be strengthened by encountering this same obiectiv ity in
the writings of others

I he mere task ol reading, which involves making meaning brow print, utilites
the child's knowledge ot punctuation, capitalization, spelling and granmar. and
syntax When reproducing their own ideas, young writers can draw heavily upon
their reading experiences to'more adequately use this knowledge. Studies are un-
derway that are linking children's facility with senteme combining to reading
comprehension (to Certainly a reader, when attempting to write or communicate
orally. has a t'istinct advantage over those who do not read. This leads us to a
knowledge ot .iterature as one source for improv ing reading, speaking, and writ-
ing abilities

The Role of Lit eritture in Speaking and Writing Achievement
The prece.ling section on reading has indicted that sense of story, vocabulary,

and comr:ehen 'ion skills are enhanced by hearirv stories read aiots,1 or by reading
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Value of Spei tth. Acttyttto

independently I he unportaikL of using literature across the curriculum has long
been advocated by Huck and other everts in the held ol children's litermure (7)

Children learn from literatuie as well as about lite:ature. Listening to and or
C.111ing prose and poetry Lan give children ideas and information that may serve

caintent tor both peaking and writing eyeriences Readers find that stories can
also be exciting and enjoyable experiences which Lan motivate them to make an
attempt to entertain others through their talk or writing Intormation gained from
stones can answer questions and broaden perspectives of readers and listeners in
a way that will enhance their ability to disc..iss a topic or approach their writing
with greater insight Best of all, it inspires them to share this information w ith
others Children and adults may become interested in a story and want to share
their evotement with others by either retelling or writing about the story. This
need to communicate their delight encourages them to olganire the story into
some logical sequence ot thought. usually follow ing the plot structure, so that the
listener or reader 1. an tully appreciate the tale that is being shared

Stew ig advocaies the use of good children's literature as al base for developing
better student writing thi He also urges teachers to read aloud and students to read
independently as way s to immerse students in literature. Those students and
teaLhers who know literature can then talk about it. reflect upon it. argue about
it, and raise questions about it Stew ig suggests that children may become better
writers by using the literature they hear and read as models upon which to build.
He urges caution. however not all stories should be followed w ith language ex-
periences ot an oral or written nature. Many should be enjoyed for their ow n sake,

pondered. purled over. and stored away in memory for later recall at the ci .Id's
leisure There must bc a balance between use and abuse of literature, and teachers

must be sensitive to children's capabilities in this regard.
The publication works by student writers helps children to v iew writing as

a task that not just adults but they. too. Lan perform well. Young Author Confer-
ences and wiirkshiips that have been conducted around the country in recent years
otter proot 01 the motiv..ting power of children seeing their own works "in
print Young people who write, design. and actually bind their ow n books are
stimulated by the recognition they receive to make additional attempts at produc-
ing and improv mg their storks Many of these conferences use literature as a
model tol studeM writing and include published authors and illustrators in their
programs

loday. when many children sp-nd hours passivdy front of a telev ision set,
perhaps one ot the e k*. lung contributions of literature is the response that arises
at the close ot most s'airies. Response takes manyy forms. but the two major ones
are talk and writing Britton talks of chiklren taking the role of spectators-spec-
tators who connect their evpenences with those of someone in the story and who

can re-emoy their ow n eyerience each tune: they hear the story (2) Many chil-
dren ask questions through a story to clarify their own thinking or to comment on
someth they personally can relate to. Discussions of stories hdp children to
Holly; lurther into the author's intentions and prov ide an opportunity for them to
share their enjoyment and under :andmg. leachers Lan pick up many dues to the
chiklren s depth ot compiehension during disLussions that follovs a story. Listen-
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ing to children explain oi retell a stoiy 1)10% ides signineant intormation about their
oral language laulity a. ssell a. about their understanding ot the eontent.

Children's V. nue n responses to books show that they adapt patterns from the
stories themsels es and pick up toeabulary and literary des, ices. Children who
ha% e not yet mastered the inechanies required to w i He L.an dictate their own stories
or theu responses. to stones written by others. Seeing the teacher encode their
words on paper helps strengthe.; their understanding of sound sy mhol relation-
ships and ot the tormation of letters Stories or labels dietated to accompany
children's pietures also reinforce their understanding of talk-to-print concepts.

It is eommon tor children to dramatize stories they hate read or heaid read
aloud ['his actise response pros ides an outlet for children's desire to become
phy sially !molted and also helps them sort out the sequence of etents and ap-
propriate beginnings and ending+. whiehi further strengthems their eoneept of
story

One additional ad% antage of the use of literature m the schools might be that
ot de telopmg ermeal thinking skills. Diseussion of stories, their eharaeters, their
plot structure, thea torms. and the literary de), ices employed pros ides quantities

material 101 thought. The deselopment of eriteria upon which to bas e. judg-
.nents about the quality of a parneular story form or the use of a literary des, lee
ean lead ehildren to make intelligent deeisions about the books they read Com-
paring and contrasting stories of like theme or plot help t ming people become
more know ledgeable about literary elements and their appropriate use This un-
pros ed understanding of literature ean then be used when students produce their
own stories

Summary

lo gain eontrol 0.,1 the use of any form of eommomeation eauls kw ledge
ot the torm 1,1e has e looked at aeti% mes s ith reading and literature 'hat enhaik'e
% toting peoplc '. knowledge of torm and eontera. The sharing of literature through
drama, listenir diseussion, and writing pros ides a chicle by which both teach-
ers and students are drawn into the proceses that produce language. The literature
the share ssmll pro% ide exeellent models from which students can gain a sense of
'tory and a more eomplete understartding of literary forms and ciet lees. The stu-
dents can. in turn. reeall these understandings when they hat e a need or desire to
use them

The intenelationships that abound w !thin the language arts eomponents are
mutually beneficial For example, reading offers a model of correet spelling and
scntenee tormation as well as word meaning in a context that w ill help students
beeome more %license speakers and writers. lmprotement in one skill such as
listening will reintoree both speaking and writing. There is a constant interaction
among the skills assoeiated with speuking. listening, reading. and %Amur as they
re applied across the school curriculum.
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COMMUNICATION ACROSS
THE CURRICULUM

The two chapters in this section look
at oral and written communication from
a cross-curricular perspectiiv. Since all
teachers :ask students to speak, to listen,
and to yrite, regardless of the subject
matter r these skills can be _taught and
practiced across the curriculum.
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Is tistening a matter of skill or motivation?

'Philosophers of language who are interested in the problc\p of how words re-

fer to objects cite an interestin:; case from the history ok astronomy. Early
astronomers were particularly drawl, to two bright stars. One was the first visible

alter sunset and was natne4 the Evening Star. Another appeared just before sun-

rise and was all4ordinOy galled the Morning Star. Later astronomers, however,
discovered that he Everniig Star and the Morning Star were, in fact, the same

heavenly txxly. lt sinipiv ippears at different times in different parts of the sky.

The astronomers discovieted, in addition, that this heavenly body was not a star

at all but rather the plAgt Venus. The philosophical issue. Do the expressions
"Evening Star" and "Morning Star" have the same meaning since they, in fact,

refer to the same celestial object? Are they meaningful expressions at all since

their reitrent, Venus; is not a star? Did "Evening Star" and "Morning Star" ex-

press different meanings before the discovery of Venus?
When we discuss skill and motivation in listening we are, in some ways. like

early astronomers unknowingly observing the planet Venus 5uNly skill and mo-

tisation are properly regarded as different but congruent aspects of the

phenomenon of. listening.
We are all aware of listening in one respect or another, but it is important that

we make our understanding of the listening process explicit. We do not want to

mistake a planet for a star. For example, in our occasional frustrations with class-

room behaviors that distract from learning, we are often prone to complain. "My
students just don't listen." In these cases, "listening" is a buzzword that trans-

lates as courtesy, discipline, respect for. authority. Listening instruction can
certainly be a powerful tool that cOntributes to a positive learning environment

In tact, our desire to build a classroom climate which encourages respectful par-

ticipationinteraction in which students build on the teacher's and each other's

ideas--is a major motivation for working on listening skills. But it is not helpful

to-..inate student listening skills with silent-, obedient classrooms. There are many

reasons why students may call out, disrupt, or stray away from the task at hand

Often students with classroom behavior problems are ones for whom material is

pitched too high or too low. Or it may be that teachers with disruptive classes are

giving unclear or contradictory instructions so that students have a hard time,

knowing what is expected of them. Sometimes, too, disruptive students arc ex-

periencing emotional turmoil which is beyond the teacher's legitimate control.
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AerosA the Curriculum

Some types of listening demand quiet. it is true. But other kinds of listening
demand free questioning, discussion, interaction. The test of whether students in
any particular classroom are effective listeners is not whether those students can

remain silent. Rather, the test is whether students speak and act in a manner which

is responsive to preceding talk. Listening as responsiveness, of course, presumes

that things which invite response are said in classrooms. If the classroom climate
Is not rich with talk that respects the intelletit and point ofAiew of the students.
no amount or technique of listening instruction can bear fruit.

Purposes for Listening

People can have a ariety of responses to listening experiences:
I was listening. I just didn't hear what you were saying.
I don't understand what she said, bin I sure enjoyed listening to her say it.
I can't remember what she said exactly. but if we fojlowed her kind of thinking
we'd really be in trouble.

We can approach even identical spoken messages in several ways. depending on
our purposes tor listening. One purpose for listening may simply be to discrim-
inate sounds. We might listen above the din of the classroom to hear if the
teacher's footsteps are approaching, or we might listen to a child's speech to count
the number of times he says "ain't" instead of "isn't." Another purpose is in-
tegrating information, usually in the context of following instructions. In this case
we may be trying to get the gist of a message, transforming it almost immediately
into usable concepts and discarding any specifics which are not of value (e.g.,
"I'll just take Highway 162 into town and then stop at a gas station to find Womack

Road.").
Literal comprehension is quite a distinct purpose. Here the listener's intention

is to absorb and retain as much information as possible. This is the kind of lis-
tening most often demanded when teachers lecture students about material which

is likely,to appear on a test. Empathic listening demands that we suspend our own

feelings and reactious um order to sense those of another with whom we are speak-

ing. To listen empathically we must withhad our automatic tendency to judge
others and must be particularly attentive to the speaker's nonverbal cues. It is the
kind of listening crucial to the development of human relations skills.

On the other hand, evaluation may be our, deliberate purpose in listening. Crit-
ical listening allows us to distinguish fact from opinion, to weigh the relevance
and credibility ot information. Political messages advertisements, arguments
among friends all are opportunities for critical listening. Yet another distinct pur-

pose for listening, often a precursor to critical listening, is inference making. In
inferential listening, we go beyond the literal meaning of a message to discern a
speaker's point of view, We form hypotheses about what that speaker might think
about a different question or topic, or what that speaker might feel in a different
situation. Finally, our purpose in listening may be purely aesthetic. Joby's father
tells him a story and Joby listens, not because he wants to recall the story at some

time in the future, not even because he wants to abstract from the story some les-

son or moral. but.simply for pleasure.
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Listening: Skill or Motivation?

Active Listening
Sound waves impinge on us regardless of our express desires. Indeed, noise

pollution can be a significant hazard to physical and mental health. But listening
for any purpose demands an expenditure of cognitive effort. Listeners must ac-
tively screen out unwanted aural stimuli and selectively attend to their chi:Ken
stimulus. Moreover, the listener's mind can take in information at a faster rate

than the speaker's mouth can broadcast words. Speakers typicallY produce about

I 5 0 words per minute. Listeners can effectively take in information at more.than

twice that speed (20). Therefore, even an attentive listener has a good deal of
"spare time." Unless listeners use this time to keep themselves on task, they will

inevitably be distracted. Effective listeners avoiddistraction by reviewing what
has been said, by anticipating upcoming material, or by synthesizing the message
Avith background knowledge' they already hold. Notetaking is sometimes also an
aspect of active listening. Moreover, most listening takes place in the context of
spontaneous interaction. That is, the roles of listener and speaker shift fluidly. In
the context of interaction, an active listener frames and poses questions which will

enhance information intake.
Another active listening behavior which takes place in all face-to-face com-

munication situations is nonverbal feedback. Speakers are powerfully affected by

their listeners' silent but visible responses. Yawns, frowns, shifting in seats, and

sleeping are negative messages which listeners often project to speakers. Just as

negative, and often quite unintentional, are neutral responses. It is really not pos-

sible to withhold communication; a blank expression is an expression
nonetheless. Neutral messages are among the Most devastating sincell ey can en-
gender uncertainty and defensiveness among speakers (8).

A listener has a responsibility toward a speaker just as surely as a speaker has

a responsibility to the listener to be cogent, intelligible, and relevant. The listen-., er's responsibility is to encourage (or at least to not discourage) effective
communication. Nonverbal feedback behaviors such as nodding, smiling when
appropriate, maintaining eye c'ontact with the speaker, and perhaps assuming an

eager posture (leaning forward and the like) do encourage effective communi-

cation in most interactionsincluding classroom interactions in which teachers

arc listening to students. It is useful to bear in mind that questioning skill and non-
verbal feedback are essential components of listening skill, and that interactive

listening is very often neglected in typical listening instruction and evaluation.

Listening in Multiple Modes

Speech is more than language. Nonverbal channels of communication-- pos-
ture. movement, touch, distance between participants, eye behavior, facial
expression, voice quality, volume, tone of voice--contribute meaning to speech.
Nonverbal cues may reinforce, contradict, modify, or even substitute for linguistic

symbols. Read the following sentence:
I will try some new communication behaviors.

Now read it several more times, each time placing stress on a different word. Each
recitation is essentially a different statement since changing word stress changes
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Across dte Curriculum

meaning. When stress is placed on the word "try," for example, the statement
communicates an expectation of failure. Some researchers believe that well over
half of the meaning of a message is carried through nonverbal channels (2). In-
formation about relationships between people is especially well suited to

nonverbal transmission.
Listeners use nonverbal signals to check on how to interpret language. A con-

stant diet of conflicting linguistic and nonverbal messages can be detrimental to

mental health. For example, if Morgan runs to his mother flush with the excite-

ment of completing a work,of art, and Morgan's mother responds, "That's
wonderful, dear," Morgan's enthusiasm for doing art is reinforced. But if Mor-
gan's mother makes that same comment in a flat tone of voice while turning away

td attend to some other task, Morgan is caught in a doublebind. He wants to be-

lieve the linguistically encoded message so as to receive positive reinforcement. -
On the other hand, his sense of reality tells him that the nonverbal message of

noninterest is a more accurate indicator of reality. If he accepts the positive
"stroke," he rejects reality. If he accepts reality, he denies himself positive affect.

A constant environment of such crossed linguistic and nonverbal messages may

be a leading cause of childhood schizophrenia (3).
Noilveroal cues come from many sources. Environmental context can be crit-

ical to interpreting a message. For example, Emily's demand, "I want the cooky,"

can be ambiguous or informative depending on how many different kinds of cook-

ies are present. Joby's comment, "I like the picture of the ocean and I like the
picture of the city, but I like that one best of all," is perfectly meaningful when

only three pictures are visible to his listener. Even the physical layout of a class-

room conveys a message to students. When students enter a room witbdesks
neatly arranged in rows and the teacher's desk dominating the front of the room,

their expectations of that class are quite different than when they enter a room

with chairs arranged in a circle, teacher's desk off to one corner.
Television plays an ever increasing role in students' lives. It is easy to watch

television in large measure because its rich nonverbal cues reduce the amount of

imaginative effort which listeners need to expend. lelevision lures us because it

requires less cognitive activity than other message sources(6). Educators are con-

cerned about the effects of television contt .,.tt on children's values and behavior.

Although there continues to be considerable dispute on this point, evidence does

point to the fact that children who are exposed to a heavy diet of television viol-

ence seem to more readily aceept violence as a means of resolving conflicts (1 I ). ,.

Concern is also warranted because of the effects television watching behavior

. may exert on other aspects of children's lives. While children are viewing the
screen, they are clearly not reading (at least not wholeheartedly), not relating to

their peers, not exercising their bodies.

ren's style of information processing (19). Some primarygrade teachers have
More subtle, but perhaps more profound, is the effect of television codes on

noted that while the Sesame Street generation may know its alphabet better than

their pre-Sesame predecessors, today's kindergarteners seem to have a much

shorter attention span. The "grammar" that television uses to encode messages

(cuts, fadeouts, framing, pace, etc.) can affect children's habitual modes of cog-
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nitiori. It is worth noting, witk reference to televiSion viewing, that positive
outcomes are most likely to accrue from this type of listening experience when
children share it and discuss it with adults (6, 18).

. In discussing nonverbal decoding, it is important to remember that just as lan-
guage differs from speech community to speech community, so do the nature and
meanings of nonverbal signs. Cultures differ, for example, in the meanings they
assign to direct eye-to-eye contact. Middle class Anglos usually consider eye con-
tact to be a sign of sincerity. Puerto Rican children, on the other hand, may learn
that direct gaze is a sign of disrespect. This cross-cultural difference in inter-
preting the nonverbal code has resulted in more than one instance of undeserved
punishment at school (9). Similarly, Native American children in the Pacific
Northwest are used to communications environments which feature a good deal
of physical proximity and tactile communication. They are typically reticent in
formal classroom settings simply because the nonverbal cues tell them that this is
not the situation in which talk is appropriate (15). Even the perceptually salient
difference between the speech of black English speaking youngsters and their
standard English speaking peers may be more due to nonverbal factors (rate and
intonation) than to differences in language structure per se.

Finally, it is important that teachers, in particular, be keenly aware of non-
verbal decoding. Students are sharply attuned, though not always consciously
aware, of their teachers' nonverbal feedback. In fact, students sometimes react to
nonverbal messages of such subtlety that we are unaware of the signals we are
giving of f--the side of the classroom on which we prefer to stand, the slight ten-
sion that compresses our lips when it is Mike's turn to read aloud, the number of
times we touch Geraldo as compared to Nan. Teachers have expectations con-
cerning students, who will bc a strong student, who will just get by. There is strong

reason to believe that we communicate those expectations to students via non-
verbal cues. Students, listening to our nonverbal messages, come to fulfill those
expectations. at times-tragically undershooting their true aptitudes (16).

A Complex of Cognitive Operations

Recent research in reading skills has demonstrated that a grasp of the nature
of reading requires an understanding of all aspects of human thought and even of
the structure of knowledge in memory ( I ). Reading also clearly entails the whole
of linguistic competence. and involves sensory processes as well. Although the-
orists have devoted far less attention.to listening than to reading, listening skills
are no less complex (12. 20).

One major component of listening is comprised of physiological activity. Hearing
requires acuity. auditory discrimination, analysis of speech sounds, and sequenc-
ing of 'speech sounds, Sounds which art heard do not necessarily enter into
consciousness, and they must he held in short terM memory awaiting the brain's
"decision to attend or not attend to them. Even this most fundamental level of
listening is an impressive operation. Research on speech perception suggests that
the brain itself contributes as much to recognizing a speech sound as do the sound
waves emanating from a speaker's Mouth. The brain supplies missing informa-
tion, provides expectations against which only fragments of incoming sound need
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be checked for verificatiod, And can classify greatly divergent acoustic signals into

the significant phonetic categories of a language (10).
Attending to a message is somewhat more of a deliberate process than merely

hearing. It entails selecting relevant portions of the sound environment and
"tracking" the message source. Once a message does enter attention, it is trans-

formed into some kind of mental representation. The listener searches past
experiencesand ideas to find a match for the incoming message. some way to ca-
tegorize or pigeonhole it. If a match can beiound, then the listener understands

the message in terms of thosepast experiences and preformed categories. This is

similar to the operation Piaget terms "assimilation," Sometimes we need to dis-

tort a message in order to make it.rt our system of concepts, our mental filing
system. From time to time, we have so much difficulty, making messages fit that

we must revise the filing system. V* have learned a new concept ("accommo-
dation" in Piagetian nomenclature). Each of our concepts is interrelated and

consequently each incoming message enters into a matrix of associations and re-

lations with other information. We make inferences beyond the information given.

An illustration is in order at this pQint. Phi Ripe and Jacky are engaged in im-

aginative play. Phillipe says, "It's an alien from space," and Jacky both hears and

attends to the message. Jacky observes th physical context and understands, first

of all, that the subject of Phillipe's statement is a twisted wad of aluminumfoil

retrieved from the trash. Jacky *mentally represents "it" as a piece orshiny trash.
Jacky has a preconception of "alien from space," A space alien, according to Jacky,

is a huge green or purple creature. hairy or scaly, which shoots laser beams and

wants to destn, the earth. She has trouble fitting Phillipe's "it" into this cate-

gory. Perhaps Jady will dismiss Phillipe's comment, or even distort it to mean,

"It belongs to an alien from space." Perhaps Jacky will decide that Phillipe is an

ignoramus when it comes to space creatures.
Meanings. then, are constructed by listeners. They do not come prepackaged

as part of the baggage of a word. The search for meaning, the drive to impose

meaning on what others say, is part and parcel of the listening process.
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Beyond this construction of meaning. the listening process continues, branching

out in diverse directions depending on the listening purpose. For example, if Jacky

was listening to integrate information (follow directions).,she would remember to

ask tor the space alien when she needed it in her play. If she was listening for em-

pathy she might continue in a more affective flavor and conclude that Phillipe was

very much involved in this imaginary drama.

Listening Motivation Inseparable from Listening Skill

The application of any skill depends on, motivation. One might reasonably ob-

serve, "Hiram could br a good listener, but he never tries." It would be nonsensical

to assert. "Hiram is a good listener, he just never tries." In other words, listening
'behavior has am internal locus of control. While teachers can provide the optinial

climate for listening, students ultimately must learn to discover or create their own

motivation.' .

Motivation is critical in all of the aspects of listening which we have dis-

cussed. Since listening is purposeful, an individual's motive for-listening will
determine the manner in which he or she listens. If I airra rabid football enthu-

siast, I will bc motivated tolisten in a critical way to a conversation touting soccer

as the most exciting spectator sport. If. on the other hand, I am a soccer enthu-

siast, my motivation for listening might become aesthetic; how well the speaker

captures the thrilling nature-of-soccer.
Since listening is active, motivation determines how effectively one listens.

Listeners must work to select important stimuli and screen out extraneous ones.

They must work to avoid distraction. They must concentrate on framing questions

and An supplying feedback to the speaker. If listeners do not have an interest in

listening effectively, surely they will not work very hard at the task.

The multimodal nature of listening likewise points to the importance of mo-

tivation. An effective Wener must draw in and integrate information f linguistic

channels as well as from a host of nonverbal channels. In listening critic lly to the

message of some candidate for political office, for example, this wrag ing of one

mode of,communication against the other helps ensure a valid decisión. It is easy

for many voters to be taken in by a confidence-inspiring visage and a dynamic

style of delivery. But a responsible citizen simultaneously attends to and evaluates

the ideas that are encoded in the candidate's message.
Motivation influences many of the cognitive operations comprising listening

behavior. It is interesting that the brain is connected to the inner ear by both af-

ferent and efferent nerves -- signals travel in both directions (7). Thus, listeners

can quite literally "tune in" a particular stimulus by conscious intention. Proc-

esses of attending. retrieving from memory. and creating new concepts all.require

some cognitive effort and thus are affected by motivation.

Listening Is lbachiible

Much of the literature concerning listening is pedagogical literature (17). It

describes how listening.may be taught. In addition, research on listening warrants

at least some degree of optimism about the outcomes of classroom intervention.

Despite the shortlerm nature of many experimental listening programs, despite
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unsophisticated measurement instruments which often fail to capture the unique-
ness of decoding by ear, and despite rather aibitrary choices of what is to be included
in listening lessons, the majority of studies in this area report detectable improve-
ment in listening skills (.10, 5). Typical.units designed to improve listening skills
provide exercises which highlight the various points we have discussed: listening
is purposeful, active, requires information from both linguistic and nonverbal
channels, includes several cognitive subskills, and is to a large extent a matter of '-
motivation. A listening unit may single out particular barriers to effective listen-
ing such as stereotyping or jumping to premature conclusions. It may offer specific
hints oi gimmicks such as notetaking, making mental summaries, or guessing the
speaker's pomt of view. Auhe elementary level, listening instruction often h-
cludes maim% in sound discrimination. At the secondary level, some lessons may
help students recognize various propaganda strategies. Much of the efficacy of
listening instruction, we suspect. may simply be a matter of sensitizing students
to the jpponance of listening. more so than imparting particular listening techniques.

Teacher behaviors play a vital rule in encouraging effective listening, even when
there is no time set aside fordeliberate instruction in listening. Teachers can model
what It means to be an effective listener as they respond to student talk. Active
listening can he demonstrated through appmpriate nonverbal behaviors and through
questioning which builds upon student talk. Teachers can respond in a variety of
ways which indicate- to students "I'm listening," and they can insist that other
students do the same. One Important kind of response reflects or pal aphrases what
the student has said: for example. "I can see you're really excited about the baby
guppies you have at home" or "So you think that Othello w. neither good or
lbad, but kind of amoral."

In addition to modeling, teachers can enhance students' listening by ,.om-
municating with their classes in a manner that has high "listenability." Listenable
messages, most obviously. treat their subjects in ways which the audience is likely
to find Interesting. Anecdotes, examples, personalized details contribute to lis-

tenability. Also, structural elements of talk like previewing, internal summaries,
and explicit transitions from point to point help listeners. Adjusting the pacing,
the amount of redundancy, and the amount of detail requires ongoing sensitivity
to listener feedback. Effective teachers incorporate these aspects of listenability
into their speech. As a result, their students listen well.

It is unfortunate that listening instruction is not more widespread. Listening
is a basic skill that is instrumental for pragmatic reasons and for psychological
well-being. It consumes an enormous amount of our day. It is amenable to class-
room teaching. Most important, perhaps, deliberate instruction in listening is
justified because people often listen rather poorly. One estimate based on a recall
test places our listening efficiency at only 25 percent (4). In another study. only
28 percent of high school students could respond sensibly when a teacher stopped
in the middle of a lecture and asked, What was I talking about?" (Happily or
unhappily, depending on your perspective, that figure was 90 percent amohg first-
graders.) (13)

Listening instruction can have considerable payof f in other domains of in-
struction. With respect to writing instruction, for example, small group peer
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interaction can be an effective method of organizing students for learning. An-
other compositionteaching technique which involves considerabk listening behavior

is called "Talk/Write." (21) In Talk/Write,44writer works in close collaboration
with a listener who provides feedback, asks questions which arise from the com-

position-In-progress. and suggests immediate revisions. Finally, one cif the most
meaningful ways to provide feedback to student writers is to allow theni to hear

their own writing. Students are very often extremely sensitive to their own word

choice, arrangement, and even to mechilnical erors when they hear themselves

or th6 classmates read their work aloud. The soLnd of one's own writing scans
to vividly supplement the impact of its sight.

Since motivation is inextricably bound up with listening skill, teachers need

to find ways of helping stiidents discover motivation for listening. Certainly the
aesthetic motive is a strong one. Students of all ages enjoy oral interpretation of
literature. Sometimes dramatization on audio recordings can be morecompelling
than film portrayals, since listening invites a greater investment of imagination:
Teachers can help promote listening motivation by choosing materials of interest

anti challenge to students (14). In addition, teachers can allow stud.ents the free-

dom to choose their own purposes in listening to a variety of materials.

Summary

Listening Is a matter of both skill and motivation. Listening is purposeful.. We

tune into messages differently if we are simply listening to discriminate sounds,

as opposed to listening to absorb infortnation or listening o idcntify a speaker's
point of view. Listening is active. It requires an expenditure of effort. The skills

of active listening include questioning and providing feedback. Listening is mul-

modal. Listeners decode verbal and nonverbal signals simultaneously. Part of the

attraction of television is the rkhness of its nonverbal cues. But the effects of tel-

evision viewing may extend beyond obvious behavior and attitude patterns to include

our very habits of processing information. Nonverbal codes are sometimes cul-
ture-specifk, and teachers need to exercise care in interpreting them. Teachers also

need to be aware that they honverbally communicate their expectations about stu-

dents' aptitudes and that these messages may exert aprofound influence on actual

student achievement. Listening is a complex of cognitive operations. Even hear-

ing at the primitive levels of sensation and attention is partially a matter of active

engagement. Other cognitive operations which comprise listening inviolve cate-
gorizing and Integrating information, and even creating new concepts. Motivation

plays a role in each of these aspects of listening. Moreover, listening is teachable.

Teachers can help students improve their listening skills by sensitizing them to the

nature of listening and motivating them with regard to the importance of listening.

In addition, teachers can model effective listening behaviors and themselves en-

sure that their talk is "listenabk," Opportunities to practice and to improve listening

skilLs occur throughout the day and can significantly enrich instruction in all areas.
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How can oral communication be emphasized and implemented

across the school curriculum? How can writing be emphasized and
implemented across the school curriculum?

r, 0

In a very'fundamental sense, the business of schools is communication, both
in the aural/oral modes and in the reading/writing modes. Regardless of whether

the teacher teaches science, music, math, or geography, he or she makes use of
these communication modes to transmit knowledge to students and to receive in-
formation from students about how well or in what way that knowledge is being

learned and applied. Since, therefore, all teachers use communication to educate

children, all teachers need to be concerned about how children develop com-

munication skills (5).
In elementary schools, which are organized around self-contained classrooms,

and in which oni- perton is responsible for delivery of insteuction, it is easier to
impkment cross-curricular programs which develop these communication skills.

In middle schools and secondary schools where students study with several teach-

ers every day, the implementation will require more coordirfation, but it can be

done to good effect. Recent research into school processes suggests that suc-
cessful schools are those in which all members of the school "community"
(administrators, teachers, and parents) have agreed-upon goals and in which

everyone is committed to furthering those goals (8). If schools Are to foster the
developmene of effective communicition skills in children, then everyone with

whom the child comes in contact will work to further this goal.
Before considering specific strategies for integrating oral and written com-

munication across the curriculuni, it will be useful to consider oral and written -

communication as a Way for developing thinking skills and in relation to the
teaching and learning process.

Just as writing is not speech written down, so internal speech--thinking--is not
the internal aspect of extern, al speech (4, 15). But it is still speech: thought con-
nected with words. Piagetlhas notfd that a child's perceptions and learning before

he or she has learned to talk are based on sensory and motor daia. After the child
begins to talk,lifwever, a new way of interacting with the environment opens up.

As the child's language ability develops, so does the thinking process, so that an
important step towards mature thinking is the child's ability to see things from anl,

other point of view (4).
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Language. then, is inextriubly tied to the thinkinglprocess. By providing an
environment which is rich in language, the teacher can htlp the child develop
thinking skills. Writing can be an important activity for helping children inter-
nalize information, organize experiences, and reflect on familiar objects-from a'
new perspective. Moreover, writing can provide a useful means of helping chil-
dren to externalize the often inchoate thoughts which form bet' nd attitudes.

as well as providing opportunities for the child to demonstrat hyPothesize, test,

or review a mass of information. This ability to use writing is pecially important
in solving problems where a way of schematizing. diagramming. or listing may
help present a number of .parts of a problem when relationships are not easily
discerned.

Because of the intimate relationship.between thought and communication. ed-
ucation is at one and the same time about thought. (someone else's) and is delivered
through language. When this language aspect i; interactive among teachers; stu-
dents, and text, learning i,s more complete. For example), the value of listening and
writingas when- takkig notes--has long been recognized by teachers and stu-
dents. Similarly, teachers know that the use of visual aids, whether blackboa;d
notes. pictures, or =ha. helps students grasp difficult or complex ideas.

Moreover, oral and written commimication provide important opportunities
' fie the child to externalize thought. This externalizink has three fundamental val-

ues. It provides a method for evaluation of learning which can help teachers
understand %quit and how the.child learns; it allows the child to concretize and to
synthesize his or her own understanding; and .it allows the teacher and child to
extend the learned material beyond the teacher's presentation. Many educators
have realized that interactive communication permits both remediation and en-
richment opportunities which are not.possible in situations marked by one-way
communication.

Oral and written communication. wHen linked to systematic approaches for
extending thinking, can result in academic gains for all children (5). In earlier parts
of this publication, seveW reasons for teaching oral and written communication have
beenpresented (see pages 3-8, and 9-17). Most instruction is delivered orally, and
children who are able to seek help do better both in school and in other aspects of
their lives. By adopting a systematic approach to instructioa and by developing
higher level thinking skills through oral and written commuaicationt we can pro-
'vide children with..tools for use now and litter in their lives.

-Bloom has created a taxonomy,of learning objectives with which most edu-
cators are familiar (3). The levels of cognitive objedives include:

'Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation
By designing writing and speaking tasks to encourage use of all six of ttiese

levels, teachers of all subjects in the school curriculum can qnsure that material
efs learned, understood, and appl;ed by students.
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Emphasizing Communication Skills

Organizing Across tbe Ekmentary School Curriculum -

Because most elementary schools feature self-contained classrooms, it is rel-

atively easy to implement instruction in oral and written communication across

all parts of the curriculum. Especially in the early years. however, it is important

that writing focus on the child's own experiences (4). Moffett feels that the first

writing children do should be expressive (12). That is,,it should center around the

child's feelings. At this point, writing will be about experiences marked by im-

mediacy. Initially, children will write about and for themselves. The addience and

the writer will often be the same until. in Piaget's term, the child graduaq be-

comes socialized and adapts to other People.
In these early stages, as later, children need opportunities for prewriting,',

drafting, revising, and final writing. From the very first days of school. oral Ian- \
guage 4evelopment caa be based on art activities: drawing. painting, modeling

with clay. For many children, these are exciting experiences that require com-

ment. Encouraging children to talk about color, form, texture, and size will lead

to discussions of interpretation of the art work and the relationship of the child's

experiences in the art class to other experiences inind out of school. Moreover,

as children develop fluency in writing, these art activities themselves may become

prewriting or may provide nonliterate extensions of their writings.

Graves has pointed out that children are capable of writing much earlier than

we had previously thought. Given .as few as six consonants, children can be

helped to write as early as first grade and even younger (2, 9, 10). These positive

early experiences in writing will enable children to look forward to learning more

about writing and about the conventions needed to let other people enjoy what has

been 4dritten. .

As children's skill in writing increases, and as other curriculum areas are in-

troduced, writing can serve as another learning mode. When a child has learned

that letters on a page have a relationship to sounds, then he or she will have made

-important progress in reading. A language experience approach to instruction cap-

italizes on the intertwining of the child's ability to speak and understand and the

natural desire to read and write. Children come to school with between 2.500 and

4,000 words in their vocabulary (1) and control of most syntactic features of the

language (7). If we accept the fundamental notion of "accepting the child wher-

ever he or she is," then it seems foolish to operate reading classes Only in the

context of a basal reader which !pay have as few as 200 words (1, 6), This is not

to suggest that basal readers 5Itini ld be abandoned. It is to suggest, however, that

we have a responsibility to go beyond the basal and to encourage children to pro-

, duce their own texts either by dictating them to teachers and aides, or by using

tape recorders, or by giving children instruction in formation of letters when they

want,such instruction.
In short, "the early elementary classroom can provide a language-rich envi-

.ronment. Children shauld have many opportunities each day to write, to draw, to

speak, and to listen. Such time-honored practices as show and tell, storytelling,

and raising one's hand before talking all teach children sensitivity to audience and

communication situations. Frequent opportunities to practice communication

skillsboth as sender and receiverwill lead to communicative competence.
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As children develop competence in writing, and as other subjectsarithmetic.
social studies, science. and health--are added to the curriculum, communication
skills can be used to expand the teaching and learning repertoires. Slavin and his
colleagues at Johns Hopkms have developed a number of learning activities which
are based on small group interactions (14). Thcir work has shown that children
who are heterogeneously grouped (either by ability or race) participate eagerly in
peer-tutoring, small group discussion, and intergroup competitions. The results
show academic gains for all children as well as improved attitudes towards self
and others. These activities have been used for instruction in arithmetic, social
studies. and foreign languages. as well as spelling and reading. It is important to
remember. however, that children require instruction in the communication skills

. and conventions which underlie these small group activities.
The "craft literature is filled with other ideas for cross-curricular integration

by means of oral and written communication. It is imperative, however, to re-
member that learning to write and to communicate orally is different from
learning through writing and oral communication.

On the one hand, writing and oral communication skilrs should be taught and
lea ned as important pans. in and of themselves, of the child's education. When
the target of instruction is oral and written skill. students and teachers will be very
conscious of the meaning of experience and the recording of that experience.
When. however, oral communication or writing is being used for learning about
other subjects. legs direct attention will be paid to the vehicle. This will, of
course. lead to an appreciation of the value of writing and oral language in nu-
merous different situations. Taking notes, organizing lists of science facts. writing
word protilems in arithmetic, and writing stories all have different purposes, dif-
terent audiences, and make different demands on the writer. Calling children's
atteimon to these %arious kinds of writing will heighten children's awareness of
purpose, audience, and will provide valuable insights into matters of style.

<1

leaching Writing and Oral Communication Across the Middle and Second-
ary School Curs!culum.

. As children grow, their control of language, of thought, of different kinds of
writing, and their sensitivity to various communicative situations, mature (5,

1 ). The opportunity to foster a wide range of writing and oral language skills
arises at the middle and secondary school level. If all teachers welcome this op-
portunity and accept the challenge of teaching language skills which are
appropriate to the different subject areas. then the student's communicative de-
velopment will continue. Many teachers, however, -perceive themselves as
ineffective writers and are. in consequence. reluctant to teach students to write.
despite the fact that they give students writing assignments ranging in complexity
from copying board notes too.ting research reports or syntheses.

Therefore, before commAtation can be integrated across the curriculum,
hyo things are required, First. teachers need to bevonvinced of the value of im-
proving the students' communication skills. Second, teachers need to be
confident of their own ability to teach writing and oral language skills. These
goals can be accomplished in several ways. For a start. this book can bc shared
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with faculty colleagues who teach chemistry. history, PE., and the other subjects.

An organtzed inservice program. perhaps beginning ag' a series of informal con-
versations among various faculty members, can explore both the need for
communications skills and activities for developing those skills.

A faculty study group might research the Bay Area Writing Project and the

numerous programs that have been modeled on it. Essentially, the Bay Area Writ-

ing Project was founded on the belief that teachers themselves need to be tatight

how to write before they can teach others to write. A sumth workshop is or-

ganized which sets up an environment in which teachers from all disciplineshave

the opportunity to explore their own writing and their attitudes towards writing.
Once faculty members have committed themselves to teaching in a way which

encourages writing, they will be ready to analyze writing which is appropriate to

their discipline. Most subjects have their own vocabulary or terminology which
students arc expected to learn and most texts present this vocabulary in two ways.
First, the words appear in isolation--either at the beginning of a chapter or at the
end. Then, the words are placed in context. This context may include adefinition
of the word, but does not always do so. However, these two presentations often

are not sufficient. While some students will memorize the "dictionary" defini-
tion of the new words, many will not. In either case, however, the student very
often does not "own" the word. It has not been internalized by the student.

One way in which teachers can reinforce the learning of new vocabulary is by

asking studel.ts to use the new vocabulary orally in class. By using a model such

as Bloom's taxonomy, questions can be posed for individual response or for dis-

cussion in small groups or whole class settings. These questions will naturally
elicit the new vocabulary from students in such a way that the students will prac-

tice using these words in the context of other language already "owned" by the

student.
Further, the use of questions from several levels of the taxonomy will ensure

that students will begin to think about new applications of the words and concepts.

To show how this sequence of questions might work, consider thisexample:

A history class has been studying the colonization of America in the seven-

teenth century. The following series of questions might be asked.

Teacher. Can anybody remember one reason why people left England

to come to America? Monica.

Monica. They came to America because the King of England vouldn't
let them have freedom of religion.

(The first question was on the "knowledge" level. To answer correctly, the

student is asked to remember a fact and state it.)

Teacher: Good answer, Monica. They came for religious freedom.
Mark, can you give us an example of religious freedom?

Mark: Well, in England everybody had to worship in the same
church, even if that's not tvhat you believed. Nobody could
choose.

(Here. the teacher has moved to "comprehension." Can students state in
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their own words or give an example of the abstraction under discussion?)

Teacher. That's right. In countries where people don't have freedom of
religion, everyone has to worship in the same religion, re-
gardlos of personal belief. Good explanation, Mark. Does
everyone understand this idea? Okay. Let's write it on the
blackboard. Now. Karen, do you think we have freedom of re-
ligion in this country now?

Karen: Yes.

Teacher. Can you explain why you thifik so?
Karen: Sure. There are lots of churches of,all kinds right here in our

town. Nobody has to go to any certain one.

Richard: Nobody even has to go to any church at all!
Teacher. Okay, good point, Richard, but hold on. Karen, who used to

make people goto church?
Karen: The police. I guess. But now people have freedom of choice.

Teacher: Excellent. So, do you agree with Richard? Does freedom of
religion include freedom to choose no religion?

(Now the discussion has moved to "application": earlier knowledge is ap-

plied to a new situation. Notice that the teacher js doing several things in this
exchange: he moves from specific placement of questions to a more general
"Does everyone understand?" question. Then, in a few words, he writes the

idea on the board as a reminder of the basic point of the discussion.

Then he moves back to assigning questions to specific students. First the stu-

dent is asked to agree or disagree with the proposition. Thdn, the student is

asked to apply the proposition in a new way.

Notice that the teacher accepts the interruption but doesn't reinforce too po-
sitively. Instead, he turns back to the original student to finish the discussion,

although he brings the interruption in.)

Teacher: If we think about this freedom of religion issue, we see Mat the
King was assuming that he controlled every aspect of people's
lives, right? How does,the government feel about people to-
day? How is our government different from the King? Sandy?

Sandy: I guess that our government doesn't tell people what. to do.

Teacher: Our government &Can't tell people what to do. Yes, Rickard?
Richard; Sure it does. We have to obey laws. The government tells us

how fast to drive.
Sandy: Yes, but the government doesn't tell us what to believe about

religion. That's not anyone else's business.
iiacher: Good discussion. So our government gets to make laws for the

public good, but not in matters of conscience. Let's put those
terms on the board.

(Here we have moved to "analysis." The general principle of freedom of re-
ligion has come to stand for individual cOnscience, which our government
does not regulate, as opposed to public good.)

I
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kacher: Now, using what you've read about the laws of the King and
from our discussion today, can anybody tell me how the col-

onists felt the government should be? Liz?

Liz: The colonists didn' t want government or the King to tell peo-

ple what to believe. That's not what laws are about. Laws are

to help people gt along with each other, but not to make us

robots.
Teacher: That's very good, Liz! Did everybody hear that? Government

is supposed to help us get along with each other, but cannot
impose morality on us.

(Here the student has "synthesized" specific applications and principles to

form a general rule--a pattern--which has not specifically been taught.)

Teacher: Okay now, everybody think. Which do you 'prefer? A govern-
Ment that nu kes laws about morality or a government that
gives individual responsibility for moral decisions? One at a
time. Go ahead, Bill.

(Finally, ir lively discussion can 'be expected, with everyone thinking in
"evaluative" terms about these very coMplex ideas.)

While this systematic use of the taxonomy will provide a foundation for rich

and varied oral language development activities, it will also enable the teacher to

do a quick assessment of students' comprehension of the new material and may
provide a prewriting experience which can be developed into written activities

either as part of the in-class work or homework. Indeed, in the discussion which

follows in the classroom, the relationship between oral language development and

writing will often be tacit, but it remains an important pedagogical strategy which
can bridge the gap between the teacher's (or text's) introduction of a concept and
the student's ownership of it, as expressed in writing or thought.

One consequence of not providing practice opportunities with new vocabulary

is that student's linguage often seems impoverished and their ideas seem corn=
partmentalized (13). If we can overcome this companmentalization, a student may

learn the word "photosynthesis" in a science class, and he or she may find a new,

understanding of the effect of light on photographs in art class, and may use the
word "photogenic" in an English class. Similarly, the conceptof cycles has ap-

plication in history, biology, botany, and sociology classes, although the examples

of cycles will be as various as cycles of civilization, of athmal life, of the nitrogen

cycle, or the cycle of social development. The important point is that owning the
vocabulary of a particular discipline often presents new ways of thinking about

other disciplines.
Individual disciplines alio have special conventions of writing, both in tering

of what is written and how it is written. The scientific report differs greatly from
the business letter, the literary essay, or the formal mathematical proof. Yei, all

of these are examples of writing which can only be taught in the context of the
discipline. If these styles and conventions are to be learned, they should be taught

in the context which establishes the need. Rather than being willing to dismiss
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writing as the special province (and problem) of the English department staff,
every teacher needt to recognize the appropriateness of teaching that writing
which is needed in his or her specialty area and which is part of its intellectual
tradition.

As mentioned earlier, a cross-curricular writing emphasis may.grow out of the
faeLtity discussion and groups who were involved in planning for the inservice dis-
cussed above. A faculty committee may be charged with identifying congruences
and divergences in writing needs from an interdisciplinary study of the general
cutriculum. But in whatever way such coordination is accomplished, it is the cor-
nerstone on which the cross-curricular emphasis on writing and oral
communication will rest.

Sanatory
Because writing and oral corn nunication skills are required for all areas of the

curriculum, and because communication can help integrate-apparently unrelated
aspects of the total curriculum, it is important to emphasize the special commu-
nication conventions of each discipline. These conventions can be taught within
the subject matter context. But teachers may require help in improving their own
writing skills and in becoming aware o( ways for integrating writing, speaking,

and listening into their teaching. A possible model for this exists in the Bay Area
Writing Project and related regional projects. This cross-curricular approach to
communication will not only improve students' writing and speaking but will also
help them to integrate and transfer learning from one context to another.
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LANGUAGE DIVERSITY

Language use is as individual as a set
of fingerprints. Teachers can help chil-
dren understand the effects ofindividual
language differences on Communica-
tion. They can also provide help to chil-
dren for whom Standard English is not

the native language or dialect.
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What can teachers do with non-English-speaking children in the

classroom?

Because so much of what happens in the classroom depends upon the com-

municative ability and skill of children, the child who is learning English as a
second language needs special help to take part in classroom activities The
teacher in whose class the child is placed is in a good position to help the child

maintain cognitiNe growth while acquiring skill in English. While the teacher rec-

ognizes that such a child needs extra help, he or she is often at a loss to know how

to,provide that help, especially in view of the fact that the teacher is simultdne-

ously responsible for helping twenty-nine other children learn. What, then, can

the teacher reasonably be expected to do and what can he or she do without de-

priving other children of the instruction they need?

Many school districts offer bilingual instruction to children for whom English

is a second language. Individual school districts differ in their goals for and or-

ganization of bilingual instruction. Yet one goal common to all such programs is

that normal cognitive development of children is not subordinated to a need to

learn English. Bilingual ins( action makes it possible, for example, for a six-year-

old to begin learning to read in his or her own language. Simultaneously, he or she

is learning English. Ultimately, the student will be able to read in both languages

While conflicting evidence as to the superiority of bilingual education has been

'reported, there is no evidence to support the well-intentioned fear that children

educated bilingually will be confused by the experience or will exist in a linguistic

**no-man's land." Indeed, it appears that many children in bilingual education en-

joy enhanced self-concept and develop bilingual learning skills Of course, many

communities that do not have bilingual education in their schools do have children

with hmited English or no English language facility at all, How can teachers help

these children learr?
Several factors will have a bearing on the choices open to the teacher Is the

classroom self-contained, or do students move to different places for instruction

from different teachers? How old is the non-English-speaking child? Does the

child know how to read in his or her first language? What are the additional per-

sonnel resources available to the teacher? Is there an ESL (English as a Second

Language) specialist a-Rilablti? A classroom aide? Can a bilingual tutor be located

_andAired?
Simply because someone is immersed in a foreign language environment does

not inealhat he or she will develop competence in that language (10) Language
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study needs to be organized, directed, and purposeful. flow ever, has ing many op-
portunitiesboth formal and informalto hear and use linguage w ill promote
1a4ter acquisition of the language than will fewer and exclusively academic oc-
casions (3).

Because language operates in so many contexts, the learner needs a chance to
be exposed to several opportunities. The child=of limited English speaking ability
should be encouraged to work in small groups, to listen and participate in peer-
tutoring env ironments, to play team games, and to be as much a p4rt of the class

as possible (3). Indeed, language required and acquired in informal school activ-
ities is likely to be more important to the child--and thus mor'e quickl; learned--
than is the language gained through direct instruction. Moreover, teacher-initiated
inclusion of the linguistically different child w ill preclude segregation based on
language difference.

When placing Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students, some administra-
tors assign them to classes two or three years below age level on the well-
intentioned but false assumption that it w ill be caner for a twelve-year-old LEP
child to learn the language used by nine-year-old Native English Speakers (NES)
This is unfortunate for several reasons:

The linguistic differences between the LEP and NES student are intensified by
the physical and emotional developmental differences.
The language of nine-year-olds is not markedly different from that of older chil-
dren when measured as a total of language to be acquired. (9)
The cognitive challenge of the third,grade curriculum will not be stimulating to
a twelve-year-old, who may become bored, frustrated, or develop a negative

self-concept. (14)
Moreover, placement of LEP children with speech pathologists or reading

specialists is inappropriate. The child's inability to speak English is in no way evi-
dence of pathology ,or need for reme"diation. Therefore, these specialists are no
better equipped to help an LEP student learn English than is a regular classroom
teacher. In fact, it can be reasonably argued that increasing the case load of a read-
ing specialist or speech therapist with an inappropriate placement takes Me and
energy away from those children who could benefit from the work of these spe-

cialists. For all these reasons, most specialists in second-language education
recommend that LEP students be placed in regular classroom env ironments with
their age peers.

Creating a Supportive Environment for LEP Students
Several environmental factors can help LEP children acquire fluency in Eng-

lish. Many of these fact9irs are directly cOntrolled by the teacher These includir
I Creating an environment rich in language and language-use opportunities It

has been pointed out elsewhere in this publication that all children will develop

language skills better in sehool environments which provide daily practice in
oral and written communication. This is especially true for LEP students Not
the least of the factors of this language-rich environment are the support and

acceptance of individuals by the teacher, who should take whatevzr the child
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brings to school. his or her talents. goals, ambitions, experiences. Work these
into the child's uaily round of activ ity. Rather than seeing an LEP child as a
problem. w ekome the opportunity to help all children learn about how different
language by stems operate to achieve effectiv e communication (8, 13. 14).
Encourage the LEP child to interact w ith other children. Assign peer tutors to
the LEP child. Include him or her in small group act! ities. Encourage the LEP
child to play games w ith other boys and girls. This is especially important for
two reasons. First, children teach other children remarkably well. While you
can teach your students of limited English proficiency the language of the class-
room, only another child can teach him or her "child" talk. Moreover the
desire to communicate w ith age peers is a powerful motivator for learning a sec-
ond language (3. 8. 13). Second, LEP children very often develop self:
segregabon as a coping behav km. They hope that if they do not call attention
to themselves then ao one else w ill. Too often they are rigkt. his self-segre-
gation not only limits their linguistic growth, but it limits social and cognitive
growth as well. ,

Build success ink the LEP student's school experience, as you do for every
child. These successes will Include active and supportive reinforcenienc foi
communicatiun gains, but look beyond that. Is the child especially good at art
projects or in some other subject area w hich is less linguistically dependent?
lAhen large numbers of Vietnamese children were enrolled in Anwrican
schools, many teachers remarkeu the fact that they did No cry well in mathematics
classes. Emphasize publicly those things which LEP students in your class are
especially good at.
Be sensitive to differences of behav ior which are culturally founded. Remem-
ber that different cultures tolerateclifferent behaviors. MIN ajo children are often
considered passive or uninvolv ed in schools. This is a carrying out of a Navajo
cultural norm which dictates that aggressive or assertke behav ior is inappro-
priate for NaN,ajo children. (6) Sex role differences in many cultures are much
greater than they are among middle class Americans. Teachers need to be ow are
of these culturally dictated norms which are different from ones they expect (3)
A major area in which many cultures differ from ours is in the relationship of
parents to schools and the related notion of the "good" school. In many coun-
tries education is the job of schools, and parents play a minor role--although
generally a supportiv e onein the education of their children. If teachei; want
the active cooperation of these parents, it will be incum'oent on the teacher to
explain fairly precisely how the parent should interact with the school.
Many cultural groups expect schools to be ordeyly, silent places in which teach-
ers ate the purveyors of know ledge. These expectations or ideals clash w ith
more interactive, child-centered schools which are common in the U S. Parents

of LEP children need to.be acquainted with the %, ety different v iew of schools
which is common in the U.S.

These, then, are four env ironmental factors w hich teachers control w hich w ill
hclp LEP students to adjust to life in their new schools. Now, let's consider some
pedagogical factors which w ill influence the way in which teachers can intertict
with LEP students.
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Suppokive Teaching Strategies

The first of these faLtors Lon Lents textbooks and "nati% e speaker Lompe-
tenLe Nati%e speaker LompctenLe means that c%cry speaker of a language has
an internal glaniniar whiLli allow S him or her to Lome) meanuwhrough the lan-
guage (8). 1his is a set pi internal rules whiLh the speaker kifit%'%s are in% iolate.

SeLond language learners are at the i,ery beginning of doLloping this internal
grammar in the new language. although they ob% iously possess one for their first
language. In faLt. many language "errors are directly attributable to a clash

interferenLe by linguists) between the first and s.:Lond language. For
example. a FrenLh speaker learning English might say. . This is my book, l le is
a no% el.'' The apparently erroneous use of "he as the pronoun to refer to 'the
book stems 1roni the faLt that in IrenLh /it c (meaning 'book) is a masculine
noun w hiLli requires the masLulinc pronoun a/. Therefore. the Ire ilLh speaker gen
ttlilizes a FrenLh rule of grammar (nouns and pronouns agree with respeLt to

gendert to an Lnglish Lontext whiLh does not share this rule. I lowe% er, interfer-
enLe seenh to bL a problem espeLially for Lhddren who arc learning a seLond
language whiLh is not the language of their lager soLial milieu. Politizer and Ra-
mirez found that interferenLe was a problem for Lhildren who learned and used
English chiefly in sLhool. but not in their own communities ( 1).

IntalLrenLe shoull not be Lonfused ith a phenomenon whiLh linguists refer
to as Lode sw itLhing. Sometimes speakers %%ill begin a sentenLe in one lan-
guage and finish it in another. Often. Lode sw itLhing is %iewed by teachers as
e%idenLe of the speaker's defiLienLy in the seLond language. The NO, ita is made.
they think, beLause the speaker does not know the words in the seLond language
needed to Loniplete the thought Howe% er. Gumperz and IIernandez-Cha%ez ha% c
looked at Lode switLhing in se% eral different ways (4). They explain that the mi-
nority language speaker often sw itLhes Lodes to signify group solidarity or for
emotional impaLt an muLh the same way that people Lhoose speLifiL v ords be-
Lause of the sty listiL weight they ha%e. Therefore, for Gumperz and Hernandez-
Charez. Lode J%Aitaing indiLates extreme sensiti%ity to the relationship between
language and context.

PoplaLk undeilook a study of Lode switLhing among Puerto ,RiLans liking in
New York and tound that it oLLurs frequently in the speeLh of bilinguals and that
it may represent a disLourse mode k 12). More importantly. perhaps. PoplaLk found
that c%en among nonfluent bilinguals, the gramniatiLality of both languages is
maintained in the sw itLhe..s. Code sw itLhing. then.is a mark of language know l-
edge, not a Loping beha%ior designed to help get around a deficiency.

Rimed to the issue of nati%e speaker LompetenLe is the issue of.Llassroom
materials. *textbooks, no matter how simply written, always assume nathe
speaker LompetenLe. In Lhoosingf materials for the LEP child, then, the teacher
wdl need to remember that while the regular textbooks w ill present al new learning
siiiiation to the LLP h dd. thL txrok may require adaptation or glossing to ensure
understanding. DisLussing the text with the Lhild will help him or her to associate
the sounds of the words %kith their appearanLe and w ill help come) the Lognitire
Lontent in another mode. Moreorer, use of the texts which his or her classmates
are using will help the child feel a part of the group.
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O er the last twenty -foe yews, language edmators'and linguists have gen-

erally accepted interactive language-learning strategies as opposed to the

grammar-translation methodologies whiLh w erc popular earlier (5) Grammar
translation attempted, by memorization of rules and the translation of "good" lit-
erature iolten the Bible), to teach language by a kind of osmosis approach While
this methodology may have beea useful for scholars who needed translation

skills. it did not result in communicators who could speak and understand the oral'

aural forms of the language they were learning.
Generally speaking, the order of presentation of language skills is listening.

speaking. reading, and writing. Before a student can speak English. he or she

must hrst hear it (2). By establishing a classroom rich in oral languagesmall
group discussions, tape recorders, use of manipalatis es and pictures. and story-
telling actis nies--you will enable your LEP students to gain familiarity with the
sounds ot English. Mastery of these sounds (phonemes) is generally easier for

young children tages five to nine) than for older children (1). ilow ever, all chil-
dren can Iv Wiled to learn to understand and produce the sounds of English
Remember tnat the goal Is not to produce flawless pronunciation, but compre-
hensible pronunciation. Too much attention to phonology can be intimidating to
ESL students, especially those older than age twelve who may find it very dif-
ficult indeed 10 master the English sound system.

More important than phonology is syntactic control of English Understand-

ing oh and ability to use the structures of English is crucial if students arc to karn

to communicate. Despite its many syntactic irregularities, essential English syn-

tax can be learned fairly quickly, especially given frequ'ent opportunities to

practice and to use the language in meaningful situations The ESL text will also
provide assistance in developing pattern practice exercises These arc exercises

which focus on a particular pattern of language (forming negatives, sentences
with Subject "BE" t Complement) which speakers use frequently. While
pattern practice alone will not Jlead to language acquisition, it is a gopd way to

/provide a basis which the non :.nglish- speaking child will be able to use in a va-

nety of communication situations (7).
If your school does not have ESL texts, it is still possible to help the LEP child

learn English as a second language by relying on an adaptation of the language-

experience process. Let the child,write his or her own texts, or you take dictation

from the child. This will allow you to introduce language structures and vocab-

ulary as he or she feels a need I'm tbem. lf, in addition, you want guidance for
language lessons which are more focused, you might obtain a basic ESL text and

use the organizational model which it provides for determining which features of

the language to introduce in what order.
If your school has an ESL or bilingual education specialist, a mutually rein-

forcing relationship between the two:of you will result in gains for the LEP child

Not only will the ESL specialist be able to recommend texts and strategies for you

to use, but he or she will be able to create ESL lessons which will reinforce the
learning in science, math, history, apd other subjects you are teaching

this is important since the child's cognitive development should continue as

normally as possible while English is being learned (15) RV example, a six-year-
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ot'd Spanish speaker will hate a very difficult tonc'learning IO read from an Eng-

/Iish language basal reader. But the child utintx to learn to read What should you
do: lou,wdl have difficulty teaching sound,* mhol correspondences to this child
sinee the correspcmdences are different in English from Spanish. Do you refuse

to allow the child to read, even though you 'recognize the child's motivation?
Again, a language experience approach to reading iniy pro ide a solution. to this

prohlemis can a concerted, coordinated effort by you and the ESL specialist
Ot course, the problem of continued cognitive, growth is especially important

IT older students. Not only is language learning more diffku.k for them, hut they
[eel extra pressure to get through school and on to college or into a job. In these

eases, the rinnforeement of cognitive learning which the ESL specialist can pro-

vide in language activities is very important.
Another way in ss hich you can help ESL students is by modeling language,

Repetmon of words and struciures used in a natural way and accompanied by ap-
propriate gestures or ss ith isual stimuli can be very helpful for ESL student%
Avoid Nominees like 'Hand me that thing." Say the thing's name and point to it.
Such language use shoulu be natural an0 ;.pols,cit in a normal tone of voice Re-
member that the LSL student is not hard of hearing. Shouting will not increase

the speed ot language acquisition, nor will exaggerated. pronunciation. If any-
thing, this vs ill demean the student in his or her own eyes and in the eyes of

classmates. P

140 final factors can be added to Our inventory of ways to help LEP students,
These are attitudinal.

Remember that communication competence is more:important than good gram-

mar in the tc xthook sense. Respond enthusiastically and appropriately to the
child's uses of language. Be careful-to respond without judging the "gram-
mar." \\then you do correct, focus on one area of *icture at a time and provide

appropriate models.
Respect the child's native language. Do not take it upon,y ourself to "re-name"
the child with an English noun, do not laugh at his native language nor permit
other students to do so, and do not force a child to choose between a first and
second language. Language acquisition, especially of a second language, is

hard work, but-it need not be painful for you or for the stltdents.

Summary
Children whose native language is not English need direct help to acquire

competence in the language of public schoolk instruction, Although they will not

learn English .wlel by immersion, their, best' opportunities for learning both lan-

guage and subject matter occur when they communicate with English-speaking
peers. Peer suturing and group intervion arc also important for an effective learn-

ing situation. 'textbooks, even at the basal level, which are designed for native
English-speaking children require modification and careful use. Teachers should

seek out texts expressly tailored to the needs of these studr nts and may allow them

to generate their own reading material through an adaptation of'hinguage expe-

rience approaches in Which children engage in dictation. Teachers of LEP students

will need to be sensitive to both interference ftom the Student's native language
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as %sell as to (Id tering Lultural,expet.tations about appropriate school demeanor

In ss orkmg with second language learning, teachers can be most helpful wh6n

they pros ide good models and nth English language ensironnients, and when

they reLognize that instilling Lommunicatise competenc is more important than

aiming tor error-free speech in a grammar book sense. Finally, teachers should

capitalize on the talents and abilities of LEP student§and should at all times dem-

onstrate respect for the child's native language and culture
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How can teachers help students to understand the language

differences of various audiences?

Learning to communicate effectively, whether in writing or in speech, is very

much like learning to bc a good cook. No matter how little I, as a novice cook,

know about the art of cooking itself, I do know about food; I've been eating all

my hle. I have definite likes and dislikes as regards food, I prefer broccoli to

string beans. I have a sense that the same food can be prepared in a variety of

ways; that is. chicken can be fried, baked, broiled, or boiled. I know that some

toods can be combined (spinach with cream sauces) but others cannot (raspberries

with beets). I also know that sometimes I want a light meal and at other times I

want something heavy. All of this knowledge I bring to the cooking class with me

But I am still in a class. So another thing I know is that the instructor knows

some things that I do not know but will teach me, and that the instructor's ex-

perience and skills will broaden my own. I also know, of course, that the

instructor will respect the knowledge and attitude I bring to the class. If all the

instructor is willing to teach me is how to cook string beans, and I hate string

beans. I will quickly lose interest in the class.
Similarly, children of all ages know quite a lot about effective means of com-

municating. Children do, after all, teach themselves to talk rather independently

of adult interference. But in order to help children improve their conimunicative

effectiveness, which includes framing messages which reflect purpose. situa-.*

tional appropriateness, and awareness of audience, we will need to understand

two aspects of language: dialect and style.

Dialect

In a general sense, dialect refers to any varie4Llanguage shared by a group

of speakers. Usually these varieties of language correspond to other differences.

geography. race. or social class, for example. In this sense, dialect is not a judg-

mental term, since linguists reject the notion that one dialect is more logical, more

elegant, or more correct than another. Everyone speaks some dialect of a language

(13).
For every language there 14, a standard dialect which is the form commonly

used by the socially prestigious class or gioup. Sometimes this standard is referred

to as the speech and writing of the best-educated users of the language Since ed-

ucation and social prestige are generally correlated, these two definitions are

probably synonymous (10). The important points to note, however, arc that the
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standard form is a dialect and that, objectively. it has no more claim to "right-
ness" than does any related dialect.

Diakcts, of course, do not exist in isolation from one another, nor is language
static. When dialects exist side by side. interchangc can occur if members of the
two dialect groups interact (5). Of course. since one group is generally seen by
both groups as using the 'more correct" form of the language, it is likely that the
low prestige group w ill resist the "approved" dialect as being "snooty " or

stuffy, and that the high prestige group w al reject the other dialect as
or "sloppy."

Nevertheless, languages and dialects are in a constant state of chang,!. The ul-
timate description of a language can only be w rmen when no one uses the
language for cowl nu nkation, when a has become an historical oddity. Until that
point is reached, language remains dynamic, often "elevating" formerly ''un-
gi forms to a level of wide acceptance. A recent example of such
cbangc in standard Ameman English is the loss of the fmrast of meaning be-
tween "I shall" and "I will."

Dialects differ on several linguistic levels (12). The most obvious of these is
pronunciation, which is usually, a characteristic of region. Other levels on which
differences occur include the lexical and the syntactic. In Appalachia, people
often. use the noun 'poke- to signify what Southerners and Midlanders use

sack" to mean. Structurally, "be" is meaningful in Black English when de-_.
scribing a customary state. "My father be sick.(7)." While this utterance may be
frowned upon by many people as exhibiting "bad grammar,'' it is a characteristic
structure of a particular dialect of English. To notice this statement when a child
makes it and then to infer that.the child is not intelligent is, at best, to make an
erroneous inference and, at worst, may result in a communication breakdown be-

tween speaker (the child) and audience (the teacher).
The dif ferences among various dialects of English are relatively minor and

al fect relativ,ely, few language fealures (12). Generally, the differences do not im-
pair the abilities of people from different dialect backgrounds to understand one

another.
But dialettal differences do lead to perception ofind often judgmcnts about,

the group which uses a partkular dialect. Whether you perceive the dialect as

right or ,vrong" largely depends upon whether you pereeive the user group
as right or wrpng t9). In writing, dialectal voiations are often inappropriate since
so much of %Tung as outside of a context wherein dialect becomes an important
issue. However. m creative writing, dialect may be important for helping estab-
lish character1 setting, and context. Think, for example, of the use of dialect by
Hannery Olionnor, William Faulkner. Joel Chandler Harris, Bret Hark, and
other "regiontel" writers.

One vvay in %hick teachers can help children to develop sensitivjty towards
different audiences and dialects is to involv e the class in a study of,cli,rilects and
dialect dif ferepces t13). Such a study might involve tape rec9rding natal speech'
samples from a variety, of speakers in a variety of situations. Each sample should
be catalogued iw ith information about the speaker (age, gender, race, level of ed-

proferon). about the communicative situation or act (giving directions,
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asking and answering information questions. social interaction of peers); and
about the audience (age, gender, race, profession). Comparison of language use
dit terences in a variety of these interviews, especially if one person provides sev-
eral samples, w ill clearly demonstrate implementations of chokes of language.

For young t.hildren, the adRity of tape recording one another in class, on the
playground, at lunch. and at home w ill yield exciting personil information which
can later be the basis tol v.iiting ado, ities and instrudion in social studies as well

as the language arts.

Style

Many of the choices of language use people make arc dependent upon the sit-
uation in which communication occurs. Joos, in his classic work, The Five Clocks

(6). disi.usses five styles of language use w hich arc rooted in the communication
situation:

Intimate Style. This requires no inclusion of background infornution and uses
jargon, a "special" language, meaningful only to the intimatc group.
Casual Style. This is for friends. insiders. It is marked by the use of slang and
ellipsis. On the one hand, slang indkates that thc insiders will understand thc
specia1 use of language, while elipsis (the absence of certain words) supposes
that users.of asual style are well-enough acquainted to understand "without
words." 0

Consultative Style. In this style, the speaker supplies background information,
and the addressee pamcipates continuously. This is a very comnlon classroom
style.
Formal Style. This style informs. Thc addressee does not participate. Conver-
sations among strangers begin in formal style, and classroom lectures arc
ddivered in formal sfyle.
Frozen Style. This is thc style most often seen in print. The language is acces-
sible, but the iddressee cannot ask questions and is not known, in a real Way,
to the sender.

Most classroom interactions use either thc casual, consultatk e, or, to a lesser
degree, the formal sty le. Llov d-Jones (9; has pointed out that Joos's styles of lan-
guage are based un indicators of social interaction. Intima:e style is almost always
oral but Is rare in frequency since few of us maintain a large number of contacts
of appropriate intensity with others. Casual style in writing occurs only in letters
to close friends. Formal style indicates a reduced interaction between speaker-lis-
tener (as in kctures) or in most written forms. Joos's analysis has been includdi
here, though, since it offers another way to look at linguistic intcraction and pro-
vides a model for student analysis of language.

Helping children realize that they almost instinctive lY use different styles of
language in diffeient environments w ill help them become aware of the fact that
they can choose among several possible language strategics to find ones appro-
priate to a specifk audiena and interaction. Pointing out differences betWeen
playground talk and classroom talk, between talk with parents and salk with sib-
lings, talk with thc principal and talk to thc teacher will assist this growing
sensitivity to options.
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Related to Joos's description of sty le is the distinction made by Basil Bernstein

between elaborated code" and "restricted code" (I). Bernstein's concept of
codes rests on the idea that the closer the identification of speakers and the greater

the range of shared interest, the more probable it is that speech will take a specific

form. Thus, fewer words and structures need to be spoken (or written) if the
speaker and listener know each other. and the communication context well, while
interchanges between strangers in a context relatively unknown whem will re-
quire more elaborated verbal activity. For example. a mother and child might have
the following exchange when the child sets a glass full of milk on the edge of the

table:
Mother: Margaret! (Spoken emphaticall); with chin raised.)
Child: (Looks toward Mother.)
Mother: Your glass.
Child: Oh. (Moves glass away from the edge.)
If the..'child knocks the glass over, the mother might add:
Mother: I told you what would happen.
CLarly, the code used is restricted, but the meaning of the exchange is clear

both to Margaret and to her mother. (It is clear to us too, largely because we have

found ourselves in similar situations, either in the Margaret role or the Mother

role.)
It Margaret or her mother were to retell the incident to another person, a much

more elaborated code might be used:
Margaret (to a friend): Mommy got mad at tne this morning.
Friend: Why? What happened?
Margaret. I was drinking a glass of milk and I set it down right on the edge

of the table. But I had to, the table was covered with the newspa.
per. etc.

In this exchange, the speech is not tied to the reported context but to a new

context which requires that meanings become explicit, elaborated, and indivi-
dualized. Elaboration involves the speakers in particular role relationships and (to

use Bernstein's words) "if you cannot manage the role, you cannot produce the

appropriate speech." In elaborated code contexts, it is the difference between the

speaker and audience that is essential, while consensus lies at the base of the re-

lationship where restricted codes are appropriate,
This concept has interesting application in classrooms. Children who have

been reared in environments where they have little opportunity for interaction
with many different people may have difficulty in managing roles requiring elab-

orated speech. An important contribution of the preschool experience to child

development is precisely this help in learning to interact with ethers so that role

elaboration becomes easier. Similarly, games and activities requiring role playing

or "make believe" stimulate children's ability to use elaborated code.

The decision to elaborate, of course, is an indication of the child's growing

sensitivity to the need of the audience for a great deal more information about the

topic under discussion. The nedd for more elaborated code grows in direct pro-

portion to the audience's distance from knowledge of the event (2., 3) Britton and

his colleagues point out that young children write largely in an expressive way
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Or, By expressive, Britton means language which is reflective of the speaker or

wnter and of shared contexts of meaning between w riter and reader Expressive

writing, then, is not highly explanatory, the w riter tif he or she is aware of au-
dience, assumes shared understanding by the reader. Children will find it helpful,

as they develop elaborating skill, to work with and speak with people who are
removed from the immediate situation. Class v isitors need more information
about a classroom achy ity than w ill the classroom teachel When developing chil-
dren's discussion skills in small groups, it will be useful to allow children to report
a summary of the small group's conversation to the whole class. Writing to pen
pals, sending letters to parents, interacting with children from other classrooms,
and reporting classroom occurrences to children who have been absent are all
ways in which the teacher can help students acquire skill at managing roles which

require differing degrees of elaboration.
It Is important for the classroom teacher to remember that children who have

difficulty in using elaborated code are neither nonVerbal, "linguistically de-

prived," nor less intelligent than other children (7). Skill at elaboration is
dependent upon communication experience, experience in assuming various

roles. In the language-rich, highly interactive, meaning-based environment which

current pedagogical research advocates, children will be given many opportuni-

ties to practice taking roles which will help them to learn when or to what degree

restricted, codes or more elaborated codes will be appropriate.
One final issue needs to be considered when discussing,the development of

sensitivity to various audiences. This issue is the use of pejorative, racist, or sexist

language. This is esp;:cially important because the model provided by the teacher

will very often determine the attitudes good or bad developed by the child
towards language, tow ards other people, and towards school. ,Brophy and Good

report a number of observational studies of teacher-student interactions which

show that the quality of instruction prov ided students correlates with teachers'

perceptions of student ability. Often these perceptions are influenced by race and
gender. Not only dues the quality of instruction decline for students of race and

gender different from the teacher's, but the amount of learning by these students

decreases (4f. The difficulty of discussing these issues is compounded by indi-
vidual disagreements as to the relative degrees of importance of avoiding

pejoratives racist, and sexist language and as to their definitions.
The vast majority of educators will not tolerate the use of scatological lan-

guage in schools. We may use such language ourselves outside of s'chool, and we

may know that some students use such language. We may accept the fact that
swear words (or "dirty" words or cursing) are more or less acceptable among dif-

ferent language groups. But, by and large, we consider such language
inappropriate and unacceptable in classrooms.

Racist and pejorative language are often not as easily recognized or agreed

upon. \Nye do not permit students to hurl raciatepithets at one another, but we may
smile tolerantly when 41 Polish (or Jewish, or Mexican, or whatever) joke is told
This acceptance sends a very clear message to children: this language is okay, and

the individuals ridiculed by it are less valuable than are other people.

Probably because our attitudes toward the two sow are being re-examined by
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many of us, a dehnition of sexist language is at the same time less clear-cut and
less generally shared OIL it is becoming, for example, much more common to
hear pepple using the extended "him or her" or "he or she" w hen using pron-

ouns. But other instances of sexist language (use of "fireman" in lieu of
firelighter" or the generalized "the doctor...he, the teacher. .she") still occur

ss ith regularity in many people's language. Research has shown that usc of sexist

language affects the ways in which we think about others and ourselves ( I )

Controversies of this nature are apprtpnate for study by children in the middle
and upper grades (4-121 and will increase their sensitiv ity to language use byoth-

ers. N hile young children will have difficult) with the abstract nature of such
discussion, they will pick up attitudes and values from classmates and teachers
and will exhibit these through their use of language and communication inter

action. Moreover, some researchers have identified language patterns which they
claim reinforce masculine or fenunine stereoty pes (II). For example. the tag clues-
uon ( 'The Russians ought to stop influencing Poland, shouldn't they'"') is
considered 'lemale language" sinse it is less assertive than a flat statement (8).

Summary
Very young writers usually employ "expressive" writing, that is, writing

which is more reflective of the speaker's need to communicate than of the reader's
need for information. As young writers mature, they become more sensitive to the

situational and functional aspects of wilting and ta audience. Britton and others

point out that most school-based writing is addressed to the teachers, but as writ-

ers mature, they learn to consider the audience. It requires some imagination on
the part of teachers to construct writing activ ities which establish conummication

with unknown readers.
Ile problem of developing sensitivity to language differences among audi-,,

crises is compounded by the fact that student writers themselves have varying
degrees of language sophistication. Work by Loban, Bernstein, Wolfram, and oth-

ers suggests that language use and socioeconomic status are closely linked One
implication of this for classroom teachers is the need to prov ide a variety of ac-

tivities to help all children become more conscious of their own language and to

become more fluent users of language.
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EVALUATING
COMMUNICATION

INSTRUCTION AND
LEARNING

Feedback is critical in effective commu-
nication. 7eacqr, self-, and peer-evalu-
ation of oral and written communication
are all essential if skills will continue to
develop. Moreover, evaluation can help
the teacher understand ,which instruc-
tional events were especially helpful and
can h lp in the planning of instruction.
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How can teachers evaluate speaking and listening skills?

Face-to-face communication is risky. When you, speak, you are aware that

your audience is not only weighing your message but also judging you as a person

If you say something foolish, there is no way to call it back after it leaVe,s your

lips. Though you may try to mitigate the effects of your words, communication

is not reversible. A formidable consideration, especially in formal speaking sit-
uations, is that your physical being is exposed during face-to-face interaction, and
all of us share insecurities about that kind of vulnerability. Even listening also en-

tails risks under many circumstances. We seek to avoid hearing messages which

are likely to gontradict our deeply held beliefs, our life-style commitments To lis-

ten is also to riskmisimderstanding.
In order to surmount these risks, in ordcr to plunge into an act of coriimuni-

cation, we must perceive possible rewards. the opportunity for self-expression,
the opportunity to strengthen a bond, the opportunity to influence another, the op-
portunity to assert one's identity. In spite of the risks, humans are communicating

animals. Community is at the heart of the human condition.
A communicator may engage in interaction for a variety of purposes A coin-

municator does not, however, ordinarily assume the risk of interaction so that he

or she may be evaluated. (At least we cannot expect normal communication under
thOse circumstances.) Communication does not thrive in a climate of evaluation.

which frequently engenders defensive reactions in speakers and listeners--with-
drawal, belligerence, or distortion (1 1). Many communication tasks bring forth
high levels of situation-specific anxiety. On top of that, a large minority of indi-

viduals experience generalized anxiety about speaking and listening as a
personality trait that operates in all or most situations (18, 8), Therefore teachers

must be extremely cautious in subjecting students to oral communication

assessment.
On the other hand, evaluation can serve some distinctly positive functions

Some of these pertain to evaluation on the level of school-wide or district-wide
instructional programs. Although it is not ideal to impose educational innovation

by testing, one of the benefits of large scale assessthent of oral communication
skills is that assessment programs of this type can legitimize speaking and listen-

ing instruction. Loban observes that "the language arts curriculum inevitably
shrinks or expands to the boundaries of what is evaluated" (14). Skills which are
tested tend to get taught. Indeed, one reason for the neglectof oral communication
instruction in American public schools is the lack of appropriate measurement
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teLhnology. In Cireat Britain, though, instruLtion in speaking and listening was
boosted by the introduLtion in the inid-1960s of an oral communkation compo
Dent of the Certificate of Secondary Education examination (28).

Large sLale assessment of speaking and listening skills, however, is best kept
distina from less formal, less standardited aluations of students' speaking and
listeniag in Llassroom situations. Their methods differ, as do theiraims. For dis-
Lussiolis of large sL.vle measurement in this skill domain, see Mead (19), BMW n

,,er al. (3), Plattor ehrl. t21r, Stiggins (27), and Rubin, el al. (24). The discussion
in tftis chapter will be restrkted to the conLerns of Llassroom teaLhers interested
in evaluating the on-going progress of indiv idual students in oral communiLation
proficiency.

Purposes for Oral Communication Evaluation

One function of Llassroom evaluation in oral communkation is to provide
feedbaLk to teaLbersIf a teacher is concerned w ith students' abilities to relate
ideas logiLally in speck h or to discern a point of view in listening, then some form
oi systematiL observation can inform the teacher about the effectiveness of prior
instnktion. li the results suggest that students have not yet integrated this instruc-
tion, then the teaLher Lan alter subsequent lesson plans. Without this sort of
leiedbaLk, teaLhers are shaLkled to sequenLing and time allocation plans w hiLh
they most often_ dev clop in the weeks before Llasses have ewn begun, before the
unique Lhemistry among students and between teacher and students call be
anticipated.

Anothcr benefit evaluating speaking and listening skills also aids the
teaLher in instruLtional management. By evaluating students' communication
skills, teaLhers Lan diagnose indiv idual sludent's strengthfrand weaknesses to bet-
ter plaLe them in instruLtional sequences. For example, if one student
demonstrwes prolkienLy in prov iding baLkgruund and sequencing ia a talk about
how seeds germinate, that student may be ready to advance to dealing with more
abstraLt rhetorkal prZiblems suLh as organiting a discussion about him computers
may affeLt daily life in ten yers. If anotlier student, on the other hand, has dif-
fiLulty destmbing the sequenLeof se'ed germination, then he or she might profit
from addaional experiences in stUry telling whiLh cultivate a sense of sequenLe
and setting. Similarly, if a student has a hard time in answering questions about
a speaker's point of N kw, that student Is probably not yet ready for extensive work
in empathic or critkal listening. SuLh a student should be provided with addi-
nonal praLtiLe in listening to speakers who share a baLkground more similar to the
student's own perspective.

Using ev aluation for purposes of diagnosis and placement in instructional se-
quenLes Lames with it the flavor of mastery 4earning and criterion-referenced
testing. Th5 teaLher assun.!es that all students Ae capable of progressing in oral
Lommunkation LompetenLy and that students will progress if they are exposed to
the proper learning experknLes in the proper order. This assumption demands
from teachers a fine sense of the learner's capabilities and needs It does not de-
mand, howev el , that communication skills be taught in isolated bits for example,
v.ith students practicing enunciation drills before they.are permitted to give a talk
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to the class. Commumcation emerges holistically, as the simultancou and syni;

biotic interplay of many subskills. In virtually all cases, enunciation drilN (.9n be

dispensed with in favor of auivities which inv ite. students to carefully enunciate

in the context of purposeful talk.
Furthermore, using evaluation for diagnosis and placement requires a direct

match between testing and instruction. Evaluation criteria should be determined

by the skills in which students actually receive instructional practice If empathic

limping is tested, then empath ik. listening must appear in the curriculum and in

the classroom.
Most important to students' continued development of communication com-

pesence is feedback which enables them to expand their repertoires of
communication acts, to refine theirCriteria for selecting situationally appropriate

strategies, and to consolidate their skills in impleinenting communication strat-

egies, Speech is a fast-fadmg medium, it leaves no physical trace which can be

reviewed. o speakers and listeners experience difficulty in accurately monitor-

ing their own behaviors. Viewed in this light, evaluation is no less than an
essential component in the process of becoming an effective communicator

Feedback which best contributes to development of communication compe-

tence is feedback which provides students with concrete information about the

effects of their speaking and listening behaviors. Spine important coTollaries fol-

low from this principle. Fiist, teachers need to respond as audience members,

albeit as audience members with special tiaining in critical observati!p It is not

contradictory to recommend that evaluation be cast in descriptive language In-

stead of comments like "vague language," a teacher might comment, "I-didn't

know what you meant when you kept mentioning 'that thing on the top ' I suspect

that your other listeners also had problems with those kinds of expressiogs Or,

instead of saying, "You spoke too softly," a teacher might respOnd, "Iliad trou-

ble hearing your comments in our discussion. I really had to strain I must admit

that with all the other discussion going on, it made it hard for me to give your

suggestions as much weight as I had wanted."
The teacher, of course, is not the only member of the audience; perhaps not

the most important, either. Peer evaluation should be fully exploited =Often peer

comments will be more meaningful to a student than the teacher's Note, hov -ver,

that students require a vocabulary for talking about communication, and this lan-

guage about language will only be cultivated though deliberate classroom

instruction. Videotape also provides a resource for self-evaluation Particularly in

the context of group discussion, reviewing a videotape with other participants can

supply students with insight into their communication behaviors that isolated

teacher and peer comments cannot' approximate.
Hedback which concretely conveys the results of a student's communication

is the most helpful of all. Such feedback can come in a variety of forms. For ex-

ample, if a child tells a story, useful feedback could come in the form of pictures

drawn by other classmates which visually retell the story Or if a student is de-

scribing an object or explaining a procedure, he or she can see if the listeners were

able to identify the proper object or perform the pioper procedure (4) In the case

of listening assessment, teachers can employ similar tactics Can the student ac-
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eurately follow the spoken direetions fur draw ing i eartoon figure? Cin he or she
pass the niessage on to the next student w ithout distorting it? Especially in the
.asc of young ehildren, however, teaehers should not assunie that students w ill
neeessarily eomprehend the implications of this kind of concrete feedback. Young

Wren eannot perceive that their communication has, not always been success-
ful. and niessage sources have a tendeney to blame reeeivers exclusively fur
communication failures (2, 22).

Contexts for Oral Communication Evaluation

It is immediately apparent that not all of children's communkation should be
evaluated in a formal manner. Nor would it be possible tu do so, even if it were
desirable, if teaehers embrace a mode of instruetion which offers frequent op-
portunities for student interaction. Although students learn from appropriate
evaluation, evaluated performances should not be their only opportunities for
praLtiong cornmunIcation, skills. The common high school speech-a-week
iiixkl. wherein students are given a single experience in, say, delivering a speech
to eonvinee add wherein that speech also serves as a "test," places undue em-
phasis on evaluation.

Sinee eoniniunieation involves risk, it is nut wise to engage in deliberate eval-
uation until the class has created a eliniate of trust. Indeed, oral communication
deny Ines are an excellent means of "breaking the ice" and establishing that sense
of eoniniunity and niutual support. A teacher would nut want,students to equate
speaking and listening experienees with evaluation. In the course of developing
of any classroom community, early ural communication activities provide the
teaeher with occasions to model active listening behaviors. The opportunity for
karmng norms of active listening is so great un these occasions that it should nut
be diluted by imposing the additional burdens of evaluation.

N hen evaluation 1.s appropriate, however, the teacher's greatest challenge lies
in ereating a 1. ontext for communieation in which being evaluated is not the sole,
or even the donnunt, purpose for speaking or listening. Since communication
behav iors are situation-specific, tasks which reflect students' true communication
skills must incorporate elements of authentic communication contexts. Contrast
the following two assignments:

Prepare a persuasive speech of no more than three minutes in length in which
you present art issue uf current importance in international affaies. What
should the foreign,pohcy position uf the United States be with regard to this
issue? Yuu w ill be graded on content, organiaion, and delivery. Be sure to
tup in outline and bibliography.

We have been talking quite a bit lately about what the world will be like by
the time sonie of you have teenage children. We have been discussing how
Ameriean foreign policy today will have,an impact on the world uf tomorrow.
Remember- that we also decided that we would send, as a class, a position
paper to the Secretary of State. So we need to come to some agreement about
what our foreign policy should be with respect to currently important inter-
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national affairs. To help us do this, each of us wil hoose a foreign policy

issue and try to persuade the class of the validity of bi4r position Since we
have about two days for this phase of our projecteach of us will have about

three minutes to speak. Any more time would throw us off schedule. Also,

be sure to bring in an outline and a bibliography so that we can refer to these

when we am writing our position paper. Remember, also, that you will be

most effective in convincing us of your point of view if you pay attention to
those aspects of speech making which we discussed in class: adapting con-

tent, organization, and delivery to your audience and purpose You may elect

to include this presentation as one of the five graded assignments for this

project.

The first assignment offers no pretense for communication other than to pro-

vide the teacher with performance which can be evaluated. The second
assignment, conducted in a student-centered classroom does seek to supply a

sense of authentic purpose and audience. The first assignment is likely to result

in material students have itgurgitated from a popular newsweekly The second is

more likely to engender a thoughtful and well-crafted response.
Simulation exercises,play an important role in creating contexts which will

suppOrt efforts evaluating oral communication. It is difficult to justify formal
communication behaviors when students ale addressing an audience of well-

know n, peers. To insist on formal diction, for example, would belie the founda'ion

of instruction in communication competeice. insistence on contextually appro-

priate adaptation. Teachers can, hdwever, ask the class to role play a different
audience-Thus, a student can practice addressing a persuasive talk to the'County

Commission or describing a clock assembly to an astronaut in,a space capsule

Students can practice buttonholing strangers for donations to a school improve-

ment project. Note, however, that role-playing assignments can result in dismally

disappointing performances unless the class has been properly prepared and di-

rected (26).
Other resources in. the school should also be exploited. Sixth grade students

can descend upon a second grade classroom for a session of storytelling or tu-

toring. Students can take turns offering survival ins,ructions to a newcomer in the

class.
In evaluating students, teachers should devise critvia that are specifically tai-

lored to the assessment contexts. Standards for quali:y of expression arc not

absolute. Like communication behaviors, standards for communication evalua-

tion arc situation-specific. Thus, a criterion like "anticipates and refutes counter .
arguments.' is an important evaluative criterion to be used in judging persbasivo

talk but obviously has no bearing on storytelling performance In a like vein, a

student who uses popular idioms like "neat" and "cool" might receive an ac-

eptable rating along a dimension of "appropriate language use" in a peer group

discussion. But the studgit would receive a poor rating in a simulated interview

in which he or she was applying for a loan. If a teacher were interested in eval-

uating students' skill in empathic listening, the communication context must he

one in which speakers are encouraged to express thcir emotions. A conversation
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abut 'Linn!) rdatiortships would be more ,lppropriate listening material in this re-
uard than would a talk about techniques for bandaging broken limbs

In most communication situations, speaking and listening arc virtually si-
multaneous ado Ines. For the sake of convenience, however, thc two are
separated in the sections belov, in order to describe methods of evaluation. Be-
cause oral communication performance is so interwoven v,ith comniunication
attitudes, one .Additional section which pertains -to the affective domain is
provided.

Nkthods for Evaluting Speaking Proficiency

W. have claimed that assessment techniques, in accordance with thc very na-
ture of communication competence, must take situational factors into account.
One way of categorizing communication contexts is to array them along a con-
tinuum from formal, extended, uninterrupted, ani planned on the one hand to
inforimil. reciprocal, spontaneous, and nondirectdon the other (29). Thc more
lo nal spt lions afford greater control for the teacher and are easier to
oaluate because the vat more connected discourse. Opportunities for evalu-
ating more interactive talk o ght not be neglected, bov,ever, lest students harbor
the impression that these arc less important, less worthy of cultivation.

Oral Reoding. The most constrained, least interactive speech situation is read-
ing, aloud.. In this situation, thc evaluator's attention is drawn tc, matters of
delivery intonation. enuncaation, Nolume, and pronunciation. While these eval-
uation criteria are appropriate to thc task of reading aloud, oral reading is
nevertheless an act of commuaication. Thc primary consideration in ev aluating
students oral reading is reflected in the criterion of "interpretation". Does the
student recognize and convey the meaning and tone of a written tcxt?

Emended Monologue. Clustering also at the formal end of thc spectrum of
speech situations are talks, speeches, and oral reports--all species of extended
monologue. For many educators, extended monologues 4.:onstitute the entirety of
oral classroom assigments. Unfortunately, extended monologues arc especially
liable to elicit rtificil cornmunication behas iors unless they are rooted in a sense
of purpose and audience. For many youngsters, espedally members of minority
cultures,the extended, uninterrupted monologue represents a particularly unfa-
miliar commurucation context (20, 10). This doesn't mean that ehildrcn should
be deprived of instruction in connected oral discourse. HoweNcr, some authorities
recommend deferring experiences in formal public speaking until aftcr thc ele-
mentary grades (1), But. most Fi.aiary grade children arc capable of producing
oral nar . .es, extended monologues that can be evaluated along criteria like

goes beyond the nic.ormation n thc stimulus picture" or "difterentiatcs among
characters."

Group MR ussum. Small group discussion can span a wride range of formality'.
Panel discussions, for example, can incorporate many aspects of extended mon-
olOgue, whik problem solving in a leaderless group approximates conversation
more closely. Whatever the type of group discussion, however, thc criteria of

cooperative thinking," "integration into the group," and "appropriate degree
of participation" are suitable ones-for CNaluation. Often, teachersdloose to CN al-
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uate the entire group as a whole. rather than indis idual performances In this way,
evaluation procedures emphasize the holistic nature of group behavior

Conversanwi. Of course. casual conversation between two peopledyadic
conversationoccupies the end of the communication continuum most marked by

spontaneity and free interauion. As interaction increases, it tiecomes more dif-

ficult to separate the role of peaker from that of listener Since interviewing is
goal-oriented and maintains different degrees of control among the participants,

this form of conversation lends itself to evaluation. Interviews have frequently

been used in second language learning assessment, but mostoften criteria are not

-communicative but linguistic in nature (e.g., sentence structure." morphol-
ogy") Sonie criteria for evaluating the communicative proficiency of

interviewees include "responsiveness" (elaborates beyond minimally informa-
tive answers), 'Inman% e" (asks or rephrases questions when appropriate), and

"social rituals" (greets interviewer and closes conversation) (23)
Speech RanngStales. Most often, teachers evaluate student performances by

means of rating scales. The scaks enumerate appropriate criteria, and the teacher

either assigns a numemal score to each criterion (e.g., I through 5) or else checks

oil that the speaker has displayed the desired skill (e.g., speaks loudly
enough The following set of rating scales illustrate how evaluationcriteria can

be tailored .to the specific "rhetorical traits" of a speaking assignment In this
case,students were asked to role play a meeting of the County' Commission Each

student delivered a persuasive talk to a board ofThree Commissioners, attempting

to sway them concenung an item that appeared on a prey iously distributed agenda

(2.3).

Public Hearing Feedback Form

I. INTRODUCTION:
(I) none
(2) just names proposal
(3) names proposal and attempts to capture interest
(4) names proposal and provides novel or elaborated approach

2. PURPOSE:
(I) no point of view
(2) vague point of view
(3) unambiguously states position on proposal
(4) states position with emphasis or situational qualifier

3. REASONS:
(I) unsupported assertion
(2) unelaborated reasons given
(3) at least one reason supported
(4) several reasons supported or especially apt support
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4. ORGANIZATION:
(I) ideas wholly unrelated
(2) ideas only implicitly related
(3) logical sequence or simple transitions
(4) proper emphasis and explicit connections between ideas

5: OBJECTIONS:
(I) does not acknowledge reservations
(2) acknowledges-bill does not refute reservations
(3) refutes at least ore reservation
(4) refutes several reservations or especially apt refutation

6. CONCLUSION:
(I) no conclusion or merely states that remarks are finished
(2) just thanks Commission or just restates position
(3) restates position and offers thanks
(4) summarizes or concludes memorably and offers thanks

Z. LANGUAGE STYLE:
(I) slang.or incomprehensible on several occasions
(2) very vague or distracting Villers" or written language
(3)"minimally fluent, apPropriate formality
(4) vivid phrasing, highly comprehensible

8. ORAL EXPRESSION:
(I) monotone
(2) inappropriate or distracting inflection on several occasions
or memorized
(3) conversational variation in inflection
(4) tone of voice expresses conviction.or emphasis

9. SPEECH RATE AND VOLUME:
(I) inaudible
(2) rate too fast or too slow - distracting ,
(3) speech rate and volume do not strain listeners
(4) variation in rate or volume used for added expressiveness

10. GESTURES:
(1) distracting mannerisms or posture
(2) no eye contact with Commissioners
(3).eye contact established, comfortable posture
(4) facial, body, or hand gestures for emphasis or illustration
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A simpler type of rating scale which is applicable across a broad range of com-

munication tasks, and which provides students with less specific feedback, asks

teachers to make holistic judgements on four dimensions of speech (16).

I. CONTENT.
( I) inadequate
(2) minimal
(3) adequate
(4) superior

2. ORGANIZATION:
(1) inadequate
(42) minimal
(3) adequate
(4) superior

3. LANGUAGE:
(1) inadequate
(2) minimal
(3) adequate
(4) superior

4. DELIVERY:
(I) inadequate
(2) minimal
(3) adequate
(4) superior

It is best, of course, if rating scales are accompanied by the teacher's written

and/or oral comments explaining in more detail the reasons for each rating

In rating speech performances, teachers need to beware of the numerous soumes

of bias and mconsistency that can intrude into this sort nf subjective evaluation

(27). leacher fatigue,. we know, can result n different standards of stringency ap-

plied to the first speakers compared to the last. The materials' which are used to

stimulate speech can be familiar to children of one group but not another The

evaluation criteria can be biased toward one group oranother For example, a cri-

tenon which demands standard English pronunication will obviously work against

speakers of non-standard dialects and students whose dominant language is not

English (although most students can display considerable code switching toward

the standard if the context for speaking is appropriate and sufficiently rich). In

constructing rating scales, teachers need to consider whether a criterion of stan-

dard English is proper at all, and if it is, whether it should be given so much

prominence that it outweighs all other communication skills.
Finally, teachers must be on guard against the influence of student character-

istics which are really extraneous to how well they communicate. We are all
susceptible to being led astray by our expectations. Teachers tend to give more

positive ratings to physically attractive students (25). Dialect itself triggers ster-

eotyped reactions which are sometimes hard to overcome in evaluating actual

abilities (30).
Vther Techniques for Evaluating Speech. Although rating scales--because of

their convenience and flexibilitywill always be the mainstay of classroom eval-

uation of speech proficiency, other techniques are available. For example, groups

involved in problem solving discussions can be evaluated with respect to their ef-

ficiency. thans, the time elapsed and the accuracy of their solution. Pairs of students

engaged in referential or descriptive communication can also be evaluated in terms

of conununication accuracy (4). A storyteller might be evaluated according to rel-

atively concrete criteria which indicate consistency between an original story and

a subsequent retelling (6).
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.**.valtuiting Listtning Proficitncy.

Sourt es of Listening Test Materials. TeanIqUes,for evaluating listening per-
tonnances arc tied to the several purposes of listening (see pages 94-97 on listening)
and therefore are no less varied than methods of assessing speaking proficiency.
Most often, teacher-made listening tests are tests of literal comprehension. The
teacher recites or reads aloud sonic factual material, and the students recall the
information. One technique which can be a good deal more motivating for stu-
dents lb to arrange for student speakers to construct listening comprehension tests
based on their own presentations. Broadcast media, especially conimerical mes-
sages, provide useful materials for evaluating students' skills at discerning the point
of view conveyed by a message. Sound discrimination Lan be tested by tape-re-
cording environmental sounds (trash can clanging, car starting) and interspersing
these with speech sounds. Teachers can also make use of pantomime auk ities in
which the class lb asked to decode the emotional state acted out by a classmate or
a character on film. Several commercially produced tests of listening skill, sonic
ot which are keyed to listening instruction packages, are also available ( 1 5).

Modes of Response on Listening Tests. Most often, listening proficiency is
measured in terms of accuracy. How many details about steel production did the
student recall LorreLtly ? Did the student accurately identify %hat point the speaker
was supporting in emphasizing the safety record of nuclear reactors? Multiple Lhoice
questions are often a convenient response mode for indicating listening accuracy.
However, free open-ended responses Lan,be useful in evalu(ting inferential lis-
tening (e.g., "After listening to Washington's Farewell Address, what do you think,
he would say about American membership in the United Nations?"). Open-ended
responses can also help to capture students' aesthetic responses to oralliterature.
Aesthetic responses can be identified by asking students to draw, to v,rite about
their feelings, to tell or make up a story which might make others feel the same
feelings.

Another response mode which is appropriate foi integrativ e listening, (listen-
ing tor instructions) asks students to respond behaviorally. Thus, students may be
asked to perform the commands encoded in a listening passage (First cross the
right hand string over the left hand one, than pull it through ihe loop from be-
hind''). Or they might be asked to 1, isually represent or to identify an object which
a classmate is describing (4).

An interesting listening task which taps children's abilities to follow directions
together with their ability to listen critically was developed by Flavell and his as-
sociates. In this test, children are read a set of telephone instructions and are provided°

Vvith an accompanying map. Their job is to list all of the inadequacies in the mes-
, sage: (See accompanying chart on page 145.)

Empathic listening Lan also be measured. An adaptation of the Dymond Em-
pathy test (5) first gives students an opportunity for free conversation. They then
mark a set of attitude scalesmot only to reflect their self-perceptions during the
course of the interaction, but also to predict their partner's perceptions. Empathic
listening skill is judged by the degree of match between the students' perceptions
and the corresponding perceptions of the partner.
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S1UDEN1 LISTENING ACTIVITY

Teacher tor student who reads well) reads a set of instructions for reaching the

destination. The instrnctions contain several inadequacies. Students are told to listen

to the instructions carefully and list (tell) all the things which are wrnng with them,
how they might be confusing. E.g. (for the attached map) Teacher reads,

Student Hears Student Sees

"Suppose there was a man in
his car out in the country who was
lost. He didn't know how to get
home. He has the same map you
have in front of you, except his
map doesn't show where he is
now or where his home is located.
Now he calls me up and I can
figure out Acre he is now. I also
know where his home is, just as
it's marked on your map. I'm go-
ing to talk to him on the phone
and tell him how to get home. I
want you to listen very carefully
and tell (list) all the tftingihat are
wrong with my directions, all the
reasons why he would have trou-
ble getting to the right house.
Okay, here is what I tell him.

If you look at the map you'll
find an X. That's where you are
right now. You go down the road
until you see a house on your left.
Turn right there and 1ceep going
until you pass a pond on your left.
Then you make a left turn and the
house you want is the second one
on the street." (Based on Flavell,
et al., The Development of Role-
taking an(l Communication Skills
in Children, 1968.)

6
This is
the man's
home

X Man is here now,
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Assessing Attitudes Toward Communication

Self-expression unavoidably (and desireably) accompanies all other com-
munication functions. We involuntarily "give off" information about our feelings
even as we "give" other message content in a ,more controlled and deliberate
fashion. Moreover, our attitudes toward ourselves as communicators exert an im-
pact on the quality of our expression. A person w ho is uncomfortable, say, interacting
at a cocktail party is often perceived as an incompentent cocktail party commu-
nicator. Teachers require information about their students attitudes toward
communication in order to adequately evaluate and work with those students'
communication skills.

Teachers generally form inchoate impressions of their students attitudes to-
ward communication in general and classroom communication specifically.
Sometimes, however, those impre,sions can be mistaken. A quiet child may be
perceived as "well-behaved," even rewarded for his or her good conduct. In real-
ity, however, this quiet child may be fearful about speaking up before a group.
Another student may be perceived as a class clow n, alway s free w ith light-hearted
repartee. This child, too, may be disguising a deep-seated insecurity about his or
her communication skills. Deliberate assessment of students' communication at
titudes is a wise course to pursue.

Communication Apprehension. The most frequently investigated attitude to-
ward communication is known as "communication apprehension' (CA) (8, 17).
CA differs from situation-specific anxiety, like stage fright, because it is an en-
during personality trait,. whereas stage fright is a normal reaction to particularly
threatening circumstances. About one in five students experience CA to a degree
that will significantly affect their liv es (18). For example, high CA individuals
avoid classes which require active participation, marry or go steady early, may even
select isolaged places to live. High CA students, though of all ranges of ability,
often do poorly in school, frequently' suffer from negative expectations of teach-
ers, and often choose low profile jobs w hich prevent them from fulfilling their
potential in the workplace. Students who experience high CA ought not to be asked
to recite aloud. They should not be called upon and put on the spot before the en-
tire class, which w ill only exacerbate the degree to which they find oral
communication to be punishing. A number of instruments have been deyeloped
to help identify reticent students. Among the most often utilized questionnaires
are the 'Personal Report of Communication Apprehension" for adults and "Per-
sonal Report of Communication Fear" for middle school through high school
students (18). Thc "Mea,ure of Elementary Communication Apprehension" (9)
is appropriate for younger children, including those w ho arc not yet reading

Sell-Disclosure. Another important set of attitudes toward communication
pertains to self-disclosure or willingness to reveal personal information to others.
In general, appropriate self-disclosure is an attribute of communication compe-
tence (12). Indiv iduals with positiv e attitudt v toward self-disclosure arc perceived
as friendly and trustworthy. Attitudes toward self-disclosure can be assessed by ,a

number of informal means. One communication activity which often elicits strong
reactions is to ask students to tell about a time when they were in great danger,
perhaps about a time when they' were in danger of dying. Teachers can observe
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how treely students make reference to their emotional states in those anecdotes

Alternatively, teachers can compose surveys which include items like. "These are

things about myself which I would only tell to my best friend," "These are things

about myself. I would tell to a student in this class whom I don't know very well

Of course, students should only be asked to voluntarily share items on the lists

with teachers. Whether or not they choose to share constitutes data about attitudes

toward self-disclosure.
Language Attitudes. One final category of attitudes toward communication

tocuses on stutknts' attitudes toward language varieties, In our society, as in all
societies, some dialects are valued more than others. Speakers of less valued di-
alects hequently share, or even exaggerate, societal norms in their attitudes toward

their own speech (13, 30), Speakers with particularly negative attitudes toward

their own speech varieties are liable to exhibit linguistic hypercorrection. They
will try so hard to attain prestigious speech forms that they overcompensate for

their native non-standard forms. Sometimes linguistically insecure individuals in-

sert consonants where they do not belong, or produce malapropisms Teachers can
readily devise questionnaires which include prestige language forms along with

parallel non-standard variants. Students can indicate their attitudes toward these

forms in a number of w ays. For example, they might list next to each language

teature a job description which comes from a scale of occupations of varying pres-

tige (13).
Communu.ation Journals. Besides contrived questionnaires and communi

anon activities, student journals are another useful source of information about
attitudes toward communication. If teachers encourage students to use the journal

as a forum for discussing,their daily interactions, comtnents which reveal affec-

tive dimensions of communication will emerge with great frequency? Any technique
which engenders self-awareness about communication is likely to be of thera-

peutic value for students, and at the same time will illuminate for teachers some

of the roots of their students' communication behaviors.

Summary

Because oral communication assessment involves particular risks, it is justi-

fiable only if the information which is gathered through evaluation will be put to

positive uses. Ev aluating students' speaking and listening skills can help teachers

adjust planning, provide for individual differences, and supply needed feedback

to facilitate development in communication competence. Not all communication
experiences should be evaluated, and those which teachers do choose to grade re-

quire an authentic context for communicating--a purpose and an audience
Evaluation criteria can be tailored to the specific demands appropriate to each

communication situtation. In evaluating speaking skills, therefore, criteria for formal

communication tasks will differ from those appropriate for informal communi-
cation. The criterion of standard English speech patterns need not dominate
evaluation. In addition, teachers need to be aware of numerous sources of incon-

sistency and bias in rating speech performances. Methods for evaluating listening

skiffs are also quite varied, and are likewise designed to capture the particular de-

mands of the different purposes and settings for communication Other useful
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information pertains to students' attitudes toward communication Communica-
tion apprehension, willingness to disclose oneself, and attitudes toward language

varieties can be readily ascertained.

,
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What are the best ways to evaluate writing?

As they plan the educational program for the students in their classrooms each

year, teachers must consider three major elements. First, they must develop goals

and objectives for the program. They then must design an instructional program

that will effectiNely meet those goals. Planning for instruction involves major de-

cisions. What, for example will be the mix of instruction--will reading,
mathematics, and writing be taught every day, with science, social studies, and

art being worked into the week two or three times? Will the basic skills and the
content areas be integrated, with some focus on each subject every day? How will

the classroom be organized and managed? How will time be allocated to the'va-

riety of activities that have to occur each day or each week or each quarter.' How

will children with special needs be helped? These and many more questions must

be addressed in the planning process.
Finally, teachers must develop procedures for determining whether the in-

struction has been successful and the goals have been met. This is done by
assessing the performance of the students. Did the students learn what the teacher

hoped they would? As they develop their plans for asse,,sment, it is important that
teachers look beyond the convenience of paper-and-pencil tests to the fact that
there are many educational goals that cannot be measured through the use of liii-

in-the-blank and multiple-choice questions. In writing inStruction, for example,

such tests will not give the teacher a sense of whether
students are able to take an idea, create a plan for developing that idea, and im-

plement the plan on paper, thus creating a short story, an essay, a paragraph, or

a poem;
students understand that effective communication must be purposeful and must

be directed at a specific audience;
students are motivated to write because they view writing as an effective means
for communicating with and in some sense for controlling the world around

them;
students who are able to accurately answer the questions on the test will be able

to apply the same principles and rules in their own writing as they are needed

When we think about evaluation of students' performance, we mtr:t ronsider

not only how the performance is assessed but also how the results of the assess-

ment or assessments are reported to the students, to the district, to parents, and

to the community. Typical methods of reporting range from grades on papers and

tests, to report cards, parent/teacher conferences, and to announcement of results

of standardized tests in local media.
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These art some of the questions that a teaNer must answer as he or she
chooses a method for evaluati9g and reporting student progress.

What method of assessment matches the goals I have set for my educational

prograni?
What do I want to know about the progress iny students have made?
Which method of assessment will tell me whether niy instructional program has
been effective?
Do I want to know only what has been learned during a given,period, with no

eye toward future instruction (summative evaluation), or do I want an assess-
ment method that w ill give me information about how to adjust instruction to

best meet the needs of the children (formative evaluation)?
How do I want to communicate with my students and their fiarents about the

progress the students are making and about the instructional program9
What can I do effectively, given the liniitations on my time? What adjustRents
will t have to make if I adopt a particular method?
What do I have to do, that is, what are the constraints placed on me by forces

outside the classroom? (The principal, superintendent, and state education

agency may have set goals which narrow the range of choices the teacher has

as he or she designs a program and a plan for assessment; textbook publishers
also inf;:ence the teacher's planning, if the school has adopted or mandated par-

ticular texts or series.) Given those demands, what alteratives and choices do

I have'?

Such considerations set the context for the following descriptien of assess-
ment procedures that can be used to evaluate children's writing performance. Four
last points, howeser. First, it is crnual that teachers view themselves as hating
real choices. If the school district or the state has mandated that children must be
tested using a paper-and-penCil, multiple-choice procedure, the teacher will have
to comply with that mandate. But instruction and the classroom environment can
be structured in such a way that several additional approachesto assessment can
be institutedapproaches which will give the teacher far more valuable infor-
mation than the results of the paper-and-pencil procedures alone, approaches that
w ill not be so time consuming that they take valuable hours away from
instruction.

Second, it is nut absolutel).essential that ever) piece of each child's writing
be assessed. Children, especially younger children (2), need to have feedback on
all of the writing they do, but that feedback does not always have to comc from
the teacher, it can also come from their peers and their families. As children grow
older, they, can be allowed to pick out their best pieces of writing for.the teacher
to.comment on formally. The important thing bere is that children must be given
many .opportuntties to writeopportunities that arise out of their own need or de-
sire to conimunicate a particular message to a particular audience, opportunities
that occur naturally and reinforce the learning process. Opportunities for peer in-
teraction, particularly, give teachers valuable chances for indirect assessment of
children's growth.
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leachers evaluate writing 10 (liscover whether a purpose har been

achieved. Therefore, how best to evaluate writing ma> v ary as the purposes of
writing vary. In addition, teachers may want to assess the progress children are

making at various stages as they move through the writing process.
Fmally, a major rule the teacher pla?.s in the classroom is as a respolulent 10

children, whether they are wilting, talking w ith the teacher or another child, solv-

ing a problem, participating in a small group discussion, taking a test, or engaging

in a variety of other activities. This role goes hand'in hand with the teacher's role

as evaluator. The way in which the teacher responds to and interacts with a child

will have a direct influence on how that child learns
The teacher must build a trusting relationship with the children,in his or her

classroom so the children will learn that it is all right to take risks and to express

themselves freely. If children view the teacher only as an evaluator of their at-

tempts at communication, they will quickly learn to spend their time trying to find

out what if is that the teacher wants.

Evaluation Strategies
Evaluating w riting is often seen as a process or grading "final products," with

red ink or pencil indicating each error in grammar, usage. or mechanical conven-
tions of standard English. This method is appropriate when the purpose of
instruction is learning mechanics, when the child is at a point in his or her de-
velopment where attention to such matters is appropriate, when thc relationship

between the student and the teacher IN characterized by trust andcooperation, and

w hen the teacher observes that the student makes fewer of the kinds of errors
marked in subsequent pieLes.of writing. The disadvantage or the method is that

it tends to make the child's errors more visible, visually and intellectually, than

ifre the child's alihievements. Typically. such evaluation does not offer specific
feedback on the content or organization of what is written, and it offers no feed-

back on what is nor there. The effect is often to discourage children without

improving their writing, they learn that the 'purpose" of writing is to please the

teacher.
Hie paper-and-pencil test has been the most familiar way oftesting the writing

ability of uroups ol children. Usually consisting of fill-in-the-blank or multiple

choice questions, these tests, which Lan be teacher-made or commercially pub-

lished, measure students' writing ability indirectly. They evaluate stiidents'

ability to write by testing their know ledge of grammar, vocabulary, mechanics,

sentence structure, and syntax. children are asked to complete sentences by fill-

ing in the blank, to identify which sentence among four has a mistake in it, to
choose whicliof four answers would correct an identified mistake in a sentence,

and so on. The results of tests which are developed by the teacher and which re-

flect the instruction the children have received can provide useful information to

the teacher. When the test is developed by a copunercial publisher, however,
there is too often pressure to teach to the test. Results of the test may not reflect

the actual abiliiy levels or needs of the children tested.
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,I.)escriptor

A Comparison'of Scoring Methods for
Direct Writing A MOWN

Holistic Analytical

General
Capabilities

Comprehensive, general
picture.of student perform-
ance; writing viewed as a
unified coherent whole.
Applicable 'to Any writing
task.

Thorough. trait by 6:ail
analysis of writing: ,pro
vides comprehensive pictu
of performance (I- enough
traits arc analyzed; traits are
those important toanypiece
of writing in any situation
(e.?.., organization, word-
ing. mechanics).

Reliability High reliability it standads High reliability if rriteria and

arc careHly established and standards are well defiled.
raters arc carefully trained, and careful training is

conducted.

Preparation
Time

Up to one day per item to
identify range tinder (model)
pacers: up to one-half day
tolrain readers using 4-point
scale; full day to train with
8-point scale.

Readers Qualified language arts per-
sonnel recommended: high
reliability car be achieved
with non-language arts
readers given sufficient
training.

One fall day to kientify traits:
onc day per trait to develop
scoring criteria (unless traits
and criteria arc borrowed
from another source): one to
two days to review results
of pilot test and refine traits
or criteria,ar. necessary: one-
half day to train raters.

Qualified language arts per-
sonnel recommended.

Scoring time One io two minutes per paper
(experienced-readers may
read faster).

One to tw o minutes per papet

per trait.

Classmom
Use

May be adapted for use in May be adapted for usc in

class. class.

Reporting Allows reporting on sm. Allows reporting ol student
dents' overall writing skill. performance on wide range

of generalizable traits (i.e..
the qualities considered im-
portant to all good writing).

GroupiSample Size* Primarily usabk With 'a Best with smaller sampks:
larger sample; with a small extensive scoring time may

sample. responses may be make costs prohibitive with
difficult to scale. larger groups.

'These arc very general guidelines. Due to the wine of the scoting-eo,t/aniount-of-in-
tonnanon trade-off across sconng method% readers am urged to seek the technical assistance

of a quihfied writing assessment specialist if there is a question regarding the appropriate

usc of available scoring resources.
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Highly focused analysis of
situation-specific primary
trait (and possibly second-
ary traits): provides specific
information on a narrowly
defined writing task (e.g.,
ability'to recount details in
chronological order).

Can provide either a general
or a specific profild of the
stusfent'S ability mint me-
chanics properly.

Provides a measure of syn
tactical sophistication

High reliability if criteria and
standards are well 4-fined.
and careful training is
eonducted.

High reliability if gisen suf
ficient traini g time and
authoritative, çomplcie. ac.
ceprable guide inc's (e.g., an

'English handbook),

High reliability provided
trained and experienced
raters are used

One full day to identify traits,
oncday per trait to develop
scoring criteria (unless traits

. and criteria arc borrowed
fixim another source): one to

two days to.review results
of pilot test and refine traits
or criteria as neees;ary: one.
half day to train raters

n

One to twolays to set up a
scoring sys ni (unless bor.
rowed fromranother source)
Minimum /if onc day to in.
ternalize the scoring system
and practice scoring.

Half day to full day de-
pending on raters previous
experience.

Qualified language arts per.
sonnel recornmendesi: non-
language arts staff may be
able to score some traits.

Qualified language arts per-
sonnel reconunended.

Raters murst be exp-enenced
language arts personnelt
preferably those already
familiar with the concept
of T-unit analysis.

One to two minutes per pa- Five minutes or more per hries greatly. depending on

per per trait. paPer, depending on num- raters' skill.
bet of criteria.

May be adapted for use in May be adapted for use in

elass elass.

May be adapted for use in
class,

Allows reporting of student
perfornunce on one or more
situation-specific traits im .
ponant tot, a particular task.

Allows reporting of group
or individual data on stu.

ents' general strengths or
weaknesses in mechanics.

Allows group Or individual
reporting on syntactical
sophistication

Generally more cost-effee.
tivc with smaller samples,
depending on the number of
traits to be scored (with one
trait. sample size is not an
issue)

iest with small samples.
extensive scMing time mos
/snake costs prohibitive witil
ilarger grotips,

Best with smaller saniples,
extensive scoring time nuts
make costs prohibitive with
larger gmups.

from Direct Measures of Wriatv Skill. (ssues and Applicationsby Vicki Spandel and Richanl

J. Stiggins, N WREL. Ponland. OR, 1980.
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Direct measures ot writing ability involve the assc.srnent of actual student W riting
samples. Four vill be briefly described here. References folloki, ing this chapter
can be consult0 by teachers who would like to have additional information about
particular asseslment procedures. In addition, we have included a table developed

by Spandel and Stiggins ( 13) to compare these procedures on several dimensions

Holistic Scoring

In the hc.'istic scoring proeedure. raters bring the judgment criteria with them
these criteria may include specific factors such as style. usage, grammar, and tone.
but the criteria are not directly defined or discussed. Rather, each paper is given
a rating based on the judgment of the rater about thtroverall merit of the paper
Each paper is read by afleast two raters, and then the two ratiiligs can be combined

or averaged.
Before the raters Degin to work, training to help establish consistency among

the raters and within each indiv idual is provided. Then benchmark papeN. or "range-

Indus, arc identified. These are papers which are representative of those to be

rated and v. h th the raters Lan agree are representative of relatively bad papers and
relatively good papers. The other papers are then rated, using the benchmark pa-
pers ,cs guides, Despite the raters' personal preferences and criteria, holistic scoring
quickly produces consisteney among raters, probably because trained teachers of
writing can agree on what constitutes a relatively good or a relatively bad paper

(3, II).
Cooper (3) describes several different kinds of scales that can be used for hol-

istic scoring. Among these are
The essay scale, a series of complete pieces arranged according to quality and

ranging from exemplary to inadequate. The ,ask of the rater is to determine where

a pieceof writing fits along the scale.
The dichotomous scale, a series of statements that can be answered "yes- or
'no- (for example. "The ideas are creative or original." "The theS1s, is ade-

quately de,eloped." "The details that are included are well ordered.")
Elbow 's center of gravity responses, intended for fomative response and
teedback on an informal level (4). The reader goes through four steps after read-
ing a piece of writing. I. first tell very quickly what were found to be the main
points, main feelings, or centers of gravity, 2. then summarize it into a single
sentence. 3. then choose one w ord from the writing which best sMnmarizes it,
and 4. then choose a word that isn't in the writing that best .Juininaryes it

Elbow's response technique call be used successfully by students tOrespond
to one another's writing.

lolistic scoring IS rapid and effluent. Depending on the length of student pa-
pers. experieneed raters can rate thirty to forty papers in an hour. Scoring is intensie
work, short periods of work with frequent breaks yield.the greatest degree of
consistency.

,Analytical Scoring

To assess the student's ability to work with one or more specific comentions
ot writing tlor example. syntax, pumtuation, organization, usage, sense of au-
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Menu:, or sentence structure), teachers may find the analytical piethod is useful
the factors are isolated and scored individually by raters This method is espe-
cially usetul tor deternuning mastery of specifk writing competencies, for student
placement, and for tormative and surnmativ e evaluation of writing programs

the drawback to analytical scoring is that it is extremdy time consuming. It
may take two or three times longer to score a piece of W riting analytically than it
would holistically. Howe% er, analytical scoring does yield more specific infor-
mation about the writer's ability to demonstrate specific competencies in writing.

usually on the surface level.

Primary-Thiit Scoring

Primary-trait scoring is similar to analytical scoring in that it focuses on a spe-
citic characteristic of the writing. It is different in that it is situationally speci-
fic-the student is given a specific assignment, such as playing a role, and is as-
sessed on his or htr ability to fulfill the assignment, in this case adopting and
maintaining the role. The success of the piece of writing is determined by the ef-

tect the piece has on the reader. A ghost story is primaril. effective if it excites
tear in the reader. This is a different twit from what we would expect to find in

a letter to a pluspective employer. Primary-trait scoring, therefore, judges the li-
kelihood that the writing will produce the (Joked effect in the reader

'A hen assessing a paper, the reader is looking for the primary trait It is also

possible to evaluate a paper for specific secondary traits, traits which may be im-

portant to the et fecuveness of the writing but W hich arc not ascritical as the primary

trait.
the first step in developing an assignment which W ill be scored using the pri-

nury-trait system is to identify the primary trait to be assessed The next step, and

IL, most time consuming one, is to develop a scoring guide to be used to rate the

writing that results from the assignment. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress kis used the primary-trait scoring system in assessing the W riling of nine,
thirteen, and seventeen year-olds. They used the following guide for scoring "let-
ters to a principal on solving a problem in school":

A paper receives
a vcore

3

4

Respondents do not identify a problem or give no evidence
that the problem can be Solved or is worth solving.

Respondents identify a problem and either tell h ow to solve
it or tell hoW the school would be improved if it were solved.

Respondents identify a problem, explain how tosolve the
problem, and tell how the school would be improved if the
problem were solved.

Respondents include the elements of a "3" paper. In ad-
dition, the elements are expanded and presented in a
systematic structure that reflects the steps necessary to solve

the problem. (10)
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After raters hac agreed on the definition of the prunary trait, sometimes using
benchmark papers, the rating will move smoothly and qukkly (7, 8, 9).

T-Unit Analysis

A T unit is an independent Anise and whatever subordinate clauses or phrases
aLLompany it. means "terminable.') The follow ing sentenLe has only one ter-
minal mark of punctuation, but it divides intathree T-units.

NiLk ate the apple and the orange and he gave me the banana, whkh was turn-
ing brown, but I ate it.

The T-pnits are:
I. Nick ate the apple and the orange.
2. and he gave me the banana, which was turning brown.
3. but I ate it.
It has been demonstrated that the length of the T-unit tends to iikrease with

the age and skill of the writer (6). Also, skilled writers can InLorporate more and
inure &mkt Loikepts in a single T-unit. T-unit 2, above, is an example of this
phenomenon. In many ways, the Loikept of T-units resembles the classk lan-
guage arts teLhruque for helping studenb learn to use subordinauon in their work.

T-units Lan bc used in two ways to assess writing. First, the student's writing
Lan be divided Into r units, whiLh Lan then be anal) zed for length, Lomplexity of
Loikept, and so on. The seLond method is to present the student with a group of
related T-units and ask him or her to Lombine them into one or more sentences
(12). The maturity of the writer Lan be judged by examining the ways in which
the student is able to produce fluent sentences from the T-units.

One Laution, however. many skilled writers use extremely short sentenLes for
partkular literary effeLts. T-unit analysis performed on the work of E1einingay
or Stephen Crane would render a large number of very short. simple T-units. The
teaLher who decides to use tins assessment technique must keep this in mind. Con-
versely, many people Lan write on and on, using extremely long sentences. which.
when divided into T-units. :,eeni to indkate fluency. However long they are, sen-
tences that are ineffective do not represent good writing.

Other Assessment Techniques

Informal diagnosis is an important and ongoing responsibility of the teaLher.
TeaLlieb Lan observe Lhildren's progress during their own interactions with them,
while wakhing them interact with their peers both individually and in small
groups, and by holding conferences with children at all stages of the writing process.

Self-evaluation, where students assume responsibility for assessing their own
wnting and for deLiding which pieces of writing they will share with their peers
and teaLher, Lan promote organization skills, self-reliance, indLpendence, and
Lreativity (Ii. Students evaluate the various drafts as well as the final product,
using teacher- and student-developed questions as a guide.

Peer evaluatiun Lan invoke just two students ho read eaLh other's writing or
small groups of students who meet periodkally to make suggestions\ to one an-
other, offer S uggest ns and support and, finally, edit one another's work. Again,
,teaLher- or student-developed forms Lan aid in this proLess. Peer evaluation gives
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students an opportunity to focus their attention away from the teacher and to see

how their writing affects others in their peer group. Beaven notes that research

studies dealing w ith peer groups and evaluation generally indicate that "improve-
ment in theme-writing ability and grammar usage, when small groups of students

engage in peer evaluation, may equal or even exceed the improvement that occurs
under evaluation procedures carried out by the teacher" (1)

Summary

The assessment techniques selected by the teacher to evaluate the writing per-
fonn,me of his or her students must reflect the goals the teacher has so and must
be directly related to the instrut..tional prmedures the teacher is using in the class-
room. Different assessment techniques w be used as the purposes for eNaluating
writing change. Whether T-unit analysis, holistic, analytical, or primary-trait

oring, or informal eNaluation techh.ques are used, assessment of actual student
writing sampks at all stages of the writing process can best inform the instruc-
tional process.
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THE TEACHER AND
COMMUNICATION

The roles of the teacher--as editor, eval-
uator, model, and instructopin the de-
velopment , of students' communicative
skill are discussed in this final section. In
a very real sense, this section is a sum-
mary of the themes and ideas which have
been presentedthroughout all the other
chapters.
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What teacher behaviors improve oral and written communication?

In the other chapters in this book, we have offered suggestions for how teach-

ers can help children come to view communication as a process and develop the

ability to use that process as a tool for learning, for self-expression, and for,having

aneffect on the world around them--their families, their Peers, their teachers, and

others. Here, we want to suggest some teachercharacteristics that ,are essential to

the success of that venture. Most important, of course, is that the tiacher who

wants children to view communication as a procesF must create a classroom at-

mosphere in which oral communication and written communication are integral

parts of the school day:
Effective 9ral interaction cannot be thought of as being the same thing as reading

of a report; nor does learning to "take turns" constitute any vital understanding

of the art of group discussion. The teacher who has students play little elocution

games probably teaches them very little that is positive or helpful about com-

munication. One sure way to teach students hOw to avoid breaking any of the

rules is to insist that they speak from memory. One sure way to teach that speech

communication is not a very important skill is to have a lot of little impromptu

talks in class on silly or trivial subjects. One sure way to teach that communi-

cation is not a process is to have students "write a speech" on such-and-such,

which may or may not ever be given. The result of such approaches is not com-

munication at all, but a game in which the byword is "wake me up when it's my

turn." (3)
Children come to school with an intuitive knowledge that communication can

be used as an effective tool for expressing their feelings, for accomplishing goals,

.for controlling other people, and for many other purposes. The teacher's respon-

sibility is to build upon and e6pand that knowledge. If oral communication and

written communication are compartmentalized, dissected, relegated to 10 or 20

minutes per day,-the-children will very quickly realize that these activities are not

very important to the teacher.
Budding Trust. Perhaps the most important thing a teacher can do to expand

upon the oral and written communication capabilities of children is tel create a

classroom environment that builds trustan environment where the hkaning of

what the child is communicating takes precedence over how accurate or polished

the delivery of the message is, an environment that has as a major goal the build-

ing or strengthening of the child's self-concept; an environment in which there are

frequent opportunities for sustained interaction among students and between stu-

dent(s) and teacher.
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this is a gotxl pia e. to bring up the controversy between proponents of direct
instruction (instruction that is teacher-directed, acadenikally focused, and cen-
tered on sequenced and structured materials) and proponents of an open
classroom, Which focuses on creating a warm, accepting env ironment that is stu-
dent (-entered. Good (4), Peterson and Walberg (I I), Medley (9), and others have
looked at the research that has studied one or the other of these instructional ap-
proaches or that has tried to compare the-two. The final word-is not in, although,
ds Peterson points out, it appears that each approach may be necessar) at different
times and for different purposes in all classrooms and that the important yriterion
will continue to be the needs 9f the individual child:

. although a more direct or tiaditional teaching approach may be slightly bet-
ter. on the d%erage. than an open approaa for intseasing students' achievement.
an open approaLh apNars to be better than a more direcl approach forpt.reasing
students uItiity, mdependence. curiosity, and fmorabk attitudes toward
St. hool and learning. In addition, the research suggests that some kinds of stu
dents may do better in an open approach and others in..y do better in a more direct
approadi The implmation is that, if educ.am. ....am to achieve a wide range of
eduLational objeuives and if they want to meet the needs of all students, then
nedher Jaw instruclion alone nor open-classroom teaLling alone is sufficlent
(10).
Obviously, the goal:, and objectives of the Nhcool district and the teacher will,

to a large extent, determine the nature of the classroom environment. It seenis
dear, however, that the growth of children's capabilities in both oral and v(ritten
ornmunication depends on the opportunities they are given for sustained inter-
adion with their peers and w ith adults. Classroom time must be given to such
activities.

Enming Language. Teachers should enjoy language and should expect their
students to enjoy language. If the teaLher places a high value on the use of lan-
guage, both spoken and written, the students in his orlier classroom will learn to
value language. Language play, such as riddles, rhymes, puns, and jokes, is one
way that teachers (-an express their enjoyment of language. Expressing &light in
yhildren's use of new word or in particularly effective uses of language by children
will reinforce their usE of language and their self-esteem.

One very important aspect of increasing children's enjoyment of language in-
volvessbuilding respect for language variation. Both the teacher and the students
an learn from students who use a language or a dialect different from that of the
other members of the LIass. Having bilingual or bidialectal children in the class-
room represents an-opportunity to-help-students acquirc-an-understanding-of-the
rianess of language and an appreciation of the incredible flexibility and capa-
paeity for learning that human beings have.

Talking About Language. Teachers should talk about language, calling chil-
dren's attention to special features of language and to particularly effective uses
of language by children and adults at the time they occur. This can include helping
children to become aware of the language structures they already know, making
them aware of alternative structures, and comparing structures used by different
children. For example, a teacher might draw attention to the fact that two chil-
dren, using the same dialect or two different dialects, have said or written the
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same thing in two different ways but with the same effect In this way, children
will learn about language at the same time that they learn through language

kaLhing b Etwnple. The teacher should serve as a positive role model, dem-
onstrating for children the characteristics of communication that he or she wants

the children to exhibit. If the teacher wants students to believe that writing can be

an el fective form of self-expression and a means for controlling their world, the
teacher must demonstrate that she or he v alues writing. As often as possible, the

teacher should w rite with the childrennot lesson plans or entries in the grade
book, but pieces or writing that ftedill the teacher's need to express his or her ideas

to a specifc audience for a specific purpose. Asking children to read and comment

on the teacher's writing might turn out to be a valuable experience for both Per-
haps most important, the children will be able to see that adults also experience
writing as a series of stages. When writing, adults, including professional writers,
might spend much time in thought before they begin to write. They too toss sev-
eral sheets of paper in the wastebasket before they begin writing in earnest Adults

also express dissatisfaction with their writing and sometimes need to rewrite or
reorganize , occasionally several times. Adult w riters usually go over their writing

one more time to make sure that it is clear and correct,
teachers should also serve as role models for listening behavior. Much of this

behavior IS assured if the teacher has respect for the child. For example, not in-

terrupting a duld who IS speaking, giving the child time to answer or speak, and

making eye contact demonstrate the teacher's respectfor the child, It is important

to acknowledge a aild who has given an answer or made a contribOon to a con-
versation. The teacher can give feedbackshow that he or she has been listening-

-by paraphrasing what the student has said, by responding honestly, or by com-

menting briefly and asking the class to comment on what the student ha. said For

young children the teacher can serve as discussion leader, modeling the behavior
necessary to encourage involvement of all participants, as children learn these be-

haviors, their small group discussions can be led by one of their peers
Building Appropriate Expectations. The teacher should develop positive but

appropriate expectations for individual students. This is particularly important in

a multilingual or multicultural classroom. Brophy and Good offer this advice.
Teachers can avoid many problems by adopting appropriate generalexpectations

about teaching, by learning to recognize their specific attitudes and expectations

about individual students, and by learning to monitor their treatment of individ-

ual students. In particular, it is essential that teachers remember that their
primary responsibility is to teach, to help each student reach his potential as a

learner. It is natural Mat teachers forna differential .ttitlides and-expectations
about different students because each student is an indiddual. To the extent that

these are accurate and appropriate, they arc helpful for planning ways to meet
each student's needs. However, they must constantly be monitored andevaluated

to insure that they change appropriately in response to changes in the students

Focusing on Individual Progress. The teacher should focus on individual
progress rather than comparing students to one another. For example, children
should be encouraged to look at their own progress over a period of time instead

of trying to figure out whether they are better or worse than their peers. Samples

1 6i
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of a student's writing Lan be kept in a folder, the child can then compare pieces
of writing done throughout the year, perhaps a piece written in December or
March with a piece written the previous September. This will give the child an
opportunity to see how his or her writing has changed during that time and to talk
about language with other children', and with the teacher.

Similarly, the teacher might tape-record a conversation with each child in the
class at the beginning of the year and perhaps a second time three or four months
later. The teacher can play the reconfings for each child toward the end of the
year The child will be interested inihis or her growth, and this affords the teacher
another opportunity to talk with the child about language. Children who sp,Oke a
language or dialect other than the primary language or dialect of the classroom at
the beginning of the year might especially benefit from such a scries of tapes, and
the teacher will gain invaluable infomiation about their progress. Again, from
Brophy and Good (1)

Students should be taught to focus:on their own progress over time . . so that
the classroom norm becomes "dolvtter than yesterday" rather than "outper-
form George " This is a difficul( task to accomplish, because students (and
teachers) are used to measuring their worth on a comparative basis with others.
Nevertheless, if students are truly to grow in the classroom, they must gain in-
terest and skills in self growth and self-esaluation. Obviously, teachers who
allow for individual assignments (students draw one of thirty objects, not the
same one), will have an easier time inculcating interest in mastery rather than
competition ...lt is important for teachers to become concerned about the pro-
ess of learning, not just about learning products (I).

Another aspect of individualizaton is tailoring the sequence of assignments..for
specific students. Students Lan then use their own work as a springboard for their
nexLwriting experience. In order for this strategy to work well; the teacher must
be skilled at observationwatching children (focusing not only on the child speak-
ing but also on the child or children who are listening), looking for changes and
indications of progress or need for help, and making adjustments as necessary'.

Using All Subject Areas. The teacher should use all mailable opportunities in
all of the subject areas to expand children's knowledge and use of language. Math-
ematics, social studies, science, music, art all provide opportunities to talk and
write about uses and purposes of language distinct from those in any of the other
subjects.

In addition, the teacher can use the world outside of the classroom to develop
chihiren's understanding of language. Thk can involve followins the develop-
ment of community events relevant to the children's lives, thinking, reading,
talking, and writing about matters of national interest, watching and responding
to television programs and listening to and responding to radio programs, reading
a series of newspaper stories, and so on. At the beginning, the teacher can control
these activities, but the children can gradually assume a ntjor part of the re-
sponsibility for generating and expanding them.

Building Teacher Professionalism. Finally, teachers should view, themselves
as part of a professional community of educators,,a community to which they can
and should contribute as well as from which they can learn. Teachers with positive
self-concepts can see the importance of and will devote the time and energy that
is required to build the self-concepts of the children in their classroom.
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W ithin the school community, teachers can consult wilt' one another, offering

suggestions, feedback, and support: A group of teachers might, for example,

identity a problem they seem to have in common and devise a strategy for, taking

a closer look at the problem and trying out some techniques they think might help

alleviate it. They can also form a writing group and act as peer editors for one

another.
Teachers can and shoulii contribute to the inservicf. education that is offered

by their school district. Research and observation make it clear that teachers have;

not been adequately trained to help children become effective communicators

this has led in recent years tk, a movement to change the curricula of colleges and

universities--both in their standard courses of _study and in their continuing edu-

cation programs--and to an inservice education focus on filling the gap left by the

inadequacy of such training for teachers (2, 5, 8).
Ot particular interest to teachers who want to contribute to inservice training

in their own school district might be the work of the National Writing Project The
developers of this project agreed "that most teachers do not know how to teach

writing because they have not been trained as teachers of writing; that inservice

programs to Improve writing instruction should bridge the gap between research

and practice involving both universities and school districts; and that, given the

prospect ot tewer new teachers coming into the.schools, curriculum improvement

should be accomplished through continuous inservice programs" (6) The project

was based on the fundamental premise that teachers who teach writing should be-

gin by becoming knowledgeable about and comfortable With their own writing

abilities.
Begun as the Bay Area Writing Project in 1974, this project has drawn in-

creasing attention from educators throughout the country as an alternative in the'

inservice education, of teachers. The original small group of San Francisco edu-

cators has grown to a nationwide network of university campus writing centers

Each center is the site of a program modeled after the Bay Area Writing Project,

and each develops a cadre of teacher-consultants through invitational summer in-

stitutes. The teacher-consultants are then responsible for conducting inservice

programs in schools.

Summary
Huck (7) has pointed out that teachers "need to make sense of their own teach-

ing, to know why they teach as they do in order to be informed teachers. They

need to question principles underlying certain practices." Understanding their

own attitudes about communication and their own behaviors with respect to the

children in their classrooms is a critical first step in this learning process Viewing

themselves as part of a professional community, working collaboratively with

other teachers in their schools, and becoming actively involved in the work of

professional educational associations arc also important steps in the process
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